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Welcome to LodgixWelcome to Lodgix

Lodgix is a web-based vacation rental management application. It is an essential tool to
streamline business processes and increase rental income. Lodgix offers a set of easy-to-
use booking calendars that can be embedded into any website, blog or social media
application.

We feature exhaustive integrations with VRBO, HomeAway, Airbnb, Flipkey, Expedia and
Booking.com. Our system of automated triggers allow automated communications with
guests, employees and owners that can be triggered using any number of conditions such
as arrival date, departure date, invoice status, etc.

Lodgix is unique in that we do not require a new merchant account. Our integrations with
Stripe, Authorize.net and many others allow us the flexibility to connect to existing
merchant accounts. For those that desire a new merchant processor, we have partnered
with several outstanding processors that can underwrite an account in 1 to 2 business days.
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What Does Lodgix.com Do?What Does Lodgix.com Do?

The features, functions and benefits of Lodgix evolve every week. Every week new features
and enhancements are added to the system. Our niche market at the moment remains 5 to
150 properties under management.

Lodgix.com is a complete solution offering guest management, online booking, integrated
payment processing, channel management, email marketing, employee alerting and
property management / owner statement functionality. We also want to help market your
properties via our ever expanding channel manager, a channel list can be seen here.

Please read through the features section of our website to learn more about Lodgix. Please
try our free, 30 day, no credit card required, trial. You'll find that the software is so flexible
that it can accommodate many different usage scenarios. Best of all, you can pick up the
phone and call us at 877-593-2083 and we'll actually answer the phone (most times). We
also have a best in class documentation and support system available 24/7! Please visit
docs.lodgix.com to review our user manual and Wordpress documentation.
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System RequirementsSystem Requirements

Lodgix.com is a web-based application. We recommend a high speed connection at 10mb/
sec or higher for optimal performance. The faster the connection to the Internet, the faster
the application will perform.

Lodgix.com works the best on FireFox 3+, Chrome 8+ and IE9+. Internet Explorer 8 is NOT
a supported browser. Chrome is probably the best as it features some java script
performance enhancers that can speed up Lodgix.com performance by 20-30%!

Note: Satellite internet does NOT work well with Logdix. Satellite internet has latency
issues which can cause problems with payment posting when processing credit card
payments using Lodgix. Lodgix is not responsible for any aberrations that occur while using
a satellite internet provider. Please consider switching to a DSL or Cable internet provider.
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My AccountMy Account
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Account ProfileAccount Profile

Account information can be managed from Settings > Account Profile. From here billing
notification email addresses, billing information, SMS alerts, and passwords can be
configured.

Settings > Account ProfileSettings > Account Profile

1. Login and BIlling Notification Email.Login and BIlling Notification Email. This is the login email address, and it can only be
updated by Lodgix tech support. However, the CC email address is editable from this screen.

2. Billing Information.Billing Information.
3. SMS Phone.SMS Phone. Provides the option to set a phone number where new booking notifications will

be sent via text message.
4. Change Password.Change Password.
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Two Step Authentication.Two Step Authentication. Enter and verify a mobile phone number to enable two step
authentication for the account.
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Upgrading (or Downgrading) your SubscriptionUpgrading (or Downgrading) your Subscription
PackagePackage

Your Lodgix subscription can be upgraded or downgraded at any time from within the
control panel under Settings > Billing Profile. It is not necessary to reach out to support, you
can do this on your own.

Note: Subscription packages cannot be upgraded or downgraded during the trial period
unless your credit card billing details are entered. Your card will not be billed until the trial
period expires.

Click on the Change buttonClick on the Change button
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Select the new Subscription PackageSelect the new Subscription Package
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Adding or Removing ModulesAdding or Removing Modules

Modules can be added or removed from your account at any time. You do not need to
contact support to so this. It can be done from Settings > Billing Profile.

Click on the Add Modules buttonClick on the Add Modules button
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Turn the desired Modules On or OffTurn the desired Modules On or Off
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Updating Your Billing InformationUpdating Your Billing Information

At times, perhaps due to an expired, lost or stolen credit card, you may need to update
your credit card details within Lodgix.com. You can do this from the Settings > Billing
Profile tab.

Click on the Edit Billing Details buttonClick on the Edit Billing Details button
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Enter your new billing informationEnter your new billing information
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Viewing Past Invoices and Account ActivityViewing Past Invoices and Account Activity

All past invoices from Lodgix are available from Settings > Billing Profile. These invoices
include your monthly subscription, channel commissions, and damage protection waivers.

Click on the Account Activity tabClick on the Account Activity tab
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Click the Print Receipt link for any invoiceClick the Print Receipt link for any invoice

This will download a PDF copy of that invoice to your machine.
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How Do I Cancel My Account?How Do I Cancel My Account?

WE CANNOT CANCEL YOUR ACCOUNT OVER THE PHONE! This is because we provide you
the online tools to easily cancel your subscription from within your account.

Before canceling your account it is important to note that your account will go into a
suspended status after it is canceled. For 12 months after your cancellation you can re-
subscribe at anytime and experience no loss of your account data.

If you are canceling your account due to issues such as poor customer service, missing
features or functions or other reasons, please let us know your reason for cancelation. If
you haven't allowed us the opportunity to review your needs, the Lodgix application, while
sharing our screen with you, please take advantage of this offer! The online demo can
really open up your eyes to features that you did not know existed and show you how to
make the best use of the features/functionality of the Lodgix software. Our direct line is
612-501-2548. We will do whatever we can to avoid a cancellation and get your account up
and running as quickly as possible.

If you do decide to cancel you can do so from the Settings > Billing Profile tab as shown
below

Click on the Cancel buttonClick on the Cancel button
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Confirm your CancellationConfirm your Cancellation

Please provide feedback on your experience and check the three boxes noting your full
understanding of how the cancellation works. Then click the Confirm button. That's it, you are
done. Your account data will remain on the system for 12 months after cancellation. If you
decide to re-subscribe at a later date, all of your account data will be ready and available for
use.

Please call us directly at 612-501-2548 if there is anything can do to help you get your account
up and running, we are available at any time to help!
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Initial SetupInitial Setup
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Getting StartedGetting Started

Please see our Getting Started Guide for a thorough overview of the initial setup process
within Lodgix. This guide covers all of the steps necessary to configure your company and
property listing information.

If additional setup help is needed a one on one training can be scheduled at any time here:
lodgix.youcanbook.me
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What is a single-unit property vs a multi-unitWhat is a single-unit property vs a multi-unit
property?property?

Lodgix differentiates between different types of properties for two primary reasons:
occupancy and calendaring. How you set up your properties can make a big difference in
how the application works for you. Typically the choice is very simple.

If you want the guest to be able to choose which property or room to rent, then your
properties should be set up as single-unit entities.

If you want the guest to reserve only a room type (e.g. one bedroom ocreanfront), and have
the system (or the property manager) assign which property or room the guest is assigned,
then your property should be set up as a multi-unit entity.

Setting Up a Multi-Unit PropertySetting Up a Multi-Unit Property

A single unit property is created by selecting Properties > Setup an Apartment, Condo, Cottage,
House or Villa. The setup of single unit properties is covered here. Mulit unit properties are
created by selecting Properties > Setup a CondoTel, Hotel or Inn. This process is covered
below...
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For a multi-unit property you can choose how many rooms (or properties) comprise a room
type. If you are a small boutique hotel and have 10 one bedroom rooms that are all the same
and the guest CANNOT chose the room, then a "One Bedroom" room type would be setup with
a quantity of 10.

Once you determine the quantity of rooms in the room type, then the next step is determining
how you want the guest to book those rooms. The default will be set to "show all rooms on
online booking calendar". If this box is unchecked then a whole slew of Reservation Logic
options become available which will result in only the ROOMTYPE name being displayed on the
booking calendar.
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The application will assign room names of "Room Name #1", "Room Name #2", etc. Each room
name can be renamed to the actual name of the room by clicking on the text of the room and
then clicking on the disk icon once complete.
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Limitations of the Multi-Unit SetupLimitations of the Multi-Unit Setup

Properties setup as multi-units have some functionality limitations.

1. The property management module does not work with individual rooms. It works with
roomtypes, but not with rooms. So if you have a complex with 20 individually owned, one-
bedroom condos, and you do not let the guest choose which condo they get to book, and
you setup that complex as a multi-unit property, the property management module will not
work to generate owner statements for each owner. The property management module
was not designed with that property type in mind. In that instance, where owner
statements are required for each condo, the condos would have to be setup as single unit
properties.
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What are Seasonality Templates?What are Seasonality Templates?

This article primarily applies to property managers with >5 properties. For those with <5
properties, the advantages of using seasonality templates are muted unless all of your
properties have similar pricing.

Property GroupingProperty Grouping

Benjamin Franklin once said "By failing to prepare, you are preparing to fail.". There is some
applicability in that quote when it comes to the use of seasonality templates. For those that
have a strategy or are open to preparing a pricing strategy, seasonality templates will make the
setting up of rates and rules very easy. For those that price willy nilly across seasons and
properties with no real strategy deployed, for those folks, the seasonality templates might seem
inflexible and hard to comprehend.

Even if you don't take advantage of seasonality templates now or ever, rates and rules can still
be edited independently within property setup. The seasonality templates are not mandatory
and for smaller numbers of properties they may not be needed.

So let's begin preparation:

1. Gather together are all properties that share the same season.
2. Next, gather together all properties with the same rates.

How do you group your properties?

You might group by location, then # of bedrooms, then type of rental
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Oceanfront > 1 Bedroom > Gold Pricing, Silver Pricing, Bronze Pricing

Or there could be any number of ways in which you categorize your properties into pricing
groups.

Whatever that strategy is, it's need to be set, ot use the seasonality templates effectively.

Pricing DeltasPricing Deltas

Many property managers have one location and all properties fall into a pricing category based
upon number of bedrooms. By keeping the pricing deltas linear across all seasons, updating /
adding new seasonality / pricing is SUPER SIMPLE. Update the template, the deltas remain the
same and all properties assigned to that template are updated. Boom! Done.

A pricing deltapricing delta is a rate that is different from the template. So if the template call for $100 per
night, that might be fine for your one bedroom properties, but it's doesn't work for your two
bedroom properties, as they are at $150 per night. So setup all your two bedroom properties
with $50 per night deltas, which will price them $50 per night higher than the template across
all seasons.

Everything adjust according to the values in the seasonality template when deltas are used. In
theory, you could not use deltas at all. Instead each property could have it's own seasonality
template. However that really wouldn't make a bit of sense and would negate any reason for
using the seasonality templates.

Video Illustrating Seasonality Templates and the Use of DeltasVideo Illustrating Seasonality Templates and the Use of Deltas
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Seasonality Template OverviewSeasonality Template Overview

Before proceeding, please make sure to have all of your property seasonality, rate and rule
data ready and in good order. Please view this support article for more details.

Most property managers have seasonality that does not vary by property. By seasonality,
we mean seasons with different rates and rules - typically resulting from changes in
demand.

Additionally most well run property management companies have different rate plans
which are assigned to specific properties.

SUCCESSFUL USE OF THE SEASONALITY TEMPLATE REQUIRES INTRICATE KNOWLEDGE OFSUCCESSFUL USE OF THE SEASONALITY TEMPLATE REQUIRES INTRICATE KNOWLEDGE OF
YOUR SEASONALITY AND REQUIRES A PRICING STRATEGY.YOUR SEASONALITY AND REQUIRES A PRICING STRATEGY.

If your seasonality varies randomly across properties and / or if your pricing does not follow
a uniform, linear methodology across seasons, then your business model is not efficient
and utilizing this feature of Lodgix may not be in your best interest.

Let's explore how to setup your default seasonality template.

Where to Find the Seasonality TemplatesWhere to Find the Seasonality Templates
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Interface SpecificsInterface Specifics

1. Templates tabTemplates tab. This is where seasonality templates are created and defined.
2. Properties tabProperties tab. This is where seasonality templates are assigned to properties and deltas (if

any) are defined.
3. Settings tabSettings tab. Miscellaneous settings for seasonality templates.
4. Current seasonality template and interface to add / edit / copy or switch seasonality

templates. There is a limit of 15 seasonality templates per account.
5. Periods within a seasonality template (spring, summer, fall, holiday, high season, low season,

etc.)
6. Current selected year.

Additional Interface NotesAdditional Interface Notes

The tooltips in the interface will show initially when the screen is first loaded to showcase what
the "+" buttons do in the interface.
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Setting up the Master Seasonality Template - Create Rate PeriodsSetting up the Master Seasonality Template - Create Rate Periods

Since this only has to be done once, it is recommended to setup the master seasonality
template for the remainder of the current year, plus the next two years.

First - Edit the default rate period. It's a good idea to setup default rates to guard against
mistakes in setup.

Now setup additional seasons for the current year.

1. Click the "+" icon to add a new rate period / season.
2. Name the period.
3. Enter minimum night stay requirements.
4. Enter nightly, weekend, weekly, monthly rates (whatever applies).
5. Enter any arrival and / or departure day requirements.
6. Click Save.

Note: rate periods cannot extend between years. Thus if your winter season extends from
December 1, 2016 to January 31, 2017, you would enter December 1 to December 31 in 2016
and then click on 2017 and create a 2nd winter season from January 1 to January 31, 2017.
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Setting up Seasons Using the Visual CalendarSetting up Seasons Using the Visual Calendar

The visual calendar makes it very easy to setup seasons. Simply click on the year (current
selected year is highlighted in red) and the click on the date the period begins and drag to the
last day of the period. In the example above, that is January 1, 2017 to February 28, 2017.

The add season window will open with the from and to dates already filled in. Simply add your
rates and rules, save and continue to the next season.
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The screenshot above shows the different color coding and corresponding seasons. Move
your cursor over any date to display the season name and any rates / rules in effect for that
season.

Please setup your master seasonality template for the current year and the next TWO years.

Assigning a Seasonality Template to a PropertyAssigning a Seasonality Template to a Property

1. Once the master seasonality template has been defined, navigate to the Properties tab
within the seasonality interface (see above).

2. Locate the Seasonality Template column and assure that the correct template is assigned to
your property.

Properties can be sorted by # of bedrooms to aid in setting up like properties incrementally.
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Rate DeltasRate Deltas

A "delta" is a difference. Of course, not all properties will have the same rates. There are two
ways in Lodgix to quickly setup a property with rates that differ from the master seasonality
template:

1. A new seasonality template could be created (clone the master and then make
modifications). Then assign the new template to property. Or...

2. A simpler method would be to have a linear relationship between your rates and the master
template.

For example, let's say the master seasonality template represents all one bedroom properties.
All two bedroom properties that have the same seasonality could be assigned deltas that
extend across all the seasons setup in the master template. So if all two bedroom properties
are $50.00 more per night, $300 more per week and $1000 more per month, regardless of
season, then those numbers would be entered as deltas to the chosen seasonality template.

THE BENEFIT TO USING DELTAS IS WHEN A TIME COMES WHERE IT'S NECESSARY TO UPDATE OR
ENTER RATES FOR YOUR PROPERTIES, ONLY THE SEASONALITY TEMPLATE NEEDS TO BE
UPDATED. All properties assigned to that template will be updated immediately.
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Visual Rates CalendarVisual Rates Calendar

Within the Properties Tab, there is a button that links to the Visual Rates calendar. On it, all
rates and rules for all properties for all dates are displayed and scrollable.

Sync Properties ButtonSync Properties Button

When setting up seasonality templates, the rate periods / seasons which comprise a template
are not applied to the properties assigned to the template until the "Sync Properties" button is
pushed. When there are pending changes, a message is displayed "There are template changes
pending application." Once the changes are sync'd to the properties, that message will
disappear.
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Settings TabSettings Tab

Turning off rules and rate structures that are not utilized in your business model will streamline
your interfaces.

Assigning a default template to be used with all new properties will assure that all new
properties have rates and rules assigned to them automatically.
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Property / Room SetupProperty / Room Setup
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Creating Properties on Lodgix from HomeAwayCreating Properties on Lodgix from HomeAway
/ VRBO Listings/ VRBO Listings

Property setup is always the first task any new Lodgix account. Since most property
managers already have existing listings on HomeAway / VRBO, we've developed a slick and
efficient tool to import properties from HomeAway into Lodgix.

Step 1: Authorize Lodgix to Access HomeAwayStep 1: Authorize Lodgix to Access HomeAway

Step 2: What Kind of User are You?Step 2: What Kind of User are You?

Choose "Owner".
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Step 3: Grant AccessStep 3: Grant Access

Click the "Grant Access" button.

Step 4:Step 4: Choose Which Properties to Import into LodgixChoose Which Properties to Import into Lodgix

1. Select properties
2. Click "Import Selected Properties" button.
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Go to Properties > List All PropertiesGo to Properties > List All Properties

All properties imported from HomeAway must be Enabled as by default they are set to a
disabled state.

That's it, you are done!
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Property Setup WizardProperty Setup Wizard

The property setup wizard will guide you through the process of setting up your first
property.

IMPORTANT NOTE!

Lodgix can import properties from HomeAway / VRBO. This can save a lot of setup time
and we encourage it's use!

Setup TabsSetup Tabs

Each tab will have a NEXT button at the bottom of the page. Work your way through each tab.
If you don't want to fill in the information for each tab, you can return to it later. Note that your

property will not be enabled unless you navigate through each tab.

Most of the tabs on this screen are expained in greater detail later in this section of the manual.

All taxes, fees, services and deposits are setup from Settings > Deposits / Fees / Services /
Taxes. Once you've defined those items from Settings > Deposits / Fees / Services / Taxes, you
can assign them to your properties.

Rates and rules can be setup individually. Or for larger numbers of properties with similar rates
/ rules using our seasonality templates will make rate / rule setup and updating easy!
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How to Edit a PropertyHow to Edit a Property

Properties can be edited from Properties > List all Properties. Basic information such as
Property Name and Category can be edited inline directly from this page. Other edits can
be made by clicking on the Edit icon to access the Property Edit Screen

Properties > List All PropertiesProperties > List All Properties

Inline EditingInline Editing
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Property Name, Marketing Title, Category, and Status can all be edited inline by clicking on the
field you want to edit.

Edit the Property from the Property Edit ScreenEdit the Property from the Property Edit Screen

Click the Edit (pencil) icon next to the property you would like to edit.

Navigate between the tabs to edit the details of your propertyNavigate between the tabs to edit the details of your property
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AmenitiesAmenities

Lodgix provides a default list of amenities that can be selected for each property.

The Amenities InterfaceThe Amenities Interface

Each property has a tab for Amenities that can be found under Properties > List All Units /
Rooms. To edit, click on the pencil (edit) icon next to the property you wish to update with
amenities. This interface provides a list of amenities on the left. Your job is to choose which
amenities apply to your property and move them to the list on the right.

You can move an amenity via drag and drop or by clicking on the "+" or "-" images next to the
amenity. If you feel that the majority of amenities apply to your unit, it might be easier to
choose "Add All", and then remove those amenities which aren't pertinent.

Make sure to click "Save" at the bottom of the screenclick "Save" at the bottom of the screen to save your selections.
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Don't Forget the Copy Icon!!!Don't Forget the Copy Icon!!!

Many times your properties will have common amenities. You shouldn't have to spend
countless hours selecting amenities for each unit. Once you've setup the amenities for a unit
that you feel represents the majority of your units, then use the copy icon!

Choose the unit you wish to copy FROM and then copy it TO the new unit. All you need to do
from here is tweak a little for any amenities that need to be added or removed.
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Adding and Editing RatesAdding and Editing Rates

If you have many properties with similar rate structures you may benefit from the use of
Seasonality Templates to set your rates. Please review this article to determine if this
approach is right for you.

If Seasonality Templates will not work for you then you can set rates individually for each
property. This will apply to property managers with less than 5 properties or inconsistent
rate structures. You can set your rates from the Rates tab of the property edit screen.

Where to Edit RatesWhere to Edit Rates

Navigate to the Rates tab of the property edit screen.
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Add your Rate PeriodsAdd your Rate Periods

It is recommended to setup your rates for the remainder of the current year, plus the next two
years.

First - Edit the default rate period. This will apply to any date on your calendar that does not
have a rate period assigned to it. It's a good idea to setup default rates to guard against
mistakes in setup.

Now setup additional seasons for the current year.

1. Click the "+" icon to add a new rate period / season.
2. Name the period.
3. Enter minimum night stay requirements.
4. Enter nightly, weekend, weekly, monthly rates (whatever applies).
5. Enter any arrival and / or departure day requirements.
6. Click Save.

Note: rate periods cannot extend between years. Thus if your winter season extends from
December 1, 2018 to January 31, 2019, you would enter December 1 to December 31 in 2018
and then click on 2019 and create a 2nd winter season from January 1 to January 31, 2019.
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Setting up Rates Using the Visual CalendarSetting up Rates Using the Visual Calendar

The visual calendar makes it very easy to setup seasons. Simply click on the year (current
selected year is highlighted in red) and then click on the date the period begins and drag to the
last day of the period. In the example above, that is January 1, 2018 to February 28, 2018.

The add season window will open with the from and to dates already filled in. Simply add your
rates and rules, save and continue to the next season.
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The screenshot above shows the different color coding and corresponding seasons. Move
your cursor over any date to display the season name and any rates / rules in effect for that
season.

Please setup your rates for the current year and the next TWO years.

Copy Rates from One Property to AnotherCopy Rates from One Property to Another
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Once you have your rates setup for one of your properties, you can copy those rates to other
properties and then tweak them. This can really save time with setup if your properties share
similar rate periods.

1. Click the Copy Rates button
2. Select which property you want to copy the rates from
3. Select which rate periods you want to copy
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Rate and Rule SettingsRate and Rule Settings

There are several rate and rule settings that can be configured for each property. These are
accessible from the Rates tab of the property edit screen.

Rate SettingsRate Settings

1. Navigate to the RatesRates > Rate SettingsRate Settings tab of the property edit screen
2. Weekly RatesWeekly Rates - Enable/Disable weekly rates
3. Monthy RatesMonthy Rates - Enable/Disable monthly rates
4. Per Person RatesPer Person Rates - Enable/Disable per person rates, and specify if children are included in

the total guest calculation.
5. Require Guest Names and AgesRequire Guest Names and Ages - Enable/Disable. Note that per person rates must be turned

ON to require guest names and ages.
6. Rate Calculation for Partial WeekRate Calculation for Partial Week - Select how you would like to calculate the rate for a

booking that spans a partial week/month. You can use the nightly rate or prorate the
weekly/monthly rate.

7. Rate Calculation for Multiple Rate PeriodsRate Calculation for Multiple Rate Periods - Select how you would like to calculate the rate
for a booking that spans multiple rate periods. You can choose to use the higher rate, the
lower rate, or prorate each rate.

8. Monthly Rate Month LengthMonthly Rate Month Length - Sets the length of a month for your monthly rate calculation.
Options are 28 days, 30 days, or the reservation start day month length.
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9. Rate NotesRate Notes - Additional notes related to the rate settings for this property.

Rule SettingsRule Settings

1. Navigate to the RatesRates > Rule SettingsRule Settings tab of the property edit screen
2. Arrival Day RulesArrival Day Rules - Enable/Disable a specific arrival day requirement
3. Departure Day RulesDeparture Day Rules - Enable/Disable a specific departure day requirement
4. Minimum Stay AvailabilityMinimum Stay Availability - Choose how you would like to handle situations where the

available nights are less than the required minimum nights for that time period. You can
choose to ignore the minimum night rule and allow the booking, or enforce the minimum
night rule and not allow bookings in this situation.

5. Arrival/Departure Day AvailabilityArrival/Departure Day Availability - In the same scenario as above, choose if you will allow
guests to arrive/depart on different days of the week if the required days are not available.
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Per Person RatesPer Person Rates

Per person rates can be configured for each property, charging an additional per night fee
for each guest beyond the base number of guests the rate is based upon.

Turn on Per Person RatesTurn on Per Person Rates

Per person rates can be turned on from the Rates tab of the property edit screen, from the Rate
Settings Link.

Set Maximium GuestsSet Maximium Guests

The Maximum Guests for each property is set from the Accomodations tab of the property edit
screen.
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Configure Per Person RatesConfigure Per Person Rates

When editing any rate from the Rates tab of the property edit screen, you can now configure
your Base Guests and Additional Guest Rate.

The Base Guests must be at least one guest less than the maximum total guests for the
property. Even with per person rates set, guests cannot exceed the max guests for the
property.

The additional guest rate will be charged per guest, per night for all guests beyond the number
specified as the Base Guests.

Per Person Rates on HomeAway InvoicesPer Person Rates on HomeAway Invoices

For most invoices, the nightly total will reflect the base guests plus any additional guest fees.
However, for HomeAway invoices the nightly rate will always reflect the base guest nightly rate.
Any additional guests rates are added as a fee on a separate line of the invoice.
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How to Require Guest Names and AgesHow to Require Guest Names and Ages

Within the rate settings for each property there is an option to turn on / off the
requirement to enter guest names and ages during the online booking process.

Turning on Name/Age RequirementTurning on Name/Age Requirement

1. Navigate to Rates > Rate Settings
2. Turn on require guest names
3. Turn on requie guest age

Note that per person rates must be turned on before you can require guest names and ages.
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Example of Requiring Guest Names / Ages - Online BookingExample of Requiring Guest Names / Ages - Online Booking

Guests will be required to enter names and ages of each guest when booking online.

Example of Guest Names / Ages - Manual BookingsExample of Guest Names / Ages - Manual Bookings

1. Navigate to the Guests tab of the Guest Control Panel
2. Click the Add Guest button
3. Add the guest name and age
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Example of Requiring Guest Names / Ages - Rental AgreementExample of Requiring Guest Names / Ages - Rental Agreement

When require guest names and / or ages is turned on, the merge tag for [GUEST_NAMES] will
populate within the guest names and ages within the rental agreement.
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Minimum Renting AgeMinimum Renting Age

Lodgix supports a minimum renting age requirement for your guests. This can be set from
the Policies tab of the property edit screen.

Set the Minimum Renting AgeSet the Minimum Renting Age

This can either be set to Disabled or to a value 18 and up.
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Date of Birth is Now Required at BookingDate of Birth is Now Required at Booking

If there is a minimum night requirement set for a property, all reservations for that property
will require the guest date of birth at booking.

Date of Birth can be Edited in Guest Control PanelDate of Birth can be Edited in Guest Control Panel
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Add Guest DOB with Merge TagAdd Guest DOB with Merge Tag

The [GUEST_DATE_OF_BIRTH] merge tag can be used in any template where guest details are
available.
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Children, Pet and Smoking PoliciesChildren, Pet and Smoking Policies

Children, pets and smoking can be allowed or forbidden. These policies are set up within
the policies tab of property set up.

Make your choices and don't forget to Save them!

Pet Policies - Fee TriggersPet Policies - Fee Triggers
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If Pets are allowed a box will display where your pet policy can be entered. This policy will
display to the guest during the online booking process. If there is a fee associated with
bringing a pet, that fee can be set up here and the fee will be automatically added to the guest
invoice during the booking process. The maximum number of pets allowed should also be set
up. The pet fee will be charged per pet.

Pet fees cannot be setup to charge per night.

Where to set up the Pet FeeWhere to set up the Pet Fee

To setup a Pet Fee, the fee must first be defined from Settings > Deposits / Fees / Services /
Taxes

Click the "+" icon to add a new fee from the Fees tab.

1. Name the Fee.
2. Choose "Pet Fee Trigger" as the type of fee.
3. Set the fee amount.
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Adding Images, Videos and Virtual ToursAdding Images, Videos and Virtual Tours

It is recommended that a minimum of eight high quality images be uploaded to Lodgix for
every property / room. The images are displayed during the booking process, through our
WordPress plugin on your website, and sent to the various channels through our
integrations. If using the plugin, then the images are used to create the hi-resolution image
gallery for each property on your website.

Videos are not used at all during the booking process. Video links should only be added to
Lodgix if you are using our WordPress plugin. The same is true for virtual tours.

Where to add images, videos and virtual tours?Where to add images, videos and virtual tours?

Go to Properties --> List All Units / Rooms and edit the property (pencil icon) in which you wish
to add images, videos or virtual tours. Go to the Gallery Tab. In the upper left corner of the tab
there are now three links for Images | Videos | Virtual Tours
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Videos - Input Location of Video URLVideos - Input Location of Video URL

ONE video can be added per property. In the future we will expand on this, but at present only
one video per property is allowed. VIDEOS CANNOT BE UPLOADED TO LODGIX.COM. For best
clarity and resolution, I suggest uploading your videos to YouTube in HD, or to Vimeo.com.
Once uploaded, just cut and paste the actual URL where the video is located into Lodgix. In the
example above the URL is: http://www.vimeo.com/16894869

Do not use the embed code many of these video sharing sites provide, it will NOT work!
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Videos - What Happens on WordPress?Videos - What Happens on WordPress?

Once the video URL has been saved, the plugin will update your website within 10 minutes. You
can always manually regenerate the plugin pages within the plugin settings on WordPress or
just wait 10 minutes.

A new video icon will appear on those property pages where a video URL was inputted (see red
arrow above). Click on the icon and the video will open in a fancy lightbox and begin to play.

Virtual Tours - Input Location of Virtual TourVirtual Tours - Input Location of Virtual Tour

Once the virtual tour URL has been entered (and saved) within Lodgix, your website (via the
WordPress plugin) will update within 10 minutes.
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Virtual Tours - What Happens on WordPress?Virtual Tours - What Happens on WordPress?

A virtual tour icon will appear within the property listing page of your website (see red arrow
above). Once clicked a new page will open and the website guest will be taken to the URL of the
virtual tour provider.
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LockoutsLockouts

Occasionally a subscriber will have a property that can be rented in different configurations.
For example, a 5 bedroom house could be rented to a large group, or it might be rented to

five individual groups. Although demand is limited for the lockout feature, we do offer it for
those that require it.

Lockout ConfigurationLockout Configuration

Located under Properties > Lockout Configuration

Step #1 shows the location of the Add New Lockout button, use it to setup a new lockout.
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A lockout is basically a dependency. For example if Unit A is rented, then don't allow Units B, C
and D to rent. Configuring your lockout will block Units B, C, and D if Unit A is rented.

In the example above the KIWI HOUSE is rented so the lockout is set up to not allow
reservations for the WAIKATO HOUSE, THE TIFFANY COTTAGE, THE RETREAT HOUSE, THE PEACE
COTTAGE or the MIRANDY COTTAGE.

Blocked Dates as a Result of a LockoutBlocked Dates as a Result of a Lockout

On the Calendar Tape, after a reservation is made for a property with a lockout dependency,
the units locked out by the rental are blocked off in black and a comment is displayed "Blocked
due to rental of the Kiwi House." The blocks can be easily removed at any time by double
clicking on the block for each unit.

Rules of a LockoutRules of a Lockout

Initially we have setup a couple of rules to keep the interface manageable.

1. Single unit properties can only lockout single unit properties; and..
2. Roomtypes can only lockout roomtypes belonging to the same multi-unit property.
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Lockout Creation / Editing InterfaceLockout Creation / Editing Interface

1. Look at it like this, "if (insert property name) is rented, then lockout (insert property name)."
First choose the property that is being rented from the dropdown, and then..

2. Choose from the list of available properties, and either click + or drag and drop the property
from the left column to the right column.

3. The properties on the right (Area #3) are the properties that will be blocked off when the
property chosen in Step #1 is rented.

4. Click the SAVE button to save the lockouts.
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Deposits / Fees / Services / TaxesDeposits / Fees / Services / Taxes
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Deposits / Fees / Services / TaxesDeposits / Fees / Services / Taxes

All deposits, fees, taxes and services must first be defined and then assigned to (or
removed from) all (or individual) properties. It is probably best to do this step AFTER all of
your inventory has been added to Lodgix.

Please navigate to:

Settings > Inventory > Deposit / Fees / Services / TaxesSettings > Inventory > Deposit / Fees / Services / Taxes

TabsTabs

There are seven tabs that comprise the Universal Property Template:

1. Reservation DepositReservation Deposit. Amount required to secure the reservation. This is prepaid rent.
2. Security Deposit.Security Deposit. Amount required in addition to the reservation deposit. A security deposit

is always refundable and is never counted as income.
3. TaxesTaxes. Amount required by state, city and municipal taxing authorities. Either a % or a per

night flat fee.
4. FeesFees. Cleaning fees, processing fees, damage protection, travel insurance, etc. Either a % or

a flat fee.
5. Services.Services. Optional components of a reservation. Usually ancillary items like firewood, chef,

ski lift tickets, grocery delivery, etc.
6. Discounts.Discounts. Discounts and Coupon Codes are covered in depth here.
7. Damage Protection.Damage Protection. Accidental damage protection is explained here.
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Add New Tax, Fee, Service or DepositAdd New Tax, Fee, Service or Deposit

Where are no current fees, services, taxes, etc. defined an Add ____ button will be present. Click
the ADD Fee (or ADD Service, etc.) button to setup a new fee, service, tax or deposit.

or

If there are existing fees, services or taxes defined, then click the "+" icon located to the far right
of any existing fee, service or deposit which will trigger the window to add a fee, service or
deposit.

ADD to ALL or REMOVE from ALL PropertiesADD to ALL or REMOVE from ALL Properties
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To quickly add or remove the item from all properties use the ADD to ALL Properties or Remove
from ALL Properties buttons.

ADD or REMOVE from Selected PropertiesADD or REMOVE from Selected Properties

To ADD or REMOVE fees from selected properties, you can toggle the dropdown to display
properties containing or not containing the selected fee, tax, service or deposit. Then use the
ADD Fee or REMOVE fee buttons next to the chosen property to add / or remove it from that
property.
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How to Add / Edit / Remove DepositsHow to Add / Edit / Remove Deposits

Security or damage deposits are setup from Settings > Deposit / Fees / Services / Taxes.

Settings > Inventory > Deposit / Fees / Services / TaxesSettings > Inventory > Deposit / Fees / Services / Taxes

Click on the Security Deposit TabClick on the Security Deposit Tab
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1. Choose when to collect the security deposit. The most common (and preferred)
implementation is "at time of reservation"

2. Choose a label for your Security Deposit. Options are "Security Deposit", "Damage Deposit",
or "Refundable Damage Deposit"

3. Click "Add Deposit"

Configure the DepositConfigure the Deposit

1. Enter a name like "Security Deposit"
2. Enter the amount of the security deposit
3. Choose whether the deposit is a pre-auth or not. A pre-auth means that the security deposit

is never actually collected. A pre-auth means that a pre-authorization is run on the guest
credit card for the amount of the security deposit. This places a hold on the guest credit
card in the amount of the security deposit, usually for seven (7) days, at which time the pre-
auth will expire. Note: pre-auths typically aren't a real good mechanism for protecting the
property as many times the pre-auth will expire before the guest checks out, leaving little
protection for the property manager.
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Add the Deposit to PropertiesAdd the Deposit to Properties

1. Select the security deposit.
2. Add to ALL properties or
3. Add to individual properties

The arrow shows how the table can be manipulated to show which properties contain (or don't
contain) the security deposit.

Note: most property managers no longer use security deposits for many reasons:

1. Time required to collect / refund the security deposit.
2. Possible loss of discount rate as most merchant accounts will not refund the discount rate.
3. Possible damage to online reputation when a guest disputes the retention of the security

deposit and complains in the many forums and review sites online.

Most property managers now mandate Damage Protection. Learn more about damage
protection and how to set it up within Lodgix.
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How To Add / Edit / Remove TaxesHow To Add / Edit / Remove Taxes

Taxes need to be set up by breaking out each individual tax. This way, your taxes can be
reported correctly. Additionally, many areas only require the collection of certain tax on
short-term rentals. When a reservation exceeds the taxing authorities definition of a short-
term rental, it becomes a long-term rental and certain taxes are either reduced or no longer
have to be collected. See below for an illustration.

Settings > Inventory > Deposit / Fees / Services / TaxesSettings > Inventory > Deposit / Fees / Services / Taxes
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Click on the Taxes TabClick on the Taxes Tab

1. Click the ADD Tax button (if no taxes are currently setup)

or

2. Click the "+" icon to Add a New Tax if there are existing taxes already present.

1. Name the tax
2. Assign a value
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3. Choose percent or fixed
4. If conditional, then choose the rate of the tax, after X of nights. For example, for many

areas, when a stay exceeds 30 days the tax is no longer collected.
5. Important! Choose the type of tax as this will be used in reporting, quickbooks, etc.
6. SAVE

Add the Tax to PropertiesAdd the Tax to Properties

1. Select the tax
2. Add to ALL properties or
3. Add to individual properties

The arrow shows how the table can be manipulated to show which properties contain (or don't
contain) the tax.
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How To Add / Edit / Remove FeesHow To Add / Edit / Remove Fees

A fee can be items like cleaning fees, booking fees, hot tub fees, marketing fees, etc.. Fees
are added, edited or removed from properties from Settings > Inventory > Deposit / Fees /
Services / Taxes > Fees. See below for an illustration.

Settings > Inventory > Deposit / Fees / Services / TaxesSettings > Inventory > Deposit / Fees / Services / Taxes
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Click on the Fees TabClick on the Fees Tab

1. Click the ADD Fee button (if there are no existing fees already setup)

or

2. Click the "+" icon (to add another fee when there are fees already present)

1. Name the fee
2. Describe the fee
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3. Assign a value
4. Choose percent or fixed
5. Mandatory, Optional, Pet Fee Trigger or Internal. Optional fees can be selected by the guest

during the checkout process. Internal fees are not visible to the guest, but are available to be
added to invoices. The pet fee trigger is explained in detail here.

6. Group the fee into the correct category
7. Choose if the fee is collected according to the collection rules setup under the Deposits tab,

or if the fee is due at the time of booking.
8. If conditional, then choose the rate of the fee, after X of nights. For example, a cleaning fee

might be $100 for shorter stays but when a stay exceeds 30 nights the fee is no longer
collected.

9. Important! If the fee is taxed make sure to choose which taxes are to be collected on the
fee.

10. You can elect to pass the fee revenue on to the property owner, and collect a commission as
you do with rental income.

11. SAVE

Add the Fee to PropertiesAdd the Fee to Properties

1. Select the fee
2. Add to ALL properties or
3. Add to individual properties

The arrow shows how the table can be manipulated to show which properties contain (or don't
contain) the tax.
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Conditional FeesConditional Fees

A conditional fee is a fee that changes (up or down) after X of nights. As an example, a cleaning
fee might be $100.00, but increase to $200.00 if the stay is 30 nights or more.
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How To Add / Edit / Remove ServicesHow To Add / Edit / Remove Services

A service can be items like bike rentals, mid-stay cleanings, etc. Services are added, edited
or removed from properties from Settings > Deposit / Fees / Services / Taxes > Services.
See below for an illustration.

Settings > Inventory > Deposit / Fees / Services / TaxesSettings > Inventory > Deposit / Fees / Services / Taxes

Click on the Services TabClick on the Services Tab
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1. Click on the Add Services button if there are no existing Services
2. Click on the "+" icon if there is already a Service present

Fill In Service InformationFill In Service Information

1. Name the Service
2. Describe the Service
3. Assign a value
4. Choose percent or fixed
5. Choose how the Service is billed (One Time, Daily, Weekly, or Monthly)
6. Important! If the Service is taxed make sure to choose which taxes are to be collected on

the Service. Also select if the Service is discountable, and if it is a per person charge.
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7. You can elect to pass the Service revenue on to the property owner, and collect a
commission as you do with rental income.

8. SAVE

Add the Service to PropertiesAdd the Service to Properties

1. Select the Service
2. Add to ALL properties or
3. Add to individual properties

The arrow shows how the table can be manipulated to show which properties contain (or don't
contain) the Service.
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Important SettingsImportant Settings
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GeneralGeneral

Items included in the Important Settings > GeneralImportant Settings > General interface include User ID and API Key,
as well as fields for corporate contact information and company logo.

Settings > Important SettingsSettings > Important Settings
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Settings > Important Settings > GeneralSettings > Important Settings > General
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BookingsBookings

There are a large number of settings on this page, all of which pertain to online bookings.

1. Contact EmailContact Email - This field sets where any booking related notifications are sent.
2. Send emails on your behalfSend emails on your behalf - Checking this box allows Lodgix to send emails to your guests

as though they are from your domain. However this requires that your contact email use
your domain, as your Sender Policy Framework (SPF) records must be setup to allow Lodgix
to send emails on your behalf. DO NOT CHECK THIS BOX unless your SPF records have been
configured and checked.

3. Send emails using company nameSend emails using company name - If this box is checked all emails to guests will display the
company name rather than the subscribers personal name.

4. Secondary Contact EmailSecondary Contact Email - This address will be cc'd on all booking related notifications.
5. Allow degrade invoice statusAllow degrade invoice status - An invoice can either be in an unconfirmed, confirmed, paid-

in-full or refund due state. An invoice will be confirmed once the reservation deposit has
been paid. If the guest, for example, adds a day to their stay and if allow degrade invoice
status = YES, then the invoice can revert back to an unconfirmed status. Many subscribers
want invoice to stay confirmed, once confirmed. In those instances allow degrade invoice
status should = NO and all additional charges will simply be added to the remaining balance
amount due.

6. Weekend Days -Weekend Days - Define what days are considered weekends on your calendar.
7. Accept online bookingsAccept online bookings - Options are "YES" or "No - Availability Only".
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8. Booking Lead TimeBooking Lead Time - Sets how far in advance of the check in time bookings will be allowed.
Setting this to "Disabled" restricts all bookings within 24 hours of checkin. This can also be
set to any time period between 1-24 hours.

9. Allow turnover day bookings -Allow turnover day bookings - Setting this to "No" will not allow an arrival on the same day
as a departure.

10. Discounts overlap policy -Discounts overlap policy - Determines how to handle situations where discounts overlap.
Choices are Last Minute, only Length of Stay, or both.

11. Limit bookings toLimit bookings to - Some subscribers want to limit the ability of guests to only be able to
book online X of days in advance.

12. Limit Bookings Custom TextLimit Bookings Custom Text - Set the text to display for all dates on the calendar outside of
the bookable range.

13. Prevent search engines from indexing the Lodgix booking urlPrevent search engines from indexing the Lodgix booking url - This will block search engines
from indexing the booking page for the account. This does not prevent search engines from
indexing your website.

14. The cancellationcancellation and deposit policiesdeposit policies are used within the online booking page ONLY when a
rental agreement is not required for display and signature. The cancellation and deposit
policies are used when integrating to HomeAway and they are also referenced in many
internal templates using merge tags: [REMAINBALPOLICY] and [CANCELPOLICY]

15. Online booking thank you textOnline booking thank you text - This text is displayed at the top of the page after an online
booking is made.

16. The remaining three options are pretty self explanatory, clicking on the + icon will drop
down fields to configure those fields. There is a separate help document for tracking scripts.
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LocalizationLocalization

Localization includes all regional and country specific settings.

1. Default country.Default country. When making both online and manual bookings, there is a "Country" field.
That field can be set to default to the country of choice.

2. Preferred currency.Preferred currency. Lodgix allows for one default currency. If the currency for your country
is not listed, please contact Lodgix support and we will add it.

3. Time format.Time format. 12 hour or 24 hour.
4. Date formatDate format. Many options.
5. TimezoneTimezone. Important to set this correctly otherwise the timing of triggers and dashboard

items will be off.
6. Available languages.Available languages. This setting allows for translations to be entered for online booking

related items. When languages are selected all guest facing fields will then have an option of
entering language specific translations. See next step for an example.
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Additional languages an exampleAdditional languages an example

In the Available Languages area, German is selected as an additional language. Navigating to
any Lodgix page containing text that a guest can view in the Wordpress plug-in or within the
online booking page will now contain additional fields to enter the language specific
translations. In the example above, the German flag is now clearly displayed in the upper right
corner of the interface.

Clicking on the German flag will display the Cancellation and deposit policies in German which
have been auto-translated.
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MarketingMarketing

At times it can be beneficial to collect marketing data from guests. For example, perhaps it
would be helpful to ask the guest how they heard about the property, or what is the
purpose of their trip. This type of internal data can be collected with each reservation.

Settings > Important Settings > MarketingSettings > Important Settings > Marketing

1. Define the question.
2. Default answer (set within the list of possible answers).
3. Description of the question. Displayed with the question when a guest books online.
4. Option to display to the guest when booking online. If not checked, the guest will not see

the question.
5. Option to display within the guest control panel for each invoice. If checked, the answer

provided by the guest will be displayed on Setup tab of the guest control panel.
6. Add your list of answers.
7. Select a default answer.
8. Save.
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What the Guest Sees When Booking OnlineWhat the Guest Sees When Booking Online

What the Property Manager Sees Within the Guest Control PanelWhat the Property Manager Sees Within the Guest Control Panel
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Overlaying Question Results on the Internal Calendar TapeOverlaying Question Results on the Internal Calendar Tape

Within Calendar Tape > Configuration Options > Color Assignments there is an ability to
customize the colors of each reservation displayed on the calendar to correlate with the answer
provided to the custom question.

Read more about this feature here in the section titled Calendar Tape Invoice Color
Assignments.
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Using an External Email DomainUsing an External Email Domain

By default, Lodgix emails will display the "from" field to the guest as:
mtalodgix@lodgix.com. However the "reply to" address will be the address of the

subscriber or employee. As a result any guest response from a Lodgix email will (with the
exception of inquiry system emails) be sent directly to the subscriber or employee email
address, bypassing Lodgix completely.

Allow Lodgix to send outgoing mail on your behalfAllow Lodgix to send outgoing mail on your behalf

Note that SPF records can only be configured for a domain that you own. This process will not
work for Gmail or Yahoo email addresses.

To send outgoing email from your Lodgix account and make it appear that it originated from
your own email address requires an SPF (Sender Policy Framework) record to include a
reference to Lodgix. The SPF record declares what SMTP servers other than your own are
allowed to send mail as if it originated from your domain. An SPF record prevents spammers
from sending email appearing to come from your domain.

To create an SPF record please edit your domain's DNS settings. The steps in this part of the
process are going to vary depending on the hosting or registrar service you use.

For 95% of all Lodgix users you will be logging into your registrar at either Enom.com,
GoDaddy.com, or NetworkSolutions.com

To begin, it'll be helpful to understand more about SPF records and what you need to include in
yours. We recommend using either of the following SPF records.

Option 1:

v=spf1 include:lodgix.com ~all

Option 2:

v=spf1 include:lodgix.com ?all

This is an example of a new SPF record. If you already have an SPF record, you add
include:lodgix.com to it.

The only difference between the two is ~all and ?all. These differences will be explained after
describing the other elements contained in the record statements.

The first element in the record is v=spf1, which sets the SPF version to 1. The include directive is
then used to declare that lodgix.com has permission to send outgoing mail from your Lodgix
account as if it came from your domain.
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Finally, the all directive determines how mail received from a domain not included in the SPF
record is handled. To reject all mail not coming from a domain listed in the SPF record, you
would use -all. However, Lodgix and many other customers who have already set this up,
recommend using either ~all or ?all. Here's what each means:

~all - This is considered a 'soft fail' in that the mail did not originate from a domain listed in
the SPF record. However, it's not immediately rejected and may be evaluated further to
determine if it will be accepted. In other words, the mail might be rejected as spam.

?all - This is a declaration that you have no policy about mail received from domains not listed
in the SPF record. Using this minimizes the chances of the mail being rejected as spam.

Which of these you choose is up to you and your domain administrator. Some Lodgix users
have noted that using the more lenient setting (?all) helps to offset poorly configured mail
servers that might otherwise over zealously reject the mail.

Creating an SPF recordCreating an SPF record

This is a step that is ideally done by someone with experience. If that's not possible, or if you're
the de facto domain administrator, here are some examples of how to add an SPF record to
your domain.

SPF records are a single line of text and follow the format described above. If you have already
set up an SPF record for another purpose, you can simply add a reference to the Lodgix domain
to it. For example, users of both Google Apps and Lodgix have created SPF records that look like
this:

v=spf1 include:_spf.google.com include:lodgix.com ?all

How you add an SPF record to your DNS configuration depends on how and by who your
domain is being hosted.

As an example, here are some instructions from various DNS providers:

GoDaddy.com: Managing DNS for your domain names.

Instructions from Gmail for updaing SPF records using Enom

Instructions from Gmail for updating SPF records using GoDaddy

Instructions from Gmail for updating SPF records using Network Solutions

Lodgix specific screenshots are provided at the end of this article.

Check the SPF RecordCheck the SPF Record
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After setting up the SPF record, wait an hour for it to propagate and then go here:

http://www.kitterman.com/spf/validate.html

enter your domain name and click on the button to "Get SPF Record (if any)"

A response will be returned, something like this:

Found v=spf1 record for rosewoodpointe.com:Found v=spf1 record for rosewoodpointe.com:

v=spf1 include:lodgix.com ~allv=spf1 include:lodgix.com ~all

evaluating...evaluating...

SPF record passed validation test with pySPF (Python SPF library)!SPF record passed validation test with pySPF (Python SPF library)!

Your domain must pass the validation test before moving on to the next step.

Update Important Settings within LodgixUpdate Important Settings within Lodgix

Once your SPF record has been added to the DNS at your registrar, you will need to login to
Lodgix , and go the settings > important settings page, under the Booking tab:

http://www.lodgix.com/system/edit_settings

and click on the checkbox for "Send emails on your behalf" - ONCE YOUR SPF RECORD HAS
BEEN CONFIGURED AND PROPAGATED, THIS OPTION MUST BE CHECKED TO UTILIZE IT!

Lodgix will check your spf records to determine if the SPF record passes validation. If it does
you will be allowed to enter your domain email, if it doesn't pass validation, you will have to
revisit the spf record and correct it.

GoDaddy Screenshot of a Successful Lodgix.com SPF RecordGoDaddy Screenshot of a Successful Lodgix.com SPF Record
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Click on the image to enlarge.

Enom.com Screenshot of a Successful Lodgix.com SPF RecordEnom.com Screenshot of a Successful Lodgix.com SPF Record

Click on the image to enlarge.
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ICDSOFT.com Screenshots of a Successful Lodgix.com SPF RecordICDSOFT.com Screenshots of a Successful Lodgix.com SPF Record

1. Within the icdsoft.com control panel for your domain, click on DNS Manager
2. Add a new TXT record
3. Add a value of "v=spf1 include:lodgix.com ?all", set TTL=14400
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Email Delivery - Best PracticesEmail Delivery - Best Practices

Lodgix sends email on your behalf. This means we send email from Lodgix to you, to your
guests and to your employees / owners. To have that email delivered consistently, requires
reading this document very carefully.

SPF RecordsSPF Records

Lodgix cannot send email on your behalf if:

1. Your SPF records are not setup;
2. Your SPF records are not setup correctly;
3. You do not own your sending domain. Free email accounts such as gmail.com, aol.com,

hotmail.com, etc.. will NOT work. It is imperative that you own your own domain, setup the
spf records for that domain and then use an email address containing that domain.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SETTING UP SPF RECORDSINSTRUCTIONS FOR SETTING UP SPF RECORDS

Once SPF records are setup, please check your setup here:Once SPF records are setup, please check your setup here:

http://www.kitterman.com/spf/validate.html
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SpamAssassin RulesSpamAssassin Rules

SpamAssassin is widely used by companies that send and receive email. It is a method by
which a computer attempts to determine if an email might be spam. A score is assigned to
each email based upon it's characteristics. If the score is too high, based upon a sliding scale,
different actions could be taken which will impact the delivery of the email.

Here are a few items that increase your SpamAssassin score:

FREEMAIL_FORGED_REPLYTO : Freemail in Reply-To, but not From - Score + 1.2FREEMAIL_FORGED_REPLYTO : Freemail in Reply-To, but not From - Score + 1.2

This will apply to anyone who has not setup their SPF records as recommended earlier in this
document., When we send emails from Lodgix, we will automatically insert whatever email
you've configured within Lodgix as a "reply-to" address. If you are using a "freemail" account
for email (like hotmail.com, gmail.com, aol.com, etc..) your SpamAssassin score will increase 1.2.
Your email has a higher probability of being spam or spammy because you are using a free

email account.

So, even if you don't setup your SPF records for your domain, it's recommended to use your
own domain (or other non free address) as free emails like gmail, etc will raise your spam score.
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Tracking ScriptsTracking Scripts

You can enter your Google Analytics tracking code into Lodgix to track visitors and
conversions on your booking page. This requires a bit of configuration and is more
complicated than simply copying and pasting your tracking script. You will most likely want
to monitor the analytics of your booking pages within the same account as that of your
primary website. This is called cross domain tracking. Additionally, you will want to setup
goals within Google Analytics to track conversions. This is all explained in detail below.

Add Tracking Script to LodgixAdd Tracking Script to Lodgix

You can paste your tracking script into Lodgix under Settings > Important Settings > Bookings.

Setup Cross Domain TrackingSetup Cross Domain Tracking

Modify Script to Allow Cross Domain Tracking - Your WebsiteModify Script to Allow Cross Domain Tracking - Your Website

You must modify the script on your website and within Lodgix to allow the same analytics
account to track both websites. Follow the steps below for the tracking script that is installed on
your website.

Find the "config" line in the snippet, it looks like this:

gtag('config', 'GA_TRACKING_ID');gtag('config', 'GA_TRACKING_ID');

Modify the snippet as shown below:
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gtag('config', 'GA_TRACKING_ID', {gtag('config', 'GA_TRACKING_ID', {

'linker': {'linker': {

'domains': ['lodgix.com']'domains': ['lodgix.com']

}}

});});

Remember to replace the example tracking ID (GA_TRACKING_ID) with your own tracking ID.

Modify Script to Allow Cross Domain Tracking - In LodgixModify Script to Allow Cross Domain Tracking - In Lodgix

Follow the steps below for the tracking script that is installed in Lodgix.

Find the "config" line in the snippet. Modify the snippet as shown below:

gtag('config', 'GA_TRACKING_ID', {gtag('config', 'GA_TRACKING_ID', {

'linker': {'linker': {

'accept_incoming': true'accept_incoming': true

}}

});});

Remember to replace the example tracking ID (GA_TRACKING_ID) with your own tracking ID.

Add Your Domain to the Referral Exclusion ListAdd Your Domain to the Referral Exclusion List

When a user journey crosses from your first domain to your second domain, Analytics
interprets that as the user having been referred by your first domain to your second domain,
and Analytics creates a new session. If you want to be able to track a single session across
multiple domains, you need to add your domain to the Referral Exclusion List. You can do this
within Analytics from Admin > Property > Tracking Info > Referral Exclusion List.
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Setup a GoalSetup a Goal

You will have to setup a Goal within Google Analytics to track conversions on your booking
page. This is done from within your Analytics account under Admin > View > Goals. Click on the
New Goal button and follow the steps below.

Goal SetupGoal Setup
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Select Custom

Goal DescriptionGoal Description

Enter a Name for your goal and select Destination as the Goal Type.
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Goal DetailsGoal Details

Set the Goal Detail as shown above. IMPORTANT - you must replace the "XXXXX" with your
Lodgix User ID. This can be found under Settings > Important Settings.

Test In Real TimeTest In Real Time
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You can test the script immediately after configuring it. Start by submitting a test booking
through your website. Then within your Analytics account, navigate to Reporting > Real Time >
Conversions. Click on the "Goal Hits (Last 30 min)" link and you should see your completed
reservation (goal hit).
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Availability and Booking CalendarsAvailability and Booking Calendars
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Overview of Online Booking PageOverview of Online Booking Page

Lodgix will create an online booking page for you which you can view via the Settings >Settings >
Online Booking ThemeOnline Booking Theme menu item. If you have more than one property setup within
Lodgix, the application will display the multi-unit booking calendar to guests. If you have
just one property setup, the application will display the single-unit calendar to guests.

Once the guest chooses their property and dates, they will enter their billing and payment
info on the booking page. Required fields will be highlighted and noted beneath the Book
Trip button. This page will update live as information is entered.

Calendar Page - Multi Unit CalendarCalendar Page - Multi Unit Calendar
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Calendar Page - Single Property CalendarCalendar Page - Single Property Calendar

Booking Page - Step 1: Review Travel DetailsBooking Page - Step 1: Review Travel Details
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Booking Page - Step 2: Client DetailsBooking Page - Step 2: Client Details

Booking Page - Step 3: Secure Payment InformationBooking Page - Step 3: Secure Payment Information
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Booking Page - Step 4: Review PoliciesBooking Page - Step 4: Review Policies

Booking Page - Step 5: Review & Complete BookingBooking Page - Step 5: Review & Complete Booking
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Confirmation PageConfirmation Page
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Mobile View of Online Booking PageMobile View of Online Booking Page

The Lodgix booking page is completely mobile responsive and will function and look great
on any device. Below are screenshots of the entire booking process from a smartphone.

Calendar Page - Multi Unit CalendarCalendar Page - Multi Unit Calendar
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Calendar Page - Single Property CalendarCalendar Page - Single Property Calendar

Booking Page - Step 1: Review Travel DetailsBooking Page - Step 1: Review Travel Details
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Booking Page - Step 2: Client DetailsBooking Page - Step 2: Client Details

Booking Page - Step 3: Secure Payment InformationBooking Page - Step 3: Secure Payment Information
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Booking Page - Step 4: Review PoliciesBooking Page - Step 4: Review Policies

Booking Page - Step 5: Review & Complete BookingBooking Page - Step 5: Review & Complete Booking
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Confirmation PageConfirmation Page
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Booking Page EditorBooking Page Editor

Your booking pages can be customized via our Booking Page Editor to match the look and
feel of your website, or to be more inline with your brand identity. This can be done under
Settings > Booking Page EditorSettings > Booking Page Editor. The editor interface is very easy to use and requires no
HTML or CSS knowledge.

Page Editor InterfacePage Editor Interface

There are dozens of customization options available on the left side of this screen. You can
upload your custom logo, set a custom color scheme, edit font styles, and control the
placement of certain elements. The booking page preview on the right side of the screen will
update in real time as you make your selections.

When you are satisfied with the preview, click the Publish button at the top of the screen to go
live with your changes. You can also click the Reset button at any time to revert to the original
style.
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Enter Custom CSSEnter Custom CSS

If you want even more control over the booking page display, you can enter custom CSS to style
the page beyond the options that are offered in the Booking Page Editor.

Additional Settings, Booking Page URLAdditional Settings, Booking Page URL

You can select if you want the calendar header to display during the booking process, and if you
want to display the option to enter a coupon code. The Website URL is the location of your
booking page. You can send guests to this URL to book online, or use it yourself to preview and
test the booking page.
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Multi Unit Calendar User InterfaceMulti Unit Calendar User Interface

All of our booking calendars were developed using HTML5. This is a fancy way of saying
that our calendars will work on all mobile devices and they utilize the latest and greatest
technologies to provide an incredibly easy booking experience for the guest.

The calendar is comprised of three areas:

1. Optional Header Area (self explanatory)
2. Arrival Date Filter Area (with ? for instructions)
3. The calendar itself.

Arrival Date Filter AreaArrival Date Filter Area

This is actually a filter. When an arrival date is entered into the calendar, the calendar will filter
the results showing only those properties that are available on that date.
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InstructionsInstructions

Clicking the ? will display instructions for use of the calendar.
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Navigation and Horizontal ScrollingNavigation and Horizontal Scrolling

To scroll through future dates a website visitor has two options:

#1: Use the forward and back arrows. This works on all devices and browsers.

#2: Finger swipe. On mobile devices the calendar is touch aware. A simple left or right finger
swipe will move the dates forward or backward to view availability.

This means the calendar works very well with iPhones, iPads, and other tablet devices.
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LocalizationLocalization

The multi-property calendar does support localization, however only in a Wordpress environment

where Wordpress is passing the desire display language to the calendar. Our hosted online
booking pages will support localization in a future release.

The current translations that are live are:

German, Dutch, Russian, Estonian and Finnish
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Multi Unit Calendar FunctionalityMulti Unit Calendar Functionality

The Lodgix.com Multi Unit Calendar is the most advanced booking calendar available on the
Internet today. Detailed specifications on its functionality are highlighted below. Click here
for detailed setup and interface options.

TooltipsTooltips

Tooltips are used extensively throughout the calendar. For browsers that are not touch aware,
the tooltips appear by rolling your mouse over the area. For mobile browsers that are touch
enabled, the tooltips appear on click.

"The tooltip is a common graphical user interface element. It is used in conjunction with a
cursor, usually a pointer. The user hovers the pointer over an item, without clicking it, and a
tooltip may appear—a small "hover box" with information about the item being hovered over."

In the image above, a tooltip appears when the property name is hovered over with the cursor.
The tooltip displays additional information about the property including the number of

bedrooms, baths, and how many people the property sleeps. If provided, the property name is
hyperlinked to the specific URL on your website where additional information on the property
can be found.
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Date DisplayDate Display

Dates are displayed in three areas:

1. At the top of the calendar
2. At the bottom of the calendar
3. Within the tooltip for each date

Providing date display in all three areas aids subscribers with larger calendars where they may
have so many properties listed that the top of the calendar scrolls off the screen.

RulesRules

The tooltips display any rules that are set up for the property. If a rule is not met, the
reservation cannot proceed and no "Click to Book Now" text is displayed. As you see in the
illustration above, the user clicked on Tuesday to check in, but this subscriber requires a
Saturday arrival, so no booking option is shown.
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Enforceable rules include:

• Minimum night rules
• Arrival day rules
• Departure Day rules
• <24 hour to arrival rules

RatesRates

Daily, weekly, and monthly rates are displayed within the tooltip. Call to action text of "Click to
Book Now" is displayed when a reservation satisfies all the rules and requirements set up by
the subscriber.

<24 Hour to Arrival (last minute bookings)<24 Hour to Arrival (last minute bookings)

Some subscribers do not want last minute bookings to be made online. When this option is set
within Lodgix, the booking calendar will display a notice "<24hrs, call to reserve" to the guest
within the tooltip.
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Last Minute DiscountsLast Minute Discounts

When the subscriber has set up last minute discounts, text will appear within the tooltip making
the guest aware that a discount exists. The amount of the discount will be displayed later in the
booking process.

Booking ProcessBooking Process

The entire booking process is quite simple:

1. The guest scrolls through various dates and is informed of availability, rates, and rules for
the dates in questions. An arrival date is selected.

2. Lodgix calculates the options for number of nights. This number will vary depending on
number of nights available, any minimum night rules in effect, etc. The guest selects the
number of nights.
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3. A quote summary window appears displaying a breakdown of the charges for the stay. If a
subscriber has rates that vary by the number of guests in the group, the rates will adjust on
the fly when the number of adults / kids are adjusted.

4. If the guests require more than one property, additional properties can be selected from the
drop down box and added to the reservation.

5. Book Now button proceeds with the booking on Lodgix.com
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How Do I Find and Embed a Single PropertyHow Do I Find and Embed a Single Property
Calendar?Calendar?

The booking URL for a specific property can be found here.

To embed the single property calendar into your website, read below.

Obtaining the HTML Code for Embedding a Single Property CalendarObtaining the HTML Code for Embedding a Single Property Calendar

Step #1: Click on the menu item for Booking Calendar SettingsBooking Calendar Settings.

Important point to remember: Any settings you choose and save here will immediately be
reflected wherever your calendar is displayed. You only need to copy / paste the embed code
once into your website or blog. Any changes made after that will be immediately reflected on
your calendar.
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Calendar SettingsCalendar Settings

ALWAYS SAVE YOUR CHANGES BY CLICKING IN THE FLOPPY DISK ICON

1. Choose your desired property.
2. Choose the layoutlayout of the calendar (recommended: Display 1 month)
3. Choose whether to Show or Hide Nightly RatesShow or Hide Nightly Rates on the calendar.
4. Choose whether to Show or Hide Weekly RatesShow or Hide Weekly Rates on the calendar.
5. Choose whether to Show or Hide anyShow or Hide any Last Minute DiscountsLast Minute Discounts on the calendar.
6. Ask to Add Another Property is a field within the booking process that allows a guest to

quickly add another property to the reservation. This field is optional.
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Display Property NameDisplay Property Name

Choose whether to display the Property NameProperty Name above the single property calendar. By default
this is set to "Hide"

Embed CodeEmbed Code

Video Overview of the Single Property CalendarVideo Overview of the Single Property Calendar
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How Do I Find and Embed the Multi-PropertyHow Do I Find and Embed the Multi-Property
Calendar?Calendar?

The multi-property calendar can be embedded in your website allowing the guest to easily
check availability and rates without leaving your website. Or you can link to the same
calendar hosted at Lodgix.

The multi-property calendar is responsive and will adjust it's width when used within a
responsive theme or page on your website.

Settings > Multi-Property CalendarSettings > Multi-Property Calendar
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Multi-Property Calendar SetupMulti-Property Calendar Setup

The primary benefit of the multi-The primary benefit of the multi-property calendarproperty calendar for your guests is they can see all of yourfor your guests is they can see all of your
availability for all of your units at-a-glance.availability for all of your units at-a-glance. This is a very nice feature because most guests do
not have their travel dates set in stone. If they find a unit they like and they find dates are
available, many times they can adjust their work schedules to accommodate. However, if you
don't provide a multi unit calendar and choose to have multiple single-unit calendars, or force
the guest to enter an arrival date before they can view what units are available - you are
missing out on multiple bookings and creating a poor experience for the guest, many of whom
will leave and go book somewhere else.

The sequence markers in the above above correlate to the list below:

1. Cell Dimensions. This sets the height & width of each cell. The recommended setting = 26.
But you can set it lower or higher based upon preference.

2. Availability Type (Half or Full). The calendar above is an example of HALF. Check-in / Check-
out days are shown as half days. If FULL is chosen, check-in dates would be completely
blocked and check out days would be empty.

3. The property name column width can be adjusted. We recommend setting it so all
properties can be displayed on one line for optimal viewing.

4. Minimum Number of Days. 7 is a good setting.
5. Maximum Number of Days. 0 is a good setting. Setting to zero will allow the calendar to

change the width based upon the size of the device viewing the calendar.
6. Weekend Shading (Friday / Saturday or / Sunday). This setting will change which days are

denoted as the weekend on the calendar.
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7. Show Title. When checked the calendar below will display a header, this can be nice for
displaying on pages where your organizations contact data is not present.

8. Display Areas. This feature will only work if you have areas setup and assigned within the
AREA MANAGER. It will allow you to group your properties by location, etc. within the
calendar.

9. Display Filters. Enabling this feature will display the arrival date filter on the calendar. A
guest can enter an arrival date and the calendar will adjust to only display properties that
have availability on that date.

10. Initial Date. This setting is used by resorts that are only open certain periods each year. The
date set here will display to the guest the start date of the next season on the calendar,
rather the requiring that the guest scroll through dates to reach the start date of the next
season to check availability.

11. Embed Code. This piece of HTML needs to be copied and pasted into your website where
you wish the calendar to appear. Each time you update the appearance of the calendar your
calendar will update automatically.
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How do I Obtain the Booking URL for a SingleHow do I Obtain the Booking URL for a Single
Unit Property?Unit Property?

Lodgix.com always offers the choice of two calendars. You may choose the multi-property
calendar and the single property calendar. Embedding a single property calendar into your
website is super easy and those instructions are found here. Generating and linking a
specific URL for a specific single unit booking calendar is also quite easy, but requires a little
work. The steps are detailed below.

Obtaining the Booking URL for a Single PropertyObtaining the Booking URL for a Single Property

Step #1: Click on the Book Now Banners menu item
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Step #2: Click on the "+" sign to generate a new banner

Step #3: Go through the 4 step wizard to create a banner, clicking on the "Next" button after
completing each step.
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Step #4: When choosing your banner, choose the last item "Banner (text)" and then click "Next"

Steps #6-8: Choose the "Single Property Booking Calendar" and then choose the property of
interest from the drop down and finally click "Next" to continue
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In the final step you will have to pull the booking URL out of the HTML booking code. In the
example above, the booking URL is: http://www.lodgix.com/
rosewoodpointe/?rental_property=1

If you click on that link it will open a booking page on Lodgix.com and ONLY display the single
unit calendar for that property.
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Booking Banners for your WebsiteBooking Banners for your Website

Booking calendars can be embedded into any website, allowing guests to book online
directly from the site. However, in some situations, a simple banner directing guests to the
booking page is preferable. Lodgix provides several options.

Click on the Book Now Banners Menu ItemClick on the Book Now Banners Menu Item

Add a New Banner by Clicking on the "+" SignAdd a New Banner by Clicking on the "+" Sign
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Choose a Banner and a Banner SizeChoose a Banner and a Banner Size

Click "Next" at the bottom of the screen

Choose a CalendarChoose a Calendar
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Choose whether to link to a single property calendar, or the multi property calendar displaying
all properties in the account.

Click "Next" to continue.

Copy and Paste the Provided HTML Code into your Website / Blog.Copy and Paste the Provided HTML Code into your Website / Blog.

Option #1: Click the copy button and paste into the website where the banner / button should
appear.

Step #2: Click on the Save Button for future reference.
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Calendar Sync using iCalCalendar Sync using iCal
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Calendar Sync for HomeAway / VRBOCalendar Sync for HomeAway / VRBO

For accounts with 5 properties or more we recommend using the HomeAway Feed for
calendar syncing as it provides the added benefit of listing sync, and connection to the
BookItNow platform on HomeAway.

For accounts with less than 5 properties that don't quality for the HomeAway feed (they
require 5 properties to participate) the only option is iCal.

Location of Lodgix iCalendar MenuLocation of Lodgix iCalendar Menu
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Exporting Calendar Data from Lodgix into HomeAwayExporting Calendar Data from Lodgix into HomeAway

Cut and paste the provide iCal export URL for each property into the corresponding HomeAway
listing. See next step.

HomeAway iCal import instructions above and linked to below.

http://help.vrbo.com/articles/en_US/Article/How-do-I-import-my-iCal-or-Google-calendar
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Importing Calendar Data from HomeAway into Lodgix as BlocksImporting Calendar Data from HomeAway into Lodgix as Blocks

HomeAway exports calendar data as an iCal feed for each listing on HomeAway. This feed is
limited to data like check-in / check-out dates and times and the guest name., Because the data
is extremely limited, Lodgix can only create blocks on the calendar tape from iCal data. The
blocks will assure that no reservations created on Lodgix will double book with reservations
created on HomeAway. Additionally the blocks from HomeAway can update your calendars at
Airbnb and any other platforms that accepts iCal importing to assure that bookings on those
platforms don't result in double bookings.

iCal Import Display on the Lodgix Calendar TapeiCal Import Display on the Lodgix Calendar Tape

Imported iCal data is shown in black. The callout display will show who created the block and
from what iCal source the block originated.
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Calendar Sync for FlipKey & TripAdvisorCalendar Sync for FlipKey & TripAdvisor

Lodgix can sync calendar data from Lodgix calendars with corresponding listings on
FlipKey & TripAdvisor using iCal feeds.

Locate the Lodgix iCal FeedLocate the Lodgix iCal Feed

Click on the Settings > Channel Management > iCalendar menu item within Lodgix.
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Importing Lodgix Calendar Data into FlipkeyImporting Lodgix Calendar Data into Flipkey

1. Find your property
2. Copy the .ics (iCalendar) Export URL provided for that property. That URL must be pasted

into FlipKey.

Login to FlipKeyLogin to FlipKey

Login to Flipkey, click on the Properties > "Update Calendar"Properties > "Update Calendar", from the dropdown choose the
property that you wish to sync with Lodgix and make sure to click on the Sync with otherSync with other
calendarscalendars tab.
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Add a CalendarAdd a Calendar

1. Choose "Other" as the type of calendar.
2. Name your calendar.
3. Paste the iCal export URL from Lodgix
4. Click Sync with this calendarSync with this calendar.

Note: Calendars will update only when FlipKey polls the data feed. This should occur several
times per day.

Updating Lodgix with Flipkey ReservationsUpdating Lodgix with Flipkey Reservations

Flipkey currently only offers calendar syncing to those accounts with 5 or more listing on
Flipkey. Flipkey doesn't offer iCal exporting, nor do they currently offer an API to sync
reservation data with 3rd party software companies.
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Calendar Sync for AirbnbCalendar Sync for Airbnb

Lodgix can sync calendar data from Lodgix calendars with corresponding listings on Airbnb
using iCal feeds.
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Locate Lodgix iCalendar FeedsLocate Lodgix iCalendar Feeds

Click on the Settings > Channel Management > iCalendar menu item within Lodgix.

To Import Lodgix iCal into AirbnbTo Import Lodgix iCal into Airbnb

1. Find the property.
2. Copy the .ics (iCalendar) Export URL provided for that property. This URL will be pasted into

Airbnb.
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Login to AirbnbLogin to Airbnb

Steps 1 & 2 show the steps within Airbnb to locate where to enter the source calendar address
from Lodgix. Click on the "Found It" button and copy / paste the iCal feed for that property from
Lodgix.

Airbnb calendar importing and exporting instructions
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To Export Airbnb iCal into Lodgix as BlocksTo Export Airbnb iCal into Lodgix as Blocks

Obtain the iCal export URL from Airbnb.com

Airbnb calendar importing and exporting instructions

Paste the iCalendar URL from Airbnb into LodgixPaste the iCalendar URL from Airbnb into Lodgix
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Within the iCalendar area of Lodgix:

1. Click on the "+ Add URL" button next to the property which you want to import iCal blocks
from Airbnb. The window above will open.

2. Paste the iCal export URL from Airbnb
3. Click the Add iCalendar button
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Importing Multiple iCal Feeds into LodgixImporting Multiple iCal Feeds into Lodgix

One of the objectives most have when using a system like Lodgix is to stop having to
update calendar availability on multiple sites.

While it would be great if every listing provider had a two way reservation sync, most do
not. And even those that do, many limit full reservation sync to property managers with 5
or more properties. However many listing sites have moved to support the iCalendar
format for exporting and importing calendar data. iCalendar data is limited but it will allow
Lodgix to be the ONLY area where calendar data needs to be stored.

The Lodgix iCalendar InterfaceThe Lodgix iCalendar Interface

1. iCal Export URL.iCal Export URL. This URL would be entered into listing sites that accept iCal imports. This
URL will contain basic Lodgix availability data to block dates, assuring that double bookings
cannot occur on the listing site.

2. iCal Import URL.iCal Import URL. Lodgix supports multiple iCal import URLs. These URLs will sync the
external calendar and block unavailable dates on the Lodgix calendar.

3. Auto Import.Auto Import. The auto import features allows Lodgix to automatically poll the iCal import
URL. Lodgix will poll the import URL every 60 minutes to see if there are any changes in
availability. If set to OFF, the import is a manual process.

4. Manual sync - property.Manual sync - property. To force a manual import of any new or changed calendar data, the
sync button can be used.

5. Manual sync - all properties.Manual sync - all properties. To force a manual import of any new or changed calendar data
for all properties, the Import iCal - All SourcesImport iCal - All Sources button can be used.
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Important Notes About iCalendar DataImportant Notes About iCalendar Data

Importing rules:

1. iCalendar data can never overwrite Lodgix invoice data.
2. iCalendar data remains true to the source. For example, if iCalendar data is being imported

from a Google Calendar, and changes made to reservations on the Google Calendar (add a
date, remove a date, etc.) will update the iCal block on Lodgix, ONLY if the block was
originally created by the Google Calendar iCalendar import.

If there are any conflicts that result when iCalendar data is being imported, those conflicts will
be noted in the Logs tab within the iCalendar interface.

Viewing Imported iCalendar Data on the Lodgix Calendar TapeViewing Imported iCalendar Data on the Lodgix Calendar Tape
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iCalendar data is imported as blocks that are displayed in black. The source of the data is
noted at the top of the block.
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Internal Calendar TapeInternal Calendar Tape
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OverviewOverview

The calendar tape is one of the strongest features of Lodgix. It is fast, highly configurable
and very interactive. The interface is easy to understand and works incredibly well across
all platforms and browsers. The calendar scales to the size of your screen, so if you are
using a 24" monitor the calendar tape will adjust and display months of data and 50+
properties at-a-glance.

The InterfaceThe Interface

1. Property names
2. Dates
3. Filters
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FeaturesFeatures

Real-time filtersReal-time filters

In an effort to improve the calendar tape interface for property managers with many
properties, we have launched real-time filtering. As the filter criteria are selected, the
properties displayed will filter to only show properties that meet the filter criteria.

The initial filters are for the arrival date, number of bedrooms and the area. For those that
have properties assigned to various areas (utilizing our Area Manager), you are now able to
quickly select the area and have ONLY properties displayed that are assigned to that area.

The fourth filter is optional and is a configurable filter where the Lodgix subscriber can select
the amenities of their choice to act as filters. You may want to filter properties that are
"oceanfront", indoor/outdoor "pool" or bed size such as King or 2 Queens may be the filter
preference. Everybody is different and to that end we will be allowing you the opportunity to
customize and choose the amenities that are important to you!

Color CodingColor Coding

Each reservation has a color code (colors can be customized) which correlates to the invoice
status of the reservation. This makes it easier to distinguish between which guests owe
money, which guest have paid, and which guests have refunds owed to them.
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Onmouseover FeaturesOnmouseover Features

Mouseover the property name to see the number of bedrooms, baths and sleeps.

More onmouseover FeaturesMore onmouseover Features

Mouseover the guest reservation to view the dates of stay, guest name and the invoice status.

Onmouseover Display for Blocked DatesOnmouseover Display for Blocked Dates

Onmouseover displays:

1. Who created the block,

2. The dates of the block, and

3. The reason for the block.

Blocked dates are shown in black of a subscriber block and in dark blue if the owner made the
block. All colors are customizable.
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Touch Sensitive for Mobile DevicesTouch Sensitive for Mobile Devices

If you are using a touch enabled device, you can scroll through dates on the calendar using your
finger. Likewise you can also use the arrow buttons or jump ahead to future dates using the
calendar icon.

Configuration OptionsConfiguration Options

Within the Calendar Tape > Configuration Options area it is possible to set a variety of options:
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Cell Width and Cell HeightCell Width and Cell Height (set each to equal number to maintain a square). To display more
properties per page, set these numbers smaller, to display less properties (but make the
viewing area easier to read) set these numbers higher.

Property Name Column WidthProperty Name Column Width can be adjusted higher or lower depending on personal
preferences and readability.

Weekend Shading.Weekend Shading. Some define a weekend as Friday / Saturday, others define a weekend as
Saturday / Sunday.

Font SizeFont Size. Usually configured at the same time the Cell Width and Cell Height are set.

Disable Date Tooltips.Disable Date Tooltips. Onmouseover display for properties can be enabled / disabled.

Disable Filters.Disable Filters. Turns the filter bar on / off.

Display Rules.Display Rules. Turn on / off the display of any rules that are present on each date.

Display Full Blocked Reason.Display Full Blocked Reason. When enabled, any blocks with rather long descriptions will display
the full description rather than truncating it.

Filter Amenities:Filter Amenities:

Select the amenities you want to use as filter criteria within the calendar tape. Either click on
the (+) icon to move the amenity from the left column to the right column, or just drag and
drop! Don't forget to save your selections, then check the calendar tape!

Calendar Tape Invoice Color Assignments - OverviewCalendar Tape Invoice Color Assignments - Overview
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Lodgix assigns colors to each invoice displayed on the calendar tape which vary depending on
the invoice status. Unconfirmed, confirmed, paid-in-full, PM blocks, owner blocks, etc. all
appear as different colors. These color assignments are NOT editable.

However, occasionally a PM needs to visually differentiate some invoices from the others. A
great example might be invoices that have payment terms that don't adhere to the deposit and
collection rules that a PM has set up within Lodgix.

Let's use Airbnb as an example. Airbnb releases your payout approximately 24 hours after the
guest arrives. Thus in the case of invoices sourced from Airbnb, those invoices don't need to
adhere to the collection rules because the PM won't get paid until after the guest arrives.
Assigning a different color to only Airbnb invoices might be nice.

In the screenshot above, the PM has assigned the color yellow to all invoices that were from a
local wholesaler.

Calendar Tape Invoice Color Assignments - Field SetupCalendar Tape Invoice Color Assignments - Field Setup

There is a little known feature within Lodgix which allows a PM to assign (or request) additional
data that can be attached to the invoice. The implementation is simple and it's highlighted in
the screenshot above.

1. A question or field name is created
2. A series of possible answers or choices is created
3. Options to enable / disable the display of the new field within the guest control panel and /

or the online booking process.
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The setup for the custom question can be found within settings > important settings >
marketing

https://www.lodgix.com/system/isettings/marketing/

This custom field is most commonly used by Lodgix PMs to track the effectiveness of their
marketing campaigns, by asking the question "How did you hear about us?"...the guest can
answer the question when booking online, or the PM can fill in the question when taking
manual bookings.

WHATEVER CHOICES ARE OFFERED AS INPUTS ON THIS FORM, THOSE ARE THE SAME CHOICESWHATEVER CHOICES ARE OFFERED AS INPUTS ON THIS FORM, THOSE ARE THE SAME CHOICES
WHICH ARE USED TO GROUP INVOICES WHICH CAN THEN BE ASSIGNED A UNIQUE COLOR ONWHICH ARE USED TO GROUP INVOICES WHICH CAN THEN BE ASSIGNED A UNIQUE COLOR ON
THE CALENDAR TAPE, WITHIN THE COLOR ASSIGNMENTS TAB OF THE CALENDAR TAPETHE CALENDAR TAPE, WITHIN THE COLOR ASSIGNMENTS TAB OF THE CALENDAR TAPE
CONFIGURATION MENU ITEM.CONFIGURATION MENU ITEM.

Calendar Tape Invoice Color AssignmentsCalendar Tape Invoice Color Assignments

Within Calendar Tape > Configuration Options, you will see a tab for "Color Assignments". The
possible answers to the marketing question that were setup within the previous step will be
present. They are disabled by default. Enable and choose a unique color for those invoices
which you want to highlight with a unique color in the calendar tape. The next step will show
where you can attach one of the new fields to an invoice.
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Adding a New Reservation (Invoice)Adding a New Reservation (Invoice)

Reservations and invoices are synonymous within Lodgix. There are two ways to add a
new reservation to Lodgix.

1. Calendar Tape
2. Reservations > Create New Reservation menu item.

Calendar Tape Method - Step 1Calendar Tape Method - Step 1

Click on the correct arrival date cell in the calendar tape that's within the row of the property
you wish to reserve. A info box will appear confirming the check-in date and asking how many
nights will comprise the new reservation. Select the number of nights.,
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Calendar Tape Method - Step 2Calendar Tape Method - Step 2

A window will appear, confirm the check-in / check-out dates. Click BOOK to create a new
reservation. Click QUOTE to create a new quote which can be emailed to a potential guest.
Click BLOCK to simply block off the dates for the property and mark them as unavailable.

Calendar Tape Method - Step 3Calendar Tape Method - Step 3

1. Click on the link to "Select Existing Guest or Add New Guest".
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2. Enter the first name and last name of the guest, as well as their email address. If the guest
does not have an email address, check the System box to have a fake email dynamically
assigned to the guest.

3. Click ACCEPT.
4. Click CREATE INVOICE.

Calendar Tape Method - Step 4Calendar Tape Method - Step 4

Once the new reservation has been created, an invoice number will appear in a new tab (see
arrow above). Click on the tab to edit the invoice (if necessary).
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Blocking DatesBlocking Dates

There are times when dates simply need to be blocked off for property repairs, personal
stays, friends, maintenance, and other reasons. Lodgix allows you to easily block / unblock
dates for individual units or for units in bulk.

Block Dates AdvancedBlock Dates Advanced

If you want to add a reason for the block or to block off multiple units for the same dates, then
you MUST use the office Block Dates interface accessible Calendar Tape > Block Dates
Advanced.
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1. Click to enter the reason for the blocked dates
2. Enter the start date of the block
3. Enter the end date of the block
4. Click the green "+" icon to block individual units or if you wish to block all of your units for

those dates, click ALL
5. Click SAVE button to initiate the block(s)

Blocking Individual Properties Using the Calendar TapeBlocking Individual Properties Using the Calendar Tape

1. Select your dates to block on the calendar tape and choose Block
2. A field will appear to enter the reason for the block
3. Click the block>> button and optionally enter a reason for the block (renovation, guest

name, owner block, etc. and then click the 2nd Block button to save the block.

TO UNBLOCK ANY DATES ON THE CALENDAR, SIMPLY DOUBLE CLICK ON ANY BLOCK AND IT
WILL DISAPPEAR.
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How a Block Appears on Calendar TapeHow a Block Appears on Calendar Tape

1. A block in black is a block made by a subscriber or employee.
2. A block in dark blue is a block made by a property owner (or made by a subscriber /

employee but designated as an owner block). Requires property management module.

Owner BlocksOwner Blocks

Note: This functionality requires the use of the Property Management Module.
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Owner blocks are typically done by the owner. Once the owner has been issued login
credentials by the PM, the owner can login to Lodgix and block off dates in which they wish to
make unavailable for rental. When the owner makes a block, that block shows up in the Lodgix
calendar tape in dark blue.

Owner blocks will show up in the Arrival and Housekeeping Reports.

Administrators and Employees can also make blocks and designate them as an owner block.
This can be helpful when an owner calls a PM to block off dates for them, or when an a PM

does not offer access to Lodgix for their owners. In these instances, the subscriber or
employee can designate a block as an owner block (see screenshot above) which cause the
block to appear in dark blue on the calendar tape, and it will also allow the block to appear in
the housekeeping and arrival reports.

Note:Note: For the "designate as an owner block" option to appear requires that the property beingFor the "designate as an owner block" option to appear requires that the property being
blocked be assigned to an actual owner within the property management module.blocked be assigned to an actual owner within the property management module.

Example of Housekeeping Report w/ Owner BlocksExample of Housekeeping Report w/ Owner Blocks
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Calendar Tape Tool Tips for Owner BlocksCalendar Tape Tool Tips for Owner Blocks

The calendar tape uses tool tips to display additional information on all blocks. Onmouseover
the tool tip will display whom made the block (owner name, employee name, etc.), the dates the
block are for and any additional notes about the block.
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Editing Blocked DatesEditing Blocked Dates

The notes field for blocked dates can be edited from the Reservations > List All Blocked
Periods page. This is especially useful if you are syncing your calendar with an external
website using iCal, and want to add more detail to the notes section.

Select the block to editSelect the block to edit

Click the edit icon next to the block that you want to modify.

Edit the notation for the blocked datesEdit the notation for the blocked dates

Edit the notes field and click the Save button
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New notation will display throughout applicationNew notation will display throughout application

The updated notation will display on the Reservations > List All Blocked Periods page and the
Internal Calendar Tape
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Document TemplatesDocument Templates
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OverviewOverview

Lodgix provides three default templates for the formal communication of reservation
details, policies and rental agreements to your guests. These templates can be modified
and copied. If you make any mistakes setting up your templates the default templates can
be restored with ease.

The templates are able to pull data directly from the database to populate the templates
with dynamic, guest or reservation-specific data. This is done by using merge tags. Merge
tags substitute static text like Guest Name: Joe Schmoe with Guest Name: [GuestFirstName]
[GuestLastName]. The text in between the [] tells the application to pull this information
from the database and build a document using that data.

Document TemplatesDocument Templates
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Conversations Tab within the Guest Control PanelConversations Tab within the Guest Control Panel

Within the Guest Control Panel for a guest, there are a series of tabs located at the bottom
which display invoice-specific information. The default templates and any new templates you
create will be available for generating and sending to the guest within the Conversations tab.

Item #1: When the ComposeCompose button is clicked a form window will open allowing you to email
the guest directly. Within that form is an field where a PDF template can be selected. The PDF
will be dynamically generated and attached to the email that is sent to the guest. (See next
step)

Item #2: Once the email is sent, it is archived and timestamped within the Conversations tab
for that invoice. A paperclick is displayed. When clicked the PDF that was sent will be displayed.
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Email Form with Template AttachmentEmail Form with Template Attachment

When a manual message is sent to a guest, a form appears in a new window. There are quite a
few fields in the form, several of which are highlighted above and described below.

1. This is where the dynamically generated system PDF is attached automatically
2. This is where you can upload any additional documents you wish to send to the guest
3. This is where you can enter the body of your email to the guest

Keep in mind we do offer appended responses, file uploads and triggers, that can further
streamline the communication process.
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Accessing the Document Templates from the Guest InvoiceAccessing the Document Templates from the Guest Invoice

In the bottom right corner of every invoice, there is a box listed for "Correspondence Options".
This is the convenient way to access the communications functionality without returning to the

guest control panel. The same modal windows from the guest control panel will be triggered
here.
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Editing a PDF TemplateEditing a PDF Template

PDF Templates are easy to create and easy to edit. Follow the instructions below and you'll
be up and running in no time!

1. Clicking on the pencil icon will allow to edit any template
2. Clicking on the two sheets of paper will allow you to copy a template
3. Clicking on the "Hide" link will hide a template from view. Remember any template you

create will be displayed in the communications and correspondence areas of the application
4. Clicking on the "Restore" link will allow you to restore the default template in the event you

really screw things up!
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Edit PDF TemplateEdit PDF Template

To create or edit a PDF template a WYSIWYG (What You See is What You Get) editor is utilized.
This means that how the document looks on the screen should almost mirror how the
document looks when it's converted to a PDF.

1. This is the name of your template. If you've created a new template or copied an existing
one, you would want to enter a custom name here.

2. This is the area where you can define if the page is to be displayed in Portrait or Landscape
mode.

3. Merge Tags.. Position your cursor where you would like the variable to be inserted, them
choose the merge from the drop down list provided. Click the Insert Tag button to insert the
tag.

4. Anything with a [ ] on the page is a merge tag that will pull invoice specific data from the
application when generating the live PDF.
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Merge TagsMerge Tags

The merge tags have been grouped by Invoice, Guest, Property, etc. They've also been ordered
by the order in which they are typically used. Each merge tag has a short description to aid in
finding the correct merge tag to use for your template. If you can't determine which merge tag
is the correct merge tag, a good way to test is to choose a merge tag, save the template and
then generate a test pdf or go to an invoice and generate a live PDF to determine whether the
PDF output is what you require. If it's not, rinse and repeat.

Tips for Success - IMPORTANT!Tips for Success - IMPORTANT!

1. In general text from Microsoft Word can be cut / paste directly into the editor. However, at
times a bunch of junk formatting from Word will carry over that will screw up your template.
If that happens, copy the contents to a text editor first like Notepad and then copy / paste
into the template. That will assure a clean import.

2. The "Source" button will show you the actual source formatting code. If you are experiencing
issues with formatting many times digging into the source will help you delete unnecessary
formatting.

3. [clogo] will allow you to display your logo in the template, if a logo has been uploaded within
the Important Settings area of the application.
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Trigger SetupTrigger Setup
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What is a Trigger?What is a Trigger?

A trigger is comprised of a condition and an action. If the condition is met, the action is
triggered. The action an be either an email or a SMS text (if a mobile number is configured
for the recipient). Actions can be sent to employees, owners or guests.

Several triggers are pre-configured in all new Lodgix accounts. It is recommended that you
thoroughly read the documentation and reference the existing triggers. Please make sure
to have a thorough understanding of Custom Variables prior to enabling your triggers.

Triggers Menu ItemTriggers Menu Item
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Create New TriggerCreate New Trigger

Define the TriggerDefine the Trigger

The steps below correlate to the numbers in the image above:

#1:#1: TitleTitle - Give the trigger a name that will be easy to remember and know what it is with a
quick glance.

#2:#2: ConditionsConditions - Arrival Day / Departure Day Conditions:

1. The simplest conditions are "Arrival Date will be..." and "Departure Date was..". For
example to send a pre-arrival checklist to a guest seven days before arrival you would set
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the "Arrival Date will be..., equal, to 7 days". If you wanted to send a survey to a guest 2 days
after departure you would set the "Departure Day was" equal to 2 days.

2. Another useful condition is "Departure Date will be...". This condition will allow a trigger to
be sent during a guest's stay. This can be helpful if you want to remind guests of their
checkout times and / or any cleaning requirements you might require of the guest upon
checkout. Setting the condition "Departure date will be...", "equal to", "1 day", for example
will send out an email to the guest (or to the primary subscriber or to an employee or to an
owner, etc..) 1 day before the departure date.

Invoice Status Conditions.

1. One use for an invoice status trigger is automated confirmations. For example you could set
up the condition "Invoice Status, changed to, Confirmed". However you might also want to
click on the "+" sign and setup another condition "Invoice Status, changed from,
Unconfirmed". This tightens up the trigger.

Note: The "+" sign adds a new condition and the "-" sign removes a condition.

#3: Perform Action#3: Perform Action - Once you've setup the conditions now it's time to set up the action the
condition will trigger - email or SMS text.

Once you choose the action, then you must select the recipient.

For those using the Employees module , there will be an additional recipient option for
"employee" and then another drop down will appear where you can choose which employee
should receive the trigger email.

#4:#4: AttachmentsAttachments - The next four drop down menus are courtesy drop downs allowing access to
responses, templates and uploaded files. Thus if you want to attach a system generated
confirmation, you can do that. If you have a rental agreement you've uploaded you can attach
it. If you are communicating to an employee and you want to attach a pdf of the availability
calendar you can do that. Or you can choose to attach / append nothing. The interface is very
flexible.

#5: Email Subject#5: Email Subject - This will be the subject line of the email. You can include a "placeholder" in
the subject. Just click on the link (see #7) for "view available placeholders" and then copy and
paste the variable into the appropriate place within the subject line

#6: Email Body#6: Email Body - If you append a response (see #4) that response will show up in the email
body. In that event there is probably nothing else you need to do here. Otherwise simply type
out what you want to say to the email recipient and customize it using any of the available
placeholders (see #7)

#7: View Available Placeholders#7: View Available Placeholders - When this linked is clicked a list of all the available
placeholders is displayed. By copy and pasting just the bracketed word <CPOSTALCODE> and
NOT the placeholder description, the application will pull the corresponding data from the
database and automatically insert it into the subject or body of your email. It's a slick way of
customizing your emails!

#8:#8: SaveSave - You MUST save your trigger once complete.
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#9: Send Test Emails#9: Send Test Emails - If you want to send yourself a test email you MUST have at least one
reservation present in the system otherwise the conditions won't have any invoices /
reservations to reference. ALL TRIGGERS ARE BATCHED AND EXECUTED EVERY 15 MINUTES.
There might be a small delay when sending test emails for the trigger depending on when

during the batch process the test email is sent. By default, test triggers will be sent to the
master subscriber email address, however a custom "To" email can be entered prior to sending.

Additional OptionsAdditional Options

Apply trigger to last minute reservationsApply trigger to last minute reservations

This would be an option to check for example if you send out a pre-arrival checklist 7 days
before arrival. If this option is not checked, and you receive a reservation 5 days before arrival
that guest would not receive the pre-arrival checklist.

Just a note: The email won't be sent immediately, it will enter into a queue and be sent together
with the other time related triggers (within an hour, because the script runs hourly).

Fire trigger only once per reservationFire trigger only once per reservation

This would be an option to check for example if you are sending out automated confirmations.
Setting up the trigger condition would involve setting up an "invoice status" trigger to "meet

any" of the following conditions:

invoice status, changed to, confirmed

or

invoice status, changed to, paid-in-full

If you don't check the "fire trigger once per reservation" box for this trigger, it could fire twice.
Once when the reservation deposit is paid and the invoice status changes to "confirmed" and

another when the remaining balance is paid and the invoice status changes to "paid-in-full".
With the option checked, the confirmation will only be sent once.
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Property Specific TriggersProperty Specific Triggers

If you have property specific documents or instructions (e.g. directions) you can setup
property specific triggers that will only trigger a specific action if the condition applies to a
certain property. It's a great feature that resulted from several Lodgix.com customer
requests, thanks so much for your feedback!

Trigger - Click on the pencil of the trigger you want to make specific to aTrigger - Click on the pencil of the trigger you want to make specific to a
property (or create new trigger)property (or create new trigger)
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Arrival Day, Departure Day and During StayArrival Day, Departure Day and During Stay
ConditionsConditions

Triggers that are fired based upon an arrival or departure date are the most common and
simple triggers to setup. Why might these triggers be used for?

1. Sending guest a pre-arrival checklist 7 days prior to arrival.
2. Sending guest a dining or events guide 14 days prior to arrival as a PDF that your local

visitors bureau publishes each year.
3. Sending guest a reminder that their credit card will be charged for the remaining

balance 30 days prior to arrival.
4. Sending guest a reminder 24 hours before departure that the check-out time is 11am

and that there is a $100 addt'l fee per hour for late check-outs.
5. Sending guest a request to review their stay on your website / VRBO / FlipKey 24 hours

after departure.
6. Sending guest the lockbox code to the property 2 days before arrival and only if the

invoice status = paid-in-full.
7. Sending yourself a reminder 24 hours before check-in and check-out

If you have added the employees module or the property management module to your
account, read these articles:

Employee Triggers

Property Owner Triggers

ConditionsConditions

Arrival Day / Departure Day Conditions:

1. The simplest conditions are "Arrival Date will be...Arrival Date will be..." and "Departure Date was..Departure Date was..". For example
to send a pre-arrival checklist to a guest seven days before arrival you would set the "Arrival
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Date will be..., equal, to 7 days". If you wanted to send a survey to a guest 2 days after
departure you would set the "Departure Day was..Departure Day was.." equal to 2 days.

2. Another useful condition is "Departure Date will be...Departure Date will be...". This condition will allow a trigger to
be sent during a guest's stay. This can be helpful if you want to remind guests of their
checkout times and / or any cleaning requirements you might require of the guest upon
checkout. Setting the condition "Departure date will be...", "equal to", "1 day", for example
will send out an email to the guest (or to the primary subscriber or to an employee or to an
owner, etc..) 1 day before the departure date.
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Invoice Status ConditionsInvoice Status Conditions

Invoice status triggers are pretty cool and useful. There are certain types of information you
just don't want sent to guests or employees unless a certain invoice status is obtained. For
example:

Typically gate codes, keycodes, lockbox codes and the address of the property are sent to a
guest seven (7) days prior to arrival. But no one wants to send this information to a guest
until the balance of the invoice has been paid. Setting the trigger to require both conditions
of:

"arrival date will be...", "equal to", "7 days" and;

"invoice status". "equal to", "paid-in-full"

will assure that the action only occurs when both of those conditions are met. Let's see how
we set that up.

Example #1:Example #1:

1. If you have multiple conditions and you require that "all" conditions are met, the trigger will
not fire unless both conditions are met.
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2. For less restrictive triggers, the "meets any" option will allow you to select multiple
conditions and if any one condition is met the trigger will fire

3. Don't forget about last minute reservations! If this option is not checked and you have a
trigger setup to fire 7 days before arrival and a guest reservation is made 5 days prior to
arrival the trigger will not be sent unless this option is checked!

4. There are times when an invoice status trigger will be setup so that the same trigger could
fire at multiple times for the same invoice as the invoice status progresses as payments are
applied. Setting the option "Fire trigger only once per reservation" will ensure that the
trigger is only sent once.
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Channel ConditionsChannel Conditions

It is possible to NOT send trigger communications depending on the source of the booking.
This is directly related to our Airbnb integration but is applicable to other channels as well.
Airbnb collects the guest payments and remits the host payments to property manager

within 24 hours of guest arrival. Most property managers require monies to be paid before
arrival and have specific triggers that go out to guests alerting guest of those pending
payments.

Most property managers will not want unnecessary communications reaching a guest as
that will only serve to cause guest confusion. This is true for other channel nuances as well.

Select the channel you wish to exclude from the drop down under "Don't apply triggers to the
following channels." It is possible to exclude more than one channel by adding multiple
conditions to the trigger.
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Paid-in-Full Triggers if you Collect a SecurityPaid-in-Full Triggers if you Collect a Security
DepositDeposit

If you collect security deposits AND if you have a universal rule within Lodgix setup to
collect the security deposit "at payment of the remaining balance" then you MUST read this
to setup your paid-in-full triggers correctly.

You would want to setup ONE trigger that looks like this:

Meet all of the following conditions:

"Changed TO Paid-in-Full"

Meet any of the following conditions:

"Changed FROM Confirmed"

"Changed FROM Paid"

Universal Rule showing payment scheduleUniversal Rule showing payment schedule

Is this you? If so, read on.
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Trigger SetupTrigger Setup

Because you collect a security deposit "at payment of the remaining balance" your invoices
have one additional invoice state. That state is called "Paid", which is different than "Paid-in-
Full".

The "Paid" state is triggered when the total payments from the guest meet or exceed the rental
charges but not enough has been collected to cover the full security deposit.

Thus you don't want a trigger email going out with the keycode to your property's lockbox until
the rental charges and the security deposit have been PAID-IN-FULL. If you setup your trigger
incorrectly thinking that "Paid" means "Paid-in-Full" your trigger could be sent out prematurely.
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Employee TriggersEmployee Triggers

Additional trigger conditions and actions are made available to those that have added the
optional employees module to their account. These options are only shown after the
employees module is made active.

Today's Date Trigger, Condition SetupToday's Date Trigger, Condition Setup

Set the condition to "Today's Date..", "Equal to", and then choose whether you want the action
(email) to occur twice a month or four times a month.
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Today's Date Trigger, Action SetupToday's Date Trigger, Action Setup

Same thing as in the payroll deadline trigger. You want the trigger to send an email to an
employee with the name of _________ and you want to attach a 1 month PDF calendar (options
for 1 week and 2 weeks as well). Fill in the email subject and the email body and SAVE the
trigger!
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Today's Date Trigger, Sample PDF CalendarToday's Date Trigger, Sample PDF Calendar

PDF calendar (same calendar can be shown under Calendar Tape > Print Calendar), show
booked dates with a key showing the name of the guest with check-in and check-out times.
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Homeaway Review TriggerHomeaway Review Trigger

You can set a trigger to send an email to past Homeaway / VRBO guests, encouraging them
to leave a review for their stay. The following instructions will send guests directly to the
Write a Review page of your listing.

Create a Custom Variable for Review URLCreate a Custom Variable for Review URL

Click on the "Custom Variables" menu item

Click "Create new custom variable"
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Configure the custom variable as shown

Add Review URLs to Each PropertyAdd Review URLs to Each Property

The Review URL custom variable can now be found in the "Custom" tab of the property edit
screen.

Add the correct Review URLAdd the correct Review URL

Homeaway and VRBO have different structures for their review urls. You can use the following
examples, replacing the X's with the listing number of the property.

www.homeaway.com/vacation-rental/reviews/write/pXXXXXXXX

www.vrbo.com/XXXX/reviews/write

Remember to add the url to each property, using the corresponding listing number each time.

Set Trigger to Send to Past GuestsSet Trigger to Send to Past Guests
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Set trigger conditionsSet trigger conditions

You will be sending this to guests who have completed their stay. The condition should be
based on departure day.

Add new custom variable to email bodyAdd new custom variable to email body
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You can insert your new Review URL custom variable into the body of the trigger email using a
merge tag. This merge tag will dynamically insert the Review URL of the property into your
email.

Example of trigger email body using the custom variable merge tagExample of trigger email body using the custom variable merge tag
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Digital Signature Request TriggerDigital Signature Request Trigger

Guests that book through your Lodgix booking page can be required to digitally sign your
rental agreement at the time of booking. However if the booking originates from
HomeAway or Airbnb there will be no signed rental agreement. For those bookings, the
triggers system can be used to automatically follow up with the guest post booking to view
and sign the rental agreement. Lodgix offers a trigger that automatically detects invoices
without a signed rental agreement and sends out a preset signature request to the guest.

Trigger for HomeAway Bookings OnlyTrigger for HomeAway Bookings Only

To configure a trigger that requests a guest to sign a rental agreement for HomeAway
reservations only, use the follow conditions:

"Invoice Status Changed To Unconfirmed"

"Rental Agreement Equal To Not Signed"

Don't apply the trigger to the following channels: Expedia, Booking.com, Airbnb, Lodgix. The
Lodgix channel includes any bookings entered online through your bookings pages, or
manually entered into the system by you.
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The only reason you might want to exclude certain channels is if your rental agreement
contains rate specific data in it, which could vary from channel to channel. Or perhaps you have
different rental agreements depending on the channel. In an era where property managers are
now expending to many different channels, we always advise to keep your rates, fees and
rental agreements as simple as possible to assure that only one rental agreement is needed
and can be easily used across all channels.

Finally, add the [DS_SIGN_LINK] merge tag to the body of the trigger email to include a link to
digitally sign the document.
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Travel Insurance Reminder TriggerTravel Insurance Reminder Trigger

Guests that book through your Lodgix booking page will have the option to purchase travel
insurance immediately post booking. However if the guest books through a third party
channel such as Homeaway or Airbnb they will not have this opportunity at the time of
booking. You may want to follow up with guests that have not purchased insurance to let
them know about the program. Lodgix provides a trigger that automatically detects invoices
that do not have travel insurance and allows you to send the guest a link to purchase.

Trigger to Remind Guests to Purchase Travel InsuranceTrigger to Remind Guests to Purchase Travel Insurance

To configure a travel insurance reminder trigger for guests that have not purchased insurance
already, use the following conditions:

"Invoice Status Changed To Confirmed"

"Travel Insurance Equal To Not Purchased"

This will send a reminder email upon invoice confirmation for all bookings that have not
purchased insurance.

Check the options to "Apply trigger to last minute reservations" and "Fire trigger only once per
reservation"
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Finally, you will have to add the [TI_PURCHASE_LINK] merge tag to the body of the email to
include a link to purchase the travel insurance.
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Disable Triggers Per InvoiceDisable Triggers Per Invoice

Occasionally you may want to disable a particular trigger for a specific reservation. For
example you would not want to send a review request to a guest who had complaints
during their stay. Lodgix allows you to disable triggers on an invoice level.

1. Navigate to the Conversations tab of the guest control panel
2. Select the Triggers Queue tab. This will display a list of all Triggers that are Queued for this

reservation.
3. If the trigger has already been sent, the send date will display in the Sent column.
4. By default all triggers will be sent to "On". You can toggle a specific trigger to "Off" if you do

not want it to be sent.

Set the Display Order of Your TriggersSet the Display Order of Your Triggers

When creating your triggers, they will be ordered by date created. You can group similar
triggers together, or organize them in the chronological order that they will be sent. They will
still fire according to the conditions of the triggers, so this is strictly for organizational purposes.
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To set the order of your triggers, navigate to Settings > Triggers and use the drag and drop
interface to order the list properly. This is the order in which your triggers will be displayed in
the Triggers Queue.
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Resending a TriggerResending a Trigger

Occasionally you may need to resend a trigger that has already fired. Sometimes an email is
accidentally deleted by a guest, goes to their spam folder, or is simply overlooked. In these
situations Lodgix provides a method to resend the trigger.

Navigate to the Triggers QueueNavigate to the Triggers Queue

The Triggers Queue is located in the Conversations tab of the guest control panel. From here
you will see a list of all triggers that are set to fire for the reservation. Triggers that have already
been sent will have a "Resend" button that will manually fire the trigger again.
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File UploadsFile Uploads

File uploads allow you to upload documents that are frequently requested by guests and
that you might like to include when communicating with a guest. These documents can
then be included in manual emails to guests, and used in the triggers component of Lodgix.

File Uploads LocationFile Uploads Location
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File Uploads InterfaceFile Uploads Interface

1. Click to upload a new file
2. List of all uploaded files
3. Property to which file is assigned (more on this below)

Any .doc or .pdf file can be uploaded to the application. If your file contains any characters,
commas or symbols (&, @, or others), it will generate an error. Please make sure your file name
does not include any extra spaces or characters including any foreign language characters.

Assigning a File to a PropertyAssigning a File to a Property

Files can be assigned to a specific property, for use with the Trigger component of the
application. This is useful if a separate PDF is required for each property. For example, each
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property may have a unique information sheet that is provided to the guest. You can assign the
file to a property when first uploading the file, or directly from the file list as shown above.

Manually Adding an Uploaded File to a TriggerManually Adding an Uploaded File to a Trigger

Uploaded files can be included as attachments in trigger emails. The option "Document (chosen
by invoice)" will attach the file that has been assigned to the property for which the trigger is
firing. If the invoice contains multiple properties, the Document for each property on the
invoice will be attached.
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Adding an Uploaded File via the Send Email WindowAdding an Uploaded File via the Send Email Window

Uploaded files can be also attached to manual emails sent from the Conversations tab of the
guest control panel, or the Correspondence Options panel of the edit invoice screen.
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Payment Request TriggerPayment Request Trigger

Open up the Triggers InterfaceOpen up the Triggers Interface

ConditionsConditions

Let's review what the setup looks like for an automated trigger that will email the guest to
request a remaining balance payment at 30 days prior to arrival.

The two conditions that would be required are:

1. Invoice Status, equal to, confirmed
2. Arrival date will be, equal to, 30 days
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Property or Channel VariablesProperty or Channel Variables

It might be desirable to limit the trigger to certain properties (default = all properties) or to
exclude certain channels (default = all channels). For example, Airbnb collects payment from
the guest. It would confuse the guest to send a payment request to an Airbnb guest (not to
mention I don't think it would actually reach the guest as Airbnb would block it).

Setting the trigger to fire only once per reservation is advisable as well. Last minute
reservations by default will require 100% payment at the time of booking.
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Action and Email BodyAction and Email Body

1. Choose the action method = email only for this trigger
2. Choose who to send the email to = guest
3. Configure the text of the email.
4. Insert the required tags for the link to request the payment and (optional) a note about the

amount of the payment due.
5. SAVE the trigger

Note if you send a test trigger to yourself, the payment request link will not be populated.
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Custom VariablesCustom Variables
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Global VariablesGlobal Variables

A Global Variable has a static value and will remain the same anywhere it is used in the
application. An example would be setting up a "Concierge" variable with the name of the
Concierge, then including this variable in your guest correspondence. If the Concierge is
replaced, rather than updating every piece of correspondence with the name of the new
Concierge, you would simply update the Concierge variable and all correspondence would
update immediately.

Settings > Custom Variables > Global VariablesSettings > Custom Variables > Global Variables
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Add VariableAdd Variable

Create Global VariableCreate Global Variable

1. Name -Name - This is the identifier that is used within Lodgix when adding a the variable as a merge
tag in an email or PDF. For new variables, a default name will be prefilled. If edited, it will
automatically be converted to upper case and CUSTOM will be added to the beginning.

2. Description -Description - This is the name of the field. For example, if the field is for a Concierge, the
name might be "Concierge Name"

3. Length -Length - Length of the input field, measured in characters. Enter a higher number if you will
be entering more data.
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4. Rows -Rows - This is the number of rows present in the input field. More rows are only necessary if
you are adding a notes field or something with multiple sentences.

5. Value -Value - The content of the variable. For instance, a Concierge variable would have the
concierge's name here.

Reference the new variable within triggers, templates and emailsReference the new variable within triggers, templates and emails

There will be a merge tag for the new variable within all areas of the application where variables
can be referenced. Inserting this variable into an email or pdf template will substitute the
variable with the actual value. In our example, it would display the name of the Concierge.
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Property VariablesProperty Variables

Let's say you have several properties and each offers wi-fi with a different access code. The
wifi code needs to be emailed to an arriving guest prior to arrival and only after the
remaining balance has been paid. To setup a custom field for "Wifi Code" requires a
custom property variable. Custom variables will allow you to define your own fields AND it
will create a merge tag that you can reference in your correspondence templates, triggers
and emails!

All new Lodgix accounts have several custom variables configured as examples. You can
use the exisitng variables, or replace them with variables more suited to your needs.

Settings > Custom Variables > Property VariablesSettings > Custom Variables > Property Variables
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Add VariableAdd Variable

Create Property VariableCreate Property Variable

1. Name -Name -This is the identifier that is used within Lodgix when adding the variable as a merge
tag in an email or PDF. For new variables, a default name will be prefilled. If edited, it will
automatically be converted to upper case and CUSTOM will be added to the beginning.

2. Description -Description -This is the name of the field. For example, if the field is for a WiFi Password, the
name might be "WiFi Password"

3. Length -Length - Length of the input field, measured in characters. Enter a higher number if you will
be entering more data.

4. Rows -Rows - This is the number of rows present in the input field. More rows are only necessary if
you are adding a notes field or something with multiple sentences.

5. Default Value -Default Value - A default value for the variable, if desired.
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Setting the Custom Variables for Each PropertySetting the Custom Variables for Each Property

Custom Property Variables will be available from the "Custom" tab within the setup for each
property. Click on the custom tab and you will see the variable you defined with the
corresponding input field. In this example we defined a "WiFi Password" variable which will
allow us to setup different WiFi Passwords for each property.

Reference the new variable within triggers, templates and emailsReference the new variable within triggers, templates and emails
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There will be a merge tag for the new variable within all areas of the application where variables
can be referenced. Inserting this variable into an email or pdf template will substitute the
variable with the actual value for that specific property. In our example, it would display the Wifi
Password for that property.
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Invoice VariablesInvoice Variables

Invoice variables are used to collect information that is specific to an invoice. This might
encompass fields like airline flight number, pickup instructions, drivers license number, etc.

Settings > Custom Variables > Invoice VariablesSettings > Custom Variables > Invoice Variables

Add VariableAdd Variable
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Create Invoice VariableCreate Invoice Variable

1. Name -Name -This is the identifier that is used within Lodgix when adding the variable as a merge
tag in an email or PDF. For new variables, a default name will be prefilled. If edited, it will
automatically be converted to upper case and CUSTOM will be added to the beginning.

2. Description -Description -This is the name of the field. For example, if the field is for a guests Flight
Number, the name might be "Flight Number"

3. Type:Type: Text field or a Date Field (date field might be used for example if you are requesting
the date of birth of a guest)

4. Length -Length - Length of the input field, measured in characters. Enter a higher number if you will
be entering more data.

5. Rows -Rows - This is the number of rows present in the input field. More rows are only necessary if
you are adding a notes field or something with multiple sentences.

6. Default Value -Default Value - A default value for the variable, if desired.
7. Do you want this new field to be displayed to the guest when they book online?
8. Do you want this new field to be a mandatory field when booking online?
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Setting the Custom Variables for Each InvoiceSetting the Custom Variables for Each Invoice

Custom Invoice Variables will be available for display and data entry from the "Custom" tab of
the Guest Control Panel. Click on the custom tab and you will see the variable you defined with
the corresponding input field. In this example we defined a "Flight Number" variable which will
allow us to enter the flight number for a guest.

Reference the new variable within triggers, templates and emailsReference the new variable within triggers, templates and emails

There will be a merge tag for the new variable within all areas of the application where variables
can be referenced. Inserting this variable into an email or pdf template will substitute the
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variable with the actual value for that specific invoice. In our example, it would display the Flight
Number for that guest.

Adding the new invoice fields to your website booking pageAdding the new invoice fields to your website booking page

As noted above, when creating an invoice variable, if you select to display this new field to the
guest when they book online, the data entered into that field can be immediately populated in
the rental agreement if the appropriate merge tag is used within the rental agreement.
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Guest Control PanelGuest Control Panel
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OverviewOverview

The Guest Control Panel (GCP) is one of the most frequently used components of the entire
application. The GCP is your guest contact management tool, as well as the area that
displays the reservation history for the guest. Additionally, from within the GCP you can
process invoice specific payments, changes details of the stay, add a memo to an invoice,
etc.

The GCP is comprised of three areas:

1. Guest contact information.
2. Reservation history (Invoices).
3. Tabs with additional details that are specific to the highlighted invoice.
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Guest Contact Information TabGuest Contact Information Tab

The most important thing to note in this interface is the inverted method of collecting address
information. Entering the guest's zipcode will automatically populate the city and state for all
US guests.
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1. PDF DownloadPDF Download

The PDF Download area is a new addition to the guest control panel (previously there was a
clunky implementation user the Communications tab). This functionality allows PDFs to be
generated and automatically downloaded to your device or PC for any dynamically generated
document you've created within Settings > Templates > PDFs.

This can be a handy feature when a document needs to be reviewed before sending to a guest.
PDFs can still be generated and emailed on the fly using the Conversations tab within the guest

control panel.

2.2. Link to InquiryLink to Inquiry

If a reservation / invoice results from an inquiry that passed through Lodgix, an icon will appear
linking to the original back and forth conversation that occurred before the booking was made.
This can be handy link to quickly reference any negotiated details that may have occurred

before the booking was made.

Reservation Status IconsReservation Status Icons

Other Icons Used in the Guest Control PanelOther Icons Used in the Guest Control Panel

There are icons for showing:

1. the status of a rental agreement (not present, pending and signed);
2. when a service has been added to the invoice;
3. a pet icon when a guest is bringing a pet;
4. and an umbrella icon will display when a guest has purchased the optional travel insurance.

These icons also show up in the arrival widgets used in the Lodgix dashboard.
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TabsTabs

The guest control panel displays invoice specific information using vertical tabs.

Setup TabSetup Tab

Editable fields for Entered Date, Entered By as well as the ability to request a rental agreement
digital signature (1) if that module is present.
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Guests TabGuests Tab

Conversations TabConversations Tab

1. Clicking on the paperclick will display any attached or generated PDFs.
2. Clicking on the description of the email will display the text of the email.
3. Any uploaded files that were attached to the email to the guest will show the filename of the

attachment.
4. A timestamp for each email is displayed.
5. The Triggers Queue tab will show a list of all triggers set to fire for this reservation, and

display the send date/time for all triggers that have fired. More information on this feature
can be found here.
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Billing TabBilling Tab

The credit card images will change depending on what payment types have been selected
within the Payment Gateway setup area of Lodgix.

Transactions TabTransactions Tab
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Documents TabDocuments Tab

This is a document storage area for every invoice. If a rental agreement is signed digitally it will
be stored here. If printed rental agreements are still being used, the signed agreement can be
scanned and uploaded here (make sure to denote it as a rental agreement in the upload
window). This is also the place where manual digital signature requests can be made for
bookings that are taken over the phone or that come in from third parties like VRBO or
Booking.com.

Commissions Tab (for Property Management Module Users Only)Commissions Tab (for Property Management Module Users Only)

This tabs allows invoice specific commissions to be set. Perhaps an invoice comes through
which the property owner has done most of the legwork and an alternative commission
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structure is negotiated for only that invoice. The commission can now be edited at the invoice
level, which will then flow through to the owner statement.

Comments TabComments Tab

Data entered into this tab is saved with each invoice. If a guest leaves a note to you during the
online booking process, this note will be displayed here and the tab will turn red alerting you to
the presence of a comment from the guest. Additionally, you can leave a note here and
reference the note within the PDF tempates as <INVOICE_COMMENTS>.

History TabHistory Tab
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Some invoice operations are logged. This allows us and the property manager to track down
certain events when questions arise. The logs don't lie!
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Work OrdersWork Orders
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OverviewOverview

Work orders are typically used primarily by vacation rental property managers to manage
and track maintenance tasks across large numbers of properties. Additionally, the expense
of those tasks is many times passed on to the property owner via the monthly owner
statement. Lodgix has an entire subsystem that allows work orders to be created, edited,
updated and ultimately closed. The property manager can allocate the expense and assign
it to a property owner where the work order expense will be itemized and place on the
owner statement.

MenuMenu

The work orders menu item is place conveniently on the primary menu, next to the Calendar
Tape. From this menu, there are submenus for viewing and creating work orders, as well as a
vendor contact manager and some configuration options for the subsystem.

Work Order Notifications IconWork Order Notifications Icon

This icon alerts an employee when a work order has been assigned to them.
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Work Order CreationWork Order Creation

Tabbed interface to easily create, assign and track materials / expenses comprising the work
order.
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Work Order Expense Allocation and AlertingWork Order Expense Allocation and Alerting

1. Expense account assigned to the work order (unique to the property owner or subscriber).
2. List of active employees that can be assigned the work order.
3. Option to email the work order detail to the employee once saved.
4. Option to send a notification to an additional party (owner, vendor, etc.)

Work Order Materials and Expense ItemizationWork Order Materials and Expense Itemization

Small embedded spreadsheet where materials and expenses can be tracked associated with
the work order.
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1. + icon will create a new row
2. save icon will save the row

Work Order TrackingWork Order Tracking

Sorted by priority showing the property, who reported the issue, description of the issue and
who it's assigned to, as well as date reported, start date and date completed.

Owner Statement ReportingOwner Statement Reporting

This applies only to those who have added the property management module to their account.This applies only to those who have added the property management module to their account.

The owner statement contains an area detailing any assigned work order expenses that are
being passed to the property owner.
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Vendor ManagementVendor Management

Vendor management is really a lite contact manager for your vendors. It's heavily
associated with the rental expense and work order functionality.

Work Orders > Vendor ManagerWork Orders > Vendor Manager

Add VendorAdd Vendor
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1. Enter vendor contact information
2. Save data
3. Add work order (optional step)

Work orders assigned to this vendor will appear below the vendor contact details.
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Inquiry Management & AutomationInquiry Management & Automation
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OverviewOverview

Vacation Rental Inquiry Management and AutomationVacation Rental Inquiry Management and Automation

Lodgix subscribers can now route their inquiry emails through Lodgix. This allows a
subscriber to:

1. Run reports by custom periods for inquiries received by source.
2. Calculate ROI by source as Lodgix can track inquiries as they turn into bookings.
3. Apply templates to responses for easy and quick responses in the event a property is

available or not available.
4. Generate quotes.
5. Track inquiries separate from guests. Inquiry tables are sync’d with the email marketing

module to allow for email marketing to inquirers.
6. Access mobile friendly pages for super fast response times when receiving inquiries on

your mobile device.
7. Setup complete automation, allowing inquiries to be answered with templates applied

with NO subscriber intervention.
8. Utilize a feature called “Autosuggest” which will automatically suggest (and quote) other

“like” properties in your inventory when an inquiry arrives for a property that is not
available

This is truly the most robust inquiry management and conversion tool available anywhere.
Best of all we are providing it at no charge to existing customers.
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Inquiry Management ScreenInquiry Management Screen

Setup ScreenSetup Screen

Screen shot showing the tabs used for configuring the Lodgix.com Inquiry Management
System. Using the Setup Cost tab you will be able to define the cost of your annual listing for
ROI calculation or also define the per inquiry cost by source.
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Inquiry ListingsInquiry Listings

From this screen a subscriber is able to monitor the discussion thread, input notes on the
inquiry, override the status for each inquiry and most importantly drill down to the inquiry
control panel for each inquiry where you can apply templates, manually reply, add a note or
change the inquiry status.

Sample Subscriber NotificationSample Subscriber Notification

Sample of the notification a subscriber (you) will receive for each inquiry that arrives. Each
email client might format this email a little differently. This is an example of the email as
formatted by Mozilla Thunderbird.
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Basic UnderstandingsBasic Understandings

Before using the inquiry management system it is imperative that you take the time to
understand how it works and what options are available to make it work best for you. Many
property managers receive hundreds of inquiries PER DAY. Their requirements are quite
different than someone who receives 30 inquiries PER MONTH. One thing that is important
to everyone is RESPONSIVENESS. If a guest takes the time to send an inquiry then you must
have the processes to generate an informative response to that inquiry AS QUICKLY AS
POSSIBLE.

Understanding #1: Inquiries Flow Through LodgixUnderstanding #1: Inquiries Flow Through Lodgix

1. Within Lodgix you will be issued an email address @lodgix.com. All inquiries from supported
vacation rental listing sites must be sent to the @lodgix.com email address to participate in
the inquiry management system. There is no other way.

2. You must provide a default email where you would like all inquiry notifications to be sent.
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Understanding #2: Properties are either Available or Not AvailableUnderstanding #2: Properties are either Available or Not Available

Every vacation rental listing site provides a guest contact form each listing. Although not
required, a typical guest will fill in the dates they are most interested in, as well as ask a few
questions about the rental.

THE OVERWHELMING MAJORITY OF INQUIRIES ARE RELATED TO PROPERTY AVAILABILITY.

Lodgix addresses this by parsing every inquiry to determine if a property is available or
unavailable based upon the dates provided by the guest in the inquiry form. Lodgix also
reviews your internal rules to determine if the rules for the property are met. Thus all inquiries
are checked for availability and adherence to any rules that are setup within Lodgix to
determine if the property is Available or Not Available.
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Understanding #3: Auto-Responder Vs. Auto-TemplateUnderstanding #3: Auto-Responder Vs. Auto-Template

An Auto-ResponderAuto-Responder is a response that is emailed to the guest WITHOUT ANY INTERVENTION on
the part of the Lodgix subscriber. There are three templates that can be applied depending on
whether the property is AVAILABLE,NOT AVAILABLE, or NOT AVAILABLE DUE TO RULES NOT
MET. Lodgix provides a couple of sample templates, but we highly advise that you customize
your templates for your own business model.

An Auto-TemplateAuto-Template is like a loaded gun. The gun will not go off unless you pull the trigger, but it's
ready and willing in the event you need it. The suggested auto-template response can be edited
for each guest response if necessary. AUTO-TEMPLATES ONLY WORK IF AUTO RESPONDERS
ARE OFF. An auto-responder is an auto-template, the only difference is that auto-responder
templates go out IMMEDIATELY. Auto-templates require you to approve them before they are
sent to the inquirer.
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Auto-Responder Template SampleAuto-Responder Template Sample

The red arrow shows that the auto-responder template for an AVAILABLE property was SENT to
the guest.

1. To respond quickly to the guest you can simply respond using the "reply" mechanism in your
email client.

2. To respond to the guest using a template, click on the "Respond" button
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Auto-Template SampleAuto-Template Sample

The red arrows show the template response for an AVAILABLE property.

Next options:

1. If the template response is good "as is" then just click on the "Approve" button and the
response will be immediately sent to the guest

2. If you'd like to edit the response or add some additional text to it, simply click on "edit reply"
and a new window will open where you can edit the reply and then send it.

3. To respond quickly to the guest you can simply respond using the "reply" mechanism in your
email client.

4. And finally, if you want to edit the quote, you can click on the "New Quote" button and then
you will be taken to Lodgix where you can edit the quote, just as you would edit an invoice
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Inquiry ListInquiry List

The inquiry list is a unique, dynamic interface that allows you to easily keep track of all of
your inquiries in one location.

The inquiry list interface is quite informative and versatile. Information presented in this
interface includes:

1. Date the inquiry is received
2. The source of the inquiry
3. The most recent event
4. The event date
5. Any notes you want to add to the inquiry (for internal use only)
6. Status of the inquiry

Convenient FeaturesConvenient Features

Several user interface components which can improve your overall experience:

1. Ability to set how many inquiries are to be displayed
2. Ability to refresh the screen (in the event you want to check for any new inquiries)
3. Ability to export to excel
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Inquiry SourceInquiry Source

The setup area above is located under the Inquiries > Configuration Options menu item.

Manual inquiries are those inquiries that are entered as a result of phone inquiries or online
inquiries from sources that are not supported by our parser.

Lodgix gives you the ability to define the options for manual inquiry sources. Once the options
are defined, you can select the default source by clicking on the radio button next to the source
which will change the selected Default Manual Source.

DON'T FORGET TO SAVE YOUR SETUP BY HITTING THE SAVE BUTTON AT THE BOTTOM OF THE
SCREEN!

When creating a new inquiry there will be a dropdown available to choose the source of the
inquiry from the list setup above.

FilteringFiltering

Filtering allows you filter inquiries by a range of receipt dates, as well as the ability to filter by
properties.
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Real-Time SearchReal-Time Search

The real-time search box will filter results as you type. Thus if you are searching for a particular
inquirer's name, etc.. the search box will yield that result very quickly.

NotesNotes

Click on the Note icon to open up the Notes box. Type in your note and click the Disk icon to
save it. The note will immediately appear as a "most recent event" and also will show up in
bright yellow in the communication stream within the inquiry control panel.
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Status OptionsStatus Options

The status of an inquiry is determined several factors including the age of the inquiry, whether
or not the inquirer has responded and how many times the inquirer has responded, as well as
the ability of the subscriber to manually set a status.

1. New (inquiry received <=48 hours)
2. Replied (first manual response from subscriber)
3. Warm (1 response from inquirer)
4. Hot (2 or more responses from inquirer)
5. On Fire (manual setting by subscriber only)
6. Dead (No response from inquirer >= 72 hours)
7. Follow up (No reply from inquirer, follow up email sent if configured)
8. Wait list (manual setting by subscriber only)
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Spam Protection - Thread Enable / DisableSpam Protection - Thread Enable / Disable

There is a column for "Thread" with options for enabled / disabled. Lodgix can auto disable an
email thread if it's been determined that the thread is being used to send spam. This might be
caused by an malware infected computer, etc.. If a thread gets disabled, and it turns our to be
a false positive, the Lodgix subscriber can always re-enable the thread.

Likewise if some spam does make it undetected onto Lodgix, the subscriber can disable the
thread manually. If an inquirer replies to s disabled notification thread, his message will still
appear on the thread. That way, if we auto block a thread because of a false positive on a spam
check, the message will not be lost.
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Inquiry Control PanelInquiry Control Panel

The Inquiry Control Panel can be accessed from the inquiry list by clicking on the first or last
name of the inquirer. Within the Inquiry Control Panel the entire communication stream
with the inquirer along with any subscriber notes will be shown using callout bubbles.

Sample Inquirer Communication StreamSample Inquirer Communication Stream

Adding / Editing Inquirer Contact Details - Step #1Adding / Editing Inquirer Contact Details - Step #1

To add / edit the contact details of the Inquirer:
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1. Click on the down arrow in the upper right corner to drop down the full contact details for
the inquirer.

2. Click on the pencil icon (edit) to edit the inquirer contact record.

Adding / Editing Inquirer Contact Details - Step #2Adding / Editing Inquirer Contact Details - Step #2

1. Once complete click the disk icon to save your changes.
2. Clicking the Up Arrow in the upper right corner will again hide the contact details of the

inquirer to save screen space
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Inquirer Communication Stream DetailsInquirer Communication Stream Details

Let's dissect a typical communication stream. The numbers below correspond to the sequence
in the image above.

1. Source of the inquiry.Source of the inquiry. Each inquiry will have a source whether it be manual (phone), your
website (if you have your website form configured), or a vacation rental listing site.

2. Property Available / Not Available or Rules Not Met.Property Available / Not Available or Rules Not Met. This indicator is meant to quickly alert
the subscriber to the status of the property. The indicator distinguishes between a property
that is not available simply because it's already been reserved or blocked and a property
that is not available because the rules for that property have not been met. For example, if
an inquiry arrives for a two night rental, but it's during a period where you have a three
night minimum rental required, the status of the property will be noted as "Not Available"
but the text displayed as the indicator will say "Rules Not Met".

3. The down arrowThe down arrow when clicked will drop down the full communications stream. The most
recent communication stream for a particular inquirer is always displayed in full by default.
However, if the inquirer were to send an inquiry one day and then perhaps visit your

website and send another inquiry, only the most recent inquiry would be full displayed. The
aged inquiry would be consolidated and only visible in it's entirety by clicking the down
arrow.

4. The name of the inquirerThe name of the inquirer and the date the inquiry was received.
5. Inquiry Received, Response Sent, Note Added, etc.Inquiry Received, Response Sent, Note Added, etc. are all notations helping the subscriber to

understand the flow of information throughout the communication stream.
6. Property Assigned to the Inquiry.Property Assigned to the Inquiry. Each inquiry must be assigned to a property.
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7. The name of the subscriber or subscriber's employeeThe name of the subscriber or subscriber's employee whom is responding to the inquiry or
adding a note to the communication stream.

8. Notes can be added manually and automatically.Notes can be added manually and automatically. When an inquiry is received and it's
deemed as being unavailable, a note is added to the communication stream informing the
subscriber why the property is unavailable. This is beneficial in the event the property is not
available because a rule has not been met. The subscriber can then make an informed
decision as to whether or not they want to continue working the lead.
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Inquiry TemplatesInquiry Templates

The templates are really the core of the inquiry management system. What makes the
templates so great is that the template responses can be varied depending on whether the
property is or is not available. Read more about auto responses versus auto templates in
the Basic Understandings section.

This section explains how to set up templates and use them within the inquiry management
system.

Email Response Template SetupEmail Response Template Setup

Templates can be defined and edited at Settings > Email
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Default Email Response TemplatesDefault Email Response Templates

The application loads default templates that can be used as is or edited.

1. The pencil icon is the icon for edit
2. The revert arrow will reload the default template. Thus, if you make a mistake using the

default template and want to change it back to the original, the revert arrow will allow you to
do restore it to its original state.

Property Not Available - Default Response TemplateProperty Not Available - Default Response Template

The templates have been designed to create maximum flexibility when responding to the guest.
Here are some tips to maximize the effectiveness of your templates:
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• Make your responses conversational and write your templates in a manner that doesn't look
like a system generated response.

• Response time is crucial. Getting a great response back to the guest FAST will result in
considerably more bookings. Just as important is...

• Responding with valuable information. Guest inquiries can be tamed quite easily as 80% or
more of them all request the same information (availability, pricing, quoting, more images
and FAQs). Design your auto responses or auto templates to contain all of this information
and you will increase your response times 100 fold while providing the right information to
the guest immediately. Your bookings and guest satisfaction will skyrocket. You will be
rewarded for understanding the pain of a typical VRBO / FlipKey inquiry. They've submitted
a lot of inquiries and large percentages of those inquiries won't ever get a response or will
get a response 1 to 3 days after the fact.

Let's review the example above:

1. Merge Tags - Merge Tags allow you to pull information from the database and include that
information within each template. It's a powerful option to tailor each response to each
guest.

2. [PTITLE] is an example of a Merge Tag. The brackets will be replaced with data. In this
example [PTITLE] means Property Title. Each inquiry has an associated property, therefore
that property can be referenced within the email response.

3. [EMAIL_SIGNATURE] is another merge tag that pulls the email signature you have configured
under Settings > Important Settings > Bookings.

Go to our full listing of all Merge Tags and learn what they do!

Response Template - HTML EditingResponse Template - HTML Editing
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Occasionally due to the HTML used in the response template, there may be a need to edit the
actual HTML to correct line spacing or font issues. To do this, click on the Source button to view
the HTML.

Once the Source button is clicked you can edit the HTML directly.
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Reporting on Inquiry Quantity, Bookings FromReporting on Inquiry Quantity, Bookings From
Inquiries and Cost per Inquiry / BookingInquiries and Cost per Inquiry / Booking

There are two inquiries reports:

1. The Daily Inquiries ReportDaily Inquiries Report shows daily inquiries received by source. This report can be
run to show which lead sources are generating the most inquiries over a given period of
time.

2. The Monthly Inquiries and ROI ReportMonthly Inquiries and ROI Report can only be run for a calendar year. If the current
year is chosen, data will be displayed YTD. In addition to inquiries received, this report
shows the number of bookings that occurred as a result of the inquiries and calculates a
cost per inquiry, as well as a cost per booking.

Samples of both reports are shown below.

Reports > Inquiries > Daily Inquiries Report
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Sample Daily Inquiries ReportSample Daily Inquiries Report

1. Choose a present or custom date range and RUN the report
2. Export to PDF or Excel

Sample Monthly Inquiries and ROI ReportSample Monthly Inquiries and ROI Report
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The Monthly Inquiries and ROI ReportMonthly Inquiries and ROI Report can only be run for a calendar year. If the current year is
chosen, data will be displayed YTD. In addition to inquiries received, this report shows the
number of bookings that occurred as a result of the inquiries and calculates a cost per inquiry,
as well as a cost per booking. A property filter can be applied to show results per property.

A monthly tally of inquiries received is displayed at the bottom of the report.

Read on to learn more about how to enter the annual cost per inquiry source.

Entering the Annual Cost per Inquiry SourceEntering the Annual Cost per Inquiry Source

Lodgix allows you to enter the ANNUAL cost for an inquiry source. It is up to you to provide an
annualized number. For example, if your annual VRBO listing expires in May and upon renewal
you discover that they raised their prices again for the upcoming year, you'll need to prorate
the costs of each listing period and enter that annualized number into Lodgix for the current
year. YOU MUST ENTER COST DATA EACH YEAR to generate reports that accurately calculate
vacation rental listing ROI.

Likewise if you are paying per inquiry, there is an option to enter the per inquiry fee. If your
per inquiry costs go up in the middle of the year, you'll want to compute the average per inquiry
cost for that year and enter it into Lodgix.
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[AUTOSUGGEST] Feature Details[AUTOSUGGEST] Feature Details

When an inquiry is received for a property that is unavailable, the <autosuggest> merge tag
can be placed anywhere in an email response template to show alternative properties that
are available. The autosuggested properties can be determined by an algorithm or the
Lodgix subscriber can tell the autosuggest which other properties in inventory to check and
if available, suggest to the guest.

The algorithm is quite simple. It will attempt to find properties within the same area and
with the same number of bedrooms. Defining the properties to autosuggest (and the order
in which to autosuggest them) is the suggested method.

Setting the number of properties to AutosuggestSetting the number of properties to Autosuggest

This number is best determined by the subscriber and by how many properties are in your
inventory. A good number is five. Too many properties might overwhelm the inquirer and too
few might result in less bookings.
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Associating alternative properties to AutosuggestAssociating alternative properties to Autosuggest

Click the Associations tab to setup which properties Lodgix should autosuggest for each
property in your inventory. The order of the additions is also considered. In the example
above, the Lakeview Cottage is associated first with the Retreat House and then the Peace
Cottage. This means that when an inquiry comes in for the Lakeview Cottage and if the
Lakeview Cottage is unavailable, Lodgix will check the availability of those units and if available,
suggest them to the guest as alternatives, in the order in which they've been setup.
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Inserting the merge tag within an email responseInserting the merge tag within an email response

Go to Settings > Email Responses or click here when logged into Lodgix:

http://www.lodgix.com/system/email-responses/

Choose the "Property Not Available" template and click the pencil icon to edit it.
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Default "Property Not Available" templateDefault "Property Not Available" template

The [AUTOSUGGEST] merge tag can be inserted anywhere in the email response where you
want the autosuggested properties to appear. Lodgix provides a default "Property Not
Available" template for your use, it can be edited to suit your needs.
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Example of an auto-response email with autosuggest being used.Example of an auto-response email with autosuggest being used.

The sample email above is a screenshot for an inquiry I sent to myself for a property that was
not available. Lodgix parsed the email, looked up the dates I had entered into the form,
determined those dates were not available for the property I was inquiring about and
suggested two other similar properties that were available. Those properties are hyperlinked to
the url on your website you specified when you setup the property. See next step.
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Location of Property URL within LodgixLocation of Property URL within Lodgix

Properties > List All Properties, then edit the property of interest, URL field is under the details
tab.

Send Guests to Your WordPress Website Using the Autosuggest FeatureSend Guests to Your WordPress Website Using the Autosuggest Feature

If you are using the Lodgix WordPress plugin, you can direct guests to your website to view
autosuggested properties. This will provide a link to a page on your WordPress site with a list of
the available properties, rather than the list of individual property url links. You can accompilsh
this with the [AUTOSUGGEST_WP] merge tag.
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Update Property Not Available TemplateUpdate Property Not Available Template

Your Property Not Available template can be updated from Settings > Email. You will want to
add the [AUTOSUGGEST_WP] merge tag to the template.

Reply to an Inquiry Using the Property Not Available TemplateReply to an Inquiry Using the Property Not Available Template
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Example of email including Autosuggest linkExample of email including Autosuggest link

Guest is taken to a list of properties on your WordPress websiteGuest is taken to a list of properties on your WordPress website
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Merge Tags and Their DefinitionsMerge Tags and Their Definitions

Company Specific Merge TagsCompany Specific Merge Tags

Guest Specific Merge TagsGuest Specific Merge Tags
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Property Specific Merge TagsProperty Specific Merge Tags

Invoice Specific Merge TagsInvoice Specific Merge Tags
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Inquiry, General, Payroll and Work Order Specific Merge TagsInquiry, General, Payroll and Work Order Specific Merge Tags
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Setting Up Your Website Email Form to WorkSetting Up Your Website Email Form to Work
with Lodgix Inquiry Managementwith Lodgix Inquiry Management

Currently, the Lodgix inquiry management tool will only work with WordPress websites that
utilize Gravity Forms for inquiry forms. Additionally, if your website is developed using PHP,
your developer can utilize some provided code at the end of this tutorial to work with the
Lodgix inquiry management system.

Instructions for Gravity FormsInstructions for Gravity Forms

Download the form provided by LodgixDownload the form provided by Lodgix

Go to Inquiries > Setup Items

1. Cick on "Download Form for Import"
2. Within WordPress, go to Forms > Import / Export
3. Import the Form in to Gravity Forms
4. Replace your current form with the new form from Lodgix
5. Your inquiries will now flow in to Lodgix
6. You must be using the Lodgix WordPress Plugin

All of the instructions below are details on how Gravity Forms can communicate directly with
Lodgix. This would allow all of your inquiries originating from your website to flow in to the
Lodgix.com Inquiry Management system.
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Within WordPress go to Form >Notifications >Message and thenWithin WordPress go to Form >Notifications >Message and then
configure the form.configure the form.

Email Format:Email Format:

Subject:Subject: Inquiry from …

Message:Message:

Name: [NAME_VARIABLE]Name: [NAME_VARIABLE]

Arrival Date: [ARRIVAL_VARIABLE]Arrival Date: [ARRIVAL_VARIABLE]

Departure Date: [DEPARTURE_VARIABLE]Departure Date: [DEPARTURE_VARIABLE]

You will have to configure Gravity Forms with the exact variable for each field.You will have to configure Gravity Forms with the exact variable for each field.

Example:Example:

Name: {Name:2}Name: {Name:2}

Arrival Date: {Estimated Arrival Date:16}Arrival Date: {Estimated Arrival Date:16}

Departure Date: {Estimated Departure Date:16}Departure Date: {Estimated Departure Date:16}

The variables can be selected from a dropThe variables can be selected from a drop down box in gravity forms (see red arrow above).down box in gravity forms (see red arrow above).
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Add the Lodgix Inquiry Email as the "Send To Email" address for theAdd the Lodgix Inquiry Email as the "Send To Email" address for the
Gravity FormGravity Form

Dynamic field population for "Property" form fieldDynamic field population for "Property" form field

IF you are using the Lodgix WordPress plugin and IF you want to use Lodgix Inquiry
Management with your Gravity Form, you must have a field in the form which either the guest
chooses which property they are inquiring about, or the plug-in will populate the field if they
are inquiring from a specific property page. If a property is not auto-filled by the plug-in or by
the guest, the form contents will simply be submitted directly to the Lodgix subscriber,
bypassing the inquiry management system.

1. Create a drop down field and title it "Rental Property" or "Property of Interest", or give it a
similar title.

2. Click on the "Advanced" Tab
3. Under "Admin Label" enter "Property ID"
4. Check "Allow field to be populated dynamically"
5. For the Parameter name enter "lodgix_property_id"
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This will populate the dropdown with all of the properties that you have setup within Lodgix.
This is a nice feature if you have a lot of properties and your inventory experiences churn, the
list of properties on the form will change depending on what properties are currently enabled
within Lodgix.

Non-WordPress Form InstructionsNon-WordPress Form Instructions

This will work in any website as long as the email Lodgix received is in a form similar to the
example below.

Start Date and End Date should be sent using the format set in Date Format:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Property ID: {Property ID}

Name: {Name}

Email: {Email}

Phone: {Phone}

Date Format: {Date Format}

Start Date: {Estimated Arrival Date}

End Date: {Estimated Departure Date}

Number of Adults: {adults}

Number of Children: {children}

Address1: {Address1}

Address2: {Address2}

City: {City}

State: {State / Province}

Zip: {(Zip / Postal Code}

Country: {Country}

Comments: {Message}

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Example:

Property ID: 6434

Name: Joe Example

Email: test@example.com
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Phone: (123) 1234565

Date Format: mm/dd/yyyy

Start Date: 08/10/2012

End Date: 08/14/2012

Number of Adults: 2

Number of Children: 2

Address1: 150 Example Lane

Address2:

City: Example Road

State: Idaho

Zip: 12345

Country: United States

Comments: more testing
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Setting Up TripAdvisor Inquiries to Work withSetting Up TripAdvisor Inquiries to Work with
Lodgix Inquiry ManagementLodgix Inquiry Management

Note: TripAdvisor comprises Flipkey.com, VacationHomeRentals.com and
HolidayLettings.co.uk.

TripAdvisor publishes an inquiry feed. TripAdvisor requires 5 or more listings to participate
in the feed. All inquiries from TripAdvisor, Flipkey.com, VacationHomeRentals.com and
HolidayLettings.co.uk will be included in the feed.

If you have less than 5 properties you are welcome to ask TripAdvisor to put you on the
feed, however we cannot guarantee they will do it.

Get Integrated to TripAdvisorGet Integrated to TripAdvisor

Please follow the instructions for getting integrated to TripAdvisor. This is the first step.
Without getting integrated to TripAdvisor there is no way for us to pull inquiries into Lodgix.

Enable the TripAdvisor Inquiry FeedEnable the TripAdvisor Inquiry Feed

Go here:

http://www.lodgix.com/system/partners/flipkey/

Enable the inqury feed, enter your TripAdvisor account id and click Validate to confirm it's in the
feed. If it does not validate, it's not in the feed and you need to contact TripAdvisor at
pmsupport@tripadvisor.com.
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FlipKey Response MetricsFlipKey Response Metrics

All inquiries responded to via Lodgix will count towards your FlipKey response metrics.

How does the response rate work?How does the response rate work?

In order to calculate an accurate response rate, you’ll need to respond to each inquiry and
booking request (we recommend within 24 hours!). To receive credit for responding:

• Reply directly to the inquiry notification email
• Reply via the FlipKey app
• Reply via your FlipKey message Inbox
• Accept or decline booking requests

How is my response rate calculated?How is my response rate calculated?

Your response rate is calculated based on the number of inquiries and booking requests
responded to within 24 hours out of the last 20 inquiries and booking requests received. Your
response rate is based on all properties you list on FlipKey, and you do not receive a separate
rating per listing. The response rate does not include any inquiries or booking requests from
the last 24 hours, since these are still considered open.

For example, if you reply to 15 out of 20 inquiries and booking requests, then your response
rate will be 75%.

Guest Email Addresses vs. Pass Through EmailsGuest Email Addresses vs. Pass Through Emails

When a Flipkey inquiry is parsed into Lodgix, an email address is included to which you can
respond. If your listing is pay per booking, only a pass through email will be provided. This
means that the email will be a system generated email that must pass through Flipkey to reach
the guest. You will not have access to the guests actual email address.
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For subscription listings, both the pass through and guest email are provided. The inquiry in
Lodgix will display the actual guest email. When you respond, the email will go directly to the
guest. A short message will also be sent to the pass through email address, alerting Flipkey that
you have responded and ensuring that you are credited towards your FlipKey response metrics.
This message will be passed to the guest as well, and will read as follows "Thanks for your
inquiry. If you haven't received a direct response from us yet, one should be arriving shortly"
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Setting Up VacationHomeRentals.com InquiriesSetting Up VacationHomeRentals.com Inquiries
to Work with Lodgix Inquiry Managementto Work with Lodgix Inquiry Management

To route your VacationHomeRentals.com inquiries through Lodgix, please follow the
instructions below. Please allow up to one hour after you've updated your
VacationHomeRentals.com contact email for the change to take affect and for your
inquiries to start to flow thru Lodgix.

Map your Lodgix properties to your VacationHomeRentals.com ListingsMap your Lodgix properties to your VacationHomeRentals.com Listings

1. Click on the Inquiries menu item
2. Click on the Setup Sources tab
3. Enter your VacationHomeRentals.com listing ID (this is a very important step, don't screw it

up!!!)
4. Click the SAVE icon
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Obtain your Lodgix email addressObtain your Lodgix email address

1. Click on the Inquiries menu item
2. Click on the Setup Items tab
3. Copy the Inquiry Email Address provided.
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Forward all VacationHomeRentals.com inquiries to Lodgix - Part 1Forward all VacationHomeRentals.com inquiries to Lodgix - Part 1

Within VacationHomeRentals.com you will need to cut / paste the Lodgix provided email into
the Inquiry email field (see image above) for every listing.

Note:Note:

1. It generally takesIt generally takes VacationHomerentalsVacationHomerentals.com one hour to update their systems from the time.com one hour to update their systems from the time
the changes are applied.the changes are applied. Inquiries will not start to flow through Lodgix untilInquiries will not start to flow through Lodgix until
VacationHomerentals.comVacationHomerentals.com updates their systems.updates their systems.

2. VacationHomerentals.comVacationHomerentals.com batches their inquiries which means that if you are testing yourbatches their inquiries which means that if you are testing your
setup, you can expect to wait from 10 to 20 minutes from the time you submit a test inquirysetup, you can expect to wait from 10 to 20 minutes from the time you submit a test inquiry
onon VacationHomerentals.comVacationHomerentals.com and the time you are notified of that inquiry from Lodgix.and the time you are notified of that inquiry from Lodgix.
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Setting Up HomeAway Inquiries to Work withSetting Up HomeAway Inquiries to Work with
LodgixLodgix

Routing HomeAway & VRBO inquiries through Lodgix is done byRouting HomeAway & VRBO inquiries through Lodgix is done by integrating to HomeAwayintegrating to HomeAway.
HomeAway requires 5 or more properties to integrate.

The HomeAway IntegrationThe HomeAway Integration

Once you've followed the instructions for integrating directly to HomeAway and you've
confirmed that the feed is connected and live, the inquiries will be begin to flow into your
Lodgix inquiry dashboard.

IMPORTANT!!IMPORTANT!!

Traveler inquiry responses will NOT be recorded (or available for response) within Lodgix unless
the contact email at HomeAway is updated with the Lodgix inquiry email address. which can be
found within Inquiries > Configuration options:

http://www.lodgix.com/system/inquiries/items/setup

This email address must be added to the setup for each property on HomeAway.
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HomeAway Secure MessagingHomeAway Secure Messaging

HomeAway implemented Secure Messaging in August 2017 which means that HomeAway only
allows plain text communications with travelers who inquire. No logos, no hyperlinks, no HTML
and no contact details are allowed within inquiry communications.

Lodgix provides a plain text version of all inquiry templates that will be sent automatically for all
HomeAway inquiries (if auto responder is turned on).
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Email TemplatesEmail Templates

Email templates can be found within the Settings > Templates > EmailSettings > Templates > Email interface. The four
templates highlighted above are the default inquiry response templates provided by Lodgix.
Lodgix provides a default text version which can be customized prior to use. Only merge tags
that do not contain HTML will be available within the text only template.

Many subscribers create additional customized HTML responses. The HTML version of these
templates cannot be used for HomeAway inquiries. You will need to create a text only version
of your template, or Lodgix will use the appropriate default response template based on the
situation (property available, property not available, etc.)
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Configuring Plain Text EmailsConfiguring Plain Text Emails

1. Click on the Text tab to edit the contents of all emails sent using text only. This is only
required for HomeAway. Responses to inquiries from other sources will continue to be sent
using full HTML.

2. Only merge tags that do not contain HTML will be available within the text template
3. In the standard text response for available properties, the HomeAway or VRBO url is used to

drive the guest back to the listing.
4. Make sure to SAVE your changes.
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CSS Buttons on Email TemplatesCSS Buttons on Email Templates

Some prefer having a more prominent call to action button in their email templates. Please
follow the instructions below to replace the "Book Now" link in your email templates with a
"Book Now" button. Email templates can be found under Settings > Templates > Email

Note that this requires basic knowledge of HTML and CSS.

Example code and an illustration of the CSS Book Now button is located at the end of this
support article.

Current Book Now linkCurrent Book Now link

By default, many email templates will include a link to book nowbook now. This is created using the
[PROPERTY_BOOKING_URL] merge tag.
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How Guests see the default Book Now linkHow Guests see the default Book Now link

The renter will receive an email containing a "Book Now" text link as seen above.

Updating the merge tagUpdating the merge tag

Replace the default [PROPERTY_BOOKING_URL] merge tag with the
[PROPERTY_BOOKING_URL_SIMPLE] merge tag. The merge tag can be found in the editor
dropdown box.
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Email template - Source ModeEmail template - Source Mode

To add a button using HTML and CSS, switch to the Source editor. See above.

Adding the HTMLAdding the HTML

This new merge tag will generate the url to book the property. Add a hyperlink and button text.
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Adding the CSSAdding the CSS

You can add inline CSS to style the button as you wish.

How the new button will look to guestsHow the new button will look to guests

The emails that guests receive will now contain a "Book Now" button instead of the default
Book Now hyperlink.

Complete code to insert the button shownComplete code to insert the button shown

To insert a button styled exactly as in this example, you can use the following code:
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<a href="[PROPERTY_BOOKING_URL_SIMPLE]" target="_blank"><span style="background:
#1793db; color: #ffffff; padding: 10px 20px; border-radius: 4px;">Book Now</span></a>
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Guest Generated QuotesGuest Generated Quotes

Lodgix provides the ability for a guest to email a quote to a friend (or themselves) from the
booking calendars. The recipient can then book online directly from the quote. A copy of
the quote will also be sent to the subscriber via email.

Enable Guest Generated QuotesEnable Guest Generated Quotes

This feature is enabled by default, but can easily be turned off from Settings > Booking Page
Editor. If this checkbox is unchecked, guests will not be able to email quotes.
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Email Quote ButtonEmail Quote Button

When the guest selects dates from your booking calendar, they are presented with the option
to either book now or email a quote to another person.

Send Quote InterfaceSend Quote Interface
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The guest will enter their details and the details of the recipient and send the quote. A preview
of the email is shown on this screen as well. The recipient can then book online directly from
the quote.

Reporting on Guest Generated QuotesReporting on Guest Generated Quotes

A report of all guest generated quotes for a given time period can be created from Reports >
Guest Generated Quotes Report.
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Merchant AccountsMerchant Accounts
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Read this if you are based in the US, have anRead this if you are based in the US, have an
existing merchant account and want to keep it.existing merchant account and want to keep it.

If you already have a merchant account and you are happy with that merchant account,
then there is no need for you to switch to use Lodgix.com. That being said, you must call
or email your merchant account rep and ask them to add the Authorize.net payment
gateway to your account.

Authorize.net is the largest US based payment gateway and nearly every merchant account
provider can work with Authorize.net, even if you are currently using another gateway.
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Read this if you are based in the US, and need aRead this if you are based in the US, and need a
new merchant account that will work withnew merchant account that will work with
Lodgix.comLodgix.com

Stripe.comStripe.com

Stripe.com is a merchant account and gateway provider that we've integrated into Lodgix.
Stripe is very popular in the United States, Canada, and Mexico as well as many other countries

throughout the world.

Stripe is super easy to sign-up (takes < 15 minutes) and has flat pricing and easy to read
statements, just visit:

https://stripe.com/

To see a current list of countries supported by Stripe.com visit:

https://stripe.com/global

CDG CommerceCDG Commerce

CDG Commerce is used by many US based Lodgix subscribers. Underwriting typically takes a
few days. Please read through our support articles to review rates and to sign up for CDG
Commerce. If your business is new and has little operating history, Stripe.com might be a
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better fit. If your business has extensive operating history, and you have extensive experience
working with merchant accounts, through negotiation CDG can many times offer the best
rates. However this requires negotiation and some extensive operating history.
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Read this if you are based outside of the USRead this if you are based outside of the US
and need a merchant account that will workand need a merchant account that will work
with Lodgix.comwith Lodgix.com

Both Stripe.com and Authorize.net are supported in several countries outside of the United
States.

Stripe.comStripe.com

Stripe.com is a merchant account and gateway provider that is integrated into Lodgix. Stripe is
very popular in the United States, Canada, and Mexico and dozens of other countries
throughout the world.

Stripe is super easy to sign-up (takes less than 15 minutes) and has flat pricing and easy to read
statements, just visit: https://stripe.com/

To see a current list of countries supported by Stripe.com visit: https://stripe.com/global

Authorize.net (Australia, Canada, Europe, UK, USA)Authorize.net (Australia, Canada, Europe, UK, USA)

The Authorize.net payment gateway will integrate with almost any merchant account in the
United States, and is also supported in the United Kingdom, Europe, Australia, and Canada.
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Not all merchant accounts integrate with Authorize.net, so you must contact your merchant
account rep and ask them to add the Authorize.net payment gateway to your account if it is
supported.

European subscribers may have success with an EVO Payments International merchant
account, as they do integrate with Authorize.net: https://www.evopayments.com/home/
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Payment Gateway / PayPal SetupPayment Gateway / PayPal Setup
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Which payment gateways are supported byWhich payment gateways are supported by
Lodgix.com?Lodgix.com?

To process credit cards using the Lodgix.com application you must use one of our
supported payment gateways (see below):

Authorize.net (USA & Canada Only)Authorize.net (USA & Canada Only)

Please contact your existing merchant account provider to add authorize.net to your merchant
account.

For almost all US / Canadian merchant account providers, you can add authorize.net to your
existing merchant account by simply contacting your merchant account representative.

Authorize.net is the largest payment gateway in the United States. However, Authorize.net
requires that you purchase their Customer Information Manager (CIM) product to store your
guests credit card information on their servers.

Quantum Gateway (bundled with CDG Commerce) - USA OnlyQuantum Gateway (bundled with CDG Commerce) - USA Only

Quantum (USA)Quantum (USA) has very low fees and they don't charge an additional monthly fee to store
guest credit card numbers. We've partnered with CDG Commerce to offer merchant accounts
using the Quantum Gateway.

Save yourself a bunch of time and follow our instructions on what materials you will need ready
when applying for a merchant account through CDG:

View Quantum Gateway Fees (Merchant Account & Gateway) and Online Sign-up
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Stripe.com (Australia, Canada, Europe, UK, USA)Stripe.com (Australia, Canada, Europe, UK, USA)

Stripe.com makes it super easy to signup for a merchant account. They offer a flat fee and
support a bunch of countries.

Countries supported:

Australia, Canada, Ireland, United Kingdom, United States

Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland

Super easy to sign-up and get started, just visit:

https://stripe.com/

Beanstream (Canada Only)Beanstream (Canada Only)

BeanStream (Canada):BeanStream (Canada): The Beanstream online credit card processing gateway supports
Canadian and US dollar transactions for the most popular credit cards - including Visa,
MasterCard, American Express, Diners, Discover as well as several private label cards. All
services available in English or French.

Online Sign-up Using Co-branded Lodgix.com / Beanstream.com Application
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PayPal Simple PaymentsPayPal Simple Payments

PayPal simple payments is also supported,PayPal simple payments is also supported, however PayPal does not store guest credit card
data for future rebilling. Because of that the guest's credit card cannot be processed for the
remaining balance or for damages, etc. Additionally, HomeAway cannot store guest credit card
data at PayPal so integrating to HomeAway would also not be possible using PayPal.

Note: PayPal also offers the PayFlow payment gateway, Lodgix does NOT support the PayFlow
product, only PayPal website payments standard.
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How do I setup Authorize.net to integrate withHow do I setup Authorize.net to integrate with
Lodgix.com?Lodgix.com?

Login to the auth.net payment gateway here: https://secure.authorize.net

Check that gateway is NOT in test modeCheck that gateway is NOT in test mode

If your gateway is new, and you have not used it before, it may be in "test mode:, it needs to be
in "live mode". To check, please click on the "Settings" menu item (near bottom of left side of
screen) and then click on the "Test Mode" menu item.

There you will find the button that will toggle the mode between "test mode" and "live mode",
make sure it's in "live mode".
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API Login ID and Transaction Key LocationAPI Login ID and Transaction Key Location

While on the settings page, make sure you know where the link for "API Login ID and
Transaction Key" is located. You will see it near the link for "Test Mode".

You will need to cut and paste the API Login ID and Transaction Key into the Payment GatewayYou will need to cut and paste the API Login ID and Transaction Key into the Payment Gateway
setup area within the Lodgix.com applicationsetup area within the Lodgix.com application. For now, just know where it is located within the
auth.net payment gateway.
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Enable Customer Information Manager (CIM)Enable Customer Information Manager (CIM)

And finally, you will need to enable the Customer Information Manager (CIM) within
authorize.net. This is required if you wish to use Authorize.net with Lodgix.com. CIM allows
you to securely store your guest's credit card number at the authorize.net servers. It should
give you comfort that your credit card data is being stored at some of the most secure servers
in the world.

To enable CIM, return to the main menu for authorize.net and click on the "Customer
Information Manager" menu item (see screenshot below) and then follow the steps to enable it
within your account:
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Final StepsFinal Steps

Authorize.net setup is complete. However you will need to cut and paste the API Login ID and
Transaction Key into your Lodgix.com application, so keep the window open.

Lodgix.com Payment Gateway Setup

1) Login to Lodgix.com

2) Go to "Payment Gateway Setup" menu item

3) Choose "Authorize.Net" from the list of gateway options

4) Enter your API Login ID and Transaction Key (found within your Authorize.net Gateway)

6) Save your settings
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How do I setup Stripe.com to integrate withHow do I setup Stripe.com to integrate with
Lodgix.comLodgix.com

Setting up a Stripe.com only takes a few minutes. Once complete all you need is their LIVE
SECRET KEY to connect it to Lodgix.

Stripe.comStripe.com

Stripe.com provides merchant accounts to vacation rental owners and managers in 18
countries including Australia, Canada, Europe, UK and the USA
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Live Secret Key LocationLive Secret Key Location

When logged into Stripe.com, you can find the API area in the left navigation. From here you will
want to copy the LIVE SECRET KEY.

Lodgix Gateway SetupLodgix Gateway Setup
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To enter your Stripe.com credentials within Lodgix, please go to Settings > Payment Gateway
Setup

1. Choose "Stripe" as your payment gateway
2. Choose "Stripe" as your child gateway.
3. Enter the LIVE SECRET KEY from Stripe.com
4. Enable pre-auths (don't do this unless you actually process pre-auths, you can always enable

this later)
5. Click "Save"

That's it! The Stripe.comis now setup to use with Lodgix.com.

IMPORTANT: NOW PLEASE TEST YOUR GATEWAY TO ASSURE THAT IT IS WORKING CORRECTLY.
That tutorial will also show you how to process credit cards within Lodgix.

Stripe ErrorStripe Error

Occasionally an error will be generated for new stripe accounts. The error message reads:
Sending credit card numbers directly to the Stripe API is generally unsafe. To continue
processing use Stripe.js, the Stripe mobile bindings, or Stripe Elements. For more information,
see https://dashboard.stripe.com/account/integration/settings

To resolve this error and process payments normally, please manually enable the integration by
following the link below. From there, click on " Show Advanced Options" then "Integration" and
enable "Process payments unsafely."

https://dashboard.stripe.com/account/integration/settings

We have been assured by Stripe that it is safe to send the information this way, since Lodgix is
PCI compliant.
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How to signup for a merchant account fromHow to signup for a merchant account from
CDG Commerce / Quantum payment gatewayCDG Commerce / Quantum payment gateway

Note: While Lodgix continues to have an active gateway connect with CDG / Quantum, we
can no longer recommend their services. Stripe.com offers a much quicker, more simple
connection without all the hassle and hurdles that CDG continues to require. CDG is a good
company, however their customer service has gone downhill and we just can't in good faith
continue to recommend them.

If you do desire to proceed with CDG, please follow the steps below:

This is the link to signup for a CDG Merchant Account using the Quantum Gateway, click on
the APPLY link at the bottom of that page.

https://myapp.cdgcommerce.com/my_landing.php?pid=41828&type=internet

Signing up for a merchant account should take about 30 minutes to fill out the application
and 1 to 2 business days for underwriting.

Have this information at your fingertips when filling out the CDG online application:

1. Estimate your monthly charges and your total charge volume per year. Take an
educated guess, but think through your answer.

2. CDG will ask you to choose a payment gateway, QUANTUM or AUTHORIZE.net, make
sure to choose QUANTUM (saves you $15.00 per month)

3. CDG will ask if you want a MOTO (Mail Order Telephone Order or Internet account.
Choose Internet / e-commerce because you want to both accept credit cards over the
phone and over the Internet using Lodgix.com.

4. There are some changes required for your website. These changes are simple and are
detailed below. Having these changes done before your application is submitted will
speed the underwriting process considerably.
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CDG will ask to test drive your shopping cart or billing software.CDG will ask to test drive your shopping cart or billing software.

Send them to: http://www.lodgix.com/demo_booking_calendar/, this will allow CDG to view the
booking process and enter a credit card number to assure that Lodgix.com is using the proper
security (SSL) to secure and encrypt the guest's credit card number. We have implemented the
Quantum Gateway on the demo account. This will suffice for CDG underwriting.

Great news!! You should be done. One additional note: If you have an existing merchant
account, they may ask for three months of your most recent merchant account statements as
well as three months of bank statements. That's easy - just fax them that information and you
are all set!
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How do I setup CDG Commerce / Quantum toHow do I setup CDG Commerce / Quantum to
integrate with Lodgix.comintegrate with Lodgix.com

CDG Commerce will email you two welcome letters each containing credentials for two
different systems. One will be for the MerchantPortal and another for the Quantum
Payment Gateway.

Quantum Gateway CredentialsQuantum Gateway Credentials

Where do I find my Quantum Gateway username and password? CDG Commerce will have
emailed you those credentials in an email titled "Welcome Letter".

Dear Merchant,

Congratulations! Your new Quantum Gateway account has been activated.

To access your gateway you may go to http://secure.quantumgateway.com/
merchant_center.php and login.

Your Gateway Login is xxxxxxxxxxx

Your STARTING password is xxxxxxxxxxx

Please note that this password is only a starting password.

You are strongly advised to change the password by clicking on the Account Settings link after
you login.
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MerchantPortal Versus Quantum GatewayMerchantPortal Versus Quantum Gateway

The CDG Commerce Merchant Portal is a separate secure area from the Quantum Gateway.
However, if you can't find your gateway Welcome Letter, but you do have the "CDGcommerce
MerchantPortal(tm) & New Account Welcome Letter", you can login to the MerchantPortal and
from there access the Welcome Letter that contains your Quantum Gateway credentials.

Go to Help Center > Merchant Resources and from there click on "View / Close" to view the
contents of your Welcome Letter

Logging to the Quantum GatewayLogging to the Quantum Gateway

Login to the Quantum.com payment gateway here:

http://www.quantumgateway.com/
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Setting up the Secure VaultSetting up the Secure Vault

Once logged in to the Quantum Gateway:

1. Click on the menu item "Secure Vault"
2. Click on the menu item "Edit Vault Config"

Vault KeyVault Key

1. Define your vault key. You will only need to remember this key when enter your Quantum
credentials into Lodgix.

2. Click "Update" to save the new key

That's it for the gateway setup. However, you will need to keep your Quantum Gateway login
and password handy as there are times when logging into the gateway is necessary. Typically
it's quite rare, but if you are processing refunds with any frequency you will need to login to the
gateway as Lodgix does not process refunds directly.
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Lodgix Gateway SetupLodgix Gateway Setup

To enter your Quantum Gateway credentials within Lodgix, please go to Settings > Payment
Gateway Setup

1. Choose "Quantum" as your payment gateway
2. Enter your Gateway Login ID from your Welcome letter (don't enter your MerchantPortal

login id)
3. Enter the Vault Key you setup earlier in this tutorial
4. Enable pre-auths (don't do this unless you actually process pre-auths, you can always enable

this later)
5. Click "Save"

That's it! The Quantum Gateway is now setup to use with Lodgix.com.

IMPORTANT: NOW PLEASE TEST YOUR GATEWAY TO ASSURE THAT IT IS WORKING CORRECTLY.
That tutorial will also show you how to process credit cards within Lodgix.
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How do I setup Bambora to integrate withHow do I setup Bambora to integrate with
Lodgix?Lodgix?

NOTE: Beanstream was aquired by Bambora.com.

Login to the Bambora.com payment gateway here:

https://web.na.bambora.com/Admin/sDefault.asp?language_code=

You will need to know three pieces of login information that your Bambora representative will
have sent to you via email:

Company ID:

User Login:

Password:
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Step #1:Step #1: Obtain Merchant IDObtain Merchant ID

Once you have successfully logged in to your Bambora gateway you will need to obtain your
Merchant ID for use within the Lodgix.com application. This may also have been sent to you via
email. The Merchant ID can be found under the left menu item "Administration" and then by
clicking on the "Company Info" menu item.

Make sure you keep the Merchant ID handy, because you will need to input it into the Payment
Gateway Setup area within Lodgix.com.
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Step #2:Step #2: Obtain API PasscodeObtain API Passcode

The second item you will need is your Payment Profiles API Pass Code. This can be found (or
generated) by clicking on the "Configuration" menu item again, then clicking on the "Payment
Profile Configuration" menu item. Scroll down that page and you will see an area entitled
"Secure Payment Profile", look for the API Access Passcode. If it's not present like in the
screenshot below, then either a) you have to use the generate new code" button or b) contactcontact
your account representative to enable the Payment Profiles functionality.your account representative to enable the Payment Profiles functionality.
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Step #3:Step #3: Obtain Username & PasswordObtain Username & Password

Within the Bambora payment gateway, go to Administration --> Account --> Order Settings and
scroll down to the area for "Use username / password validation against transaction" and
define your username & Password.

Step #4:Step #4: Go to Payment Gateway Setup within Lodgix.comGo to Payment Gateway Setup within Lodgix.com
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Enter Bambora CredentialsEnter Bambora Credentials

You will need to cut and paste your Merchant ID, API Pass Code, and your user defined
Username and Password into the Payment Gateway Setup area within Lodgix. Make sure to
select the types of credit cards you will be accepting and then click the SAVE button at the
bottom of the screen.

Bambora setup is now complete.

The next step is to test your gateway to make sure it's setup correctly.
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Additional configuration setting within the gatewayAdditional configuration setting within the gateway

Make sure to turn off, "include billing phone number" as a required option. Our booking form
will require it for you.
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How do I setup PayPal to integrate withHow do I setup PayPal to integrate with
Lodgix.com?Lodgix.com?

Lodgix.com supports PayPal Website Payments Standard as a payment option for guests.

Setting up PayPal to work with your Lodgix.com account requires a bit of configuration, so
we'll lead you through the steps.

1. Log in to your Lodgix.com account
2. Under Settings, choose "Payment Gateway Setup" or visit this link:

https://www.lodgix.com/system/payment_gateway_setup
3. Choose "PayPal" from the drop down list next to "Payment Gateway"

You will now see a screen that looks like this:

IMPORTANT:IMPORTANT: YOU MUST HAVE A PAYPAL PREMIER OR BUSINESS ACCOUNTYOU MUST HAVE A PAYPAL PREMIER OR BUSINESS ACCOUNT

PayPal has three types of accounts: personal, premier and business.

https://www.paypal.com/us/webapps/helpcenter/helphub/article/?solutionId=FAQ2347

Business Accounts and Premier Accounts both offer the same basic features.

Business Accounts allow members to conduct business under a company or group name
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Premier Accounts allow members to use their individual name

PayPal Premier accounts should be created by any individual who may anticipate surpassing
the monthly limitations placed by PayPal on Personal accounts. Personal accounts that accept
credit or debit card payments are assessed a transaction fee. Personal accounts have a limit on
the number of credit or debit card funded payments received per year. To view your Personal
account limit, log in to your PayPal account and click the View Limits link.

PayPal Business accounts should be created by formal businesses which are either Sole
Proprietor, Corporation or Organizations that maintain a federally issued Tax ID Number and
wish to provide only their business name, address and telephone number to their customers.

Login to your PayPal Business or Premier Account, click on the ToolsLogin to your PayPal Business or Premier Account, click on the Tools
menu item,menu item,

1. Click on Tools menu items

2 Click on the icon for API Access
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Click on "Request API Credentials"Click on "Request API Credentials"

Select "Request API Signature"Select "Request API Signature"

Click the Agree and Submit button
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View your credentials and cut and paste those credentials into theView your credentials and cut and paste those credentials into the
Lodgix.com PayPal Setup screenLodgix.com PayPal Setup screen

Here is the screen where you'd cut and paste your PayPal credentialsHere is the screen where you'd cut and paste your PayPal credentials

Only choose to "Auto AAuto Approvepprove PaymentsPayments" if you want all PayPal reservations to be automatically
"captured". When a guests sends you a PayPal payment they can send you this money by
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paying via credit card or by sending money directly from their PayPal account. These funds will
be sent to your PayPal account however they require to be "captured" or "voided". When "auto
accept payments" is checked, those funds are automatically captured and deposited into the
property owners account. When "auto accept payments" is NOT checked, then the property
owner will have to manually accept each reservation, by logging into to their PayPal account
and "capture" the funds manually.

PayPal Details.PayPal Details. The text in this box is displayed to the guest when they choose "PayPal" as a
payment option on the online booking page. It will be pre-filled with a default message

That's it! You are done. You can now accept PayPal payments from your guests.

Setting up Auto ReturnSetting up Auto Return

Please follow the instructions here: https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=p/mer/
express_return_summary-outside to enable auto return for your paypal account.

Please set URL to http://www.lodgix.com/autoreturn.html. This URL won't be used, but it has
the message that complies to PayPal requirements.
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IMPORTANT - Setting PayPal to Use UTF-8IMPORTANT - Setting PayPal to Use UTF-8

You may experience communications issues between PayPal and Lodgix if your charset is set to
windows-1252. Your charset must be updated to UTF-8. Otherwise, any foreign characters in
the Guest Name will cause the reservation not to be created in Lodgix.

1. Click on the Profile icon in the upper right corner.
2. Choose Profile and SettingsProfile and Settings
3. In the side panel choose My selling toolsMy selling tools
4. At the very bottom there will be a section for "My selling toolsMy selling tools", select PayPal buttonPayPal button

language encoding.language encoding.
5. Click the "More OptionsMore Options" button and set the encoding to UTF-8 and SAVE.UTF-8 and SAVE.
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How to Invoice via PayPalHow to Invoice via PayPal

PayPal is unique because it does not allow the property manager to store credit card
information for collecting current balances or future balances due. Each time an amount is
due for collection from a guest, a PayPal invoice must be sent to the guest requesting
payment via PayPal.

ÂÂ

Sending a PayPal invoice to a guest can be done either via the gguestuest ccontrolontrol ppanelanel or within
each individual invoice. If within the gguestuest ccontrolontrol ppanelanel please go to the Payments tab and
click the button "Invoice via PayPal".
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ÂÂ

The red arrow above shows where a PayPal invoice can be sent within the guest invoice.

The PayPal Invoice Email WindowThe PayPal Invoice Email Window
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Once you've clicked "PayPal Invoice" the traditional email window will open. Within the email is
a link for [PAYPAL_LINK] , do not delete this link as it is the link the guest will see, and they will
click on this link to be taken to PayPal to make a payment for whatever amount you entered at
the top of the form.

The "Confirm" button will autofill the confirmation amount for the invoice (in the event of a
phone booking) or the Balance button will autofill with the remaining balance amount for the
invoice.

Once complete, click the "Send" button for the email to be sent to the guest. Then all that is left
for you to do is wait for the guest to pay the amount requested. You will be notified via PayPal
when a payment occurs.

Editing the PayPal Invoice Email TemplateEditing the PayPal Invoice Email Template

Go to Settings > Templates > Email

Edit the PayPal Invoice. Do not delete the [PAYPAL_LINK] merge tag.
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How to Send a Remaining Balance Payment Request Using PayPalHow to Send a Remaining Balance Payment Request Using PayPal

Most subscribers will automate balance due reminders via a trigger When using PayPal as your
payment gateway, there is a merge tag for [PAYVIAPAYPAL_LINK_BALANCE]. Inserting that
merge tag (as in the example above) into the body of your trigger message, will display a
hyperlink to PayPal which the guest can use to pay their remaining balance.
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Pre-Authorizations / Authorization HoldsPre-Authorizations / Authorization Holds

Authorization hold (also card authorization, preauthorization, or preauth) is the practice
within the banking industry of authorizing electronic transactions done with a debit card or
credit card and holding this balance as unavailable either until the merchant clears the
transaction (also called settlement), or the hold "falls off." In the case of debit cards,
authorization holds can fall off the account (thus rendering the balance available again)
anywhere from 1–5 days after the transaction date depending on the bank's policy; in the
case of credit cards, holds may last as long as 30 days, depending on the issuing bank.

Many vacation rental property managers will use preauths instead of collecting a security
deposit. Thus the guest's credit card has been authorized for the security deposit, but the
security deposit has not been taken. This gives the property manager the assurance that in
the event of damage, the guest's credit card can be charged and there will be funds
available. Additional benefits for the property manager are that the whole business of
escrowing a security deposit and adhering to your state's sometimes onerous security
deposit laws can be circumvented. Not too mention, the whole process of collecting and
refunding a security deposit is also avoided as the preauth will simply expire if not used.

Enabling PreAuths / Authorization HoldsEnabling PreAuths / Authorization Holds
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Under Settings -> Payment Gateway Setup, there is now an option to "Enable preauthorization
capability". If you wish to process and / or record preauths within Lodgix this option must be
checked.

OverviewOverview

Once enabled, two new buttons for "Process Pre-Auth" and "Record Pre-Auth" appear both on
the invoice and within the "Payments" tab on the guest control panel.

PreAuths are Defined within the Setup Area for each PropertyPreAuths are Defined within the Setup Area for each Property

Go to the tab for "Taxes / Fees / Deposits" and under Other Deposits you will add an Other
Deposit and denote it as a Pre-Auth. Once denoted as a Pre-Auth, the Other Deposit will cease
to act as a collectible security deposit and instead it will be a PreAuth which is recorded but
otherwise has no impact or notation on the invoice at all.
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How do I Track the Pre-Auth Status for a Particular Reservation?How do I Track the Pre-Auth Status for a Particular Reservation?

Any invoice that has a pre-auth that needs to be processed for it will show up with a yellow
background within the Dashboard. Once the pre-auth has been recorded or processed, the
yellow background will be removed and it will return to the normal grey background.

Remember Pre-Auths Expire Automatically!!!Remember Pre-Auths Expire Automatically!!!

Every merchant account is different as to when a pre-auth expires. Check with your merchant
account for the pre-auth expirations for both credit card and debit cards. It is probably best to
process a pre-auth very near the arrival date, otherwise you stand the possibility that the pre-
auth expires before the guest has checked out.

Most merchant accounts will charge a small transaction fee (.10-.25) for a pre-auth. In some
months, if you have a lot of transactions, this fee could become somewhat significant.
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Where are Pre-Auths Recorded?Where are Pre-Auths Recorded?

Within the Guest Control Panel for each invoice all processed or recorded pre-auths can be
viewed. If the logo of the payment gateway appears next to "Credit Card" under Pre-Auth
Method, that signals that the pre-auth has been processed from within Lodgix. If the logo of
the payment gateway is not present, that means that the property manager recorded the pre-
auth with Lodgix, but manually processed the pre-auth from within the gateway.
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eCheck AcceptanceeCheck Acceptance

Providing eChecks as a payment method to your guests can save your vacation rental
business a ton of money in credit card processing fees. The article below explains how to
setup and accept eChecks.

Setup Step #1- Payment GatewaySetup Step #1- Payment Gateway

Check with your payment gateway to determine if you must add support eChecks at the
gateway. For most gateways, there is a separate fee structure and terms that must be agreed to
before you can begin accepting eChecks.

Here are some links to eCheck pricing at the various gateways:

CDG Commerce / Quantum Gateway: http://www.cdgcommerce.com/internet-services.php

Authorize.net: http://www.authorize.net/files/echecknetuserguide.pdf

PayLeap: http://www.payleap.com/lp/leap-partner/static/pricing.html
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Setup Step #2 - LodgixSetup Step #2 - Lodgix

Once you are certain that you are all setup to accept eChecks at your payment gateway, go to
Settings > Account Settings > Payment Gateway SetupSettings > Account Settings > Payment Gateway Setup within Lodgix.

Scroll down to Payment Types Accepted and click on the box to begin offering eChecks as a
payment method.

Guest Online Booking ExperienceGuest Online Booking Experience

Once eCheck is set as a payment method (and setup at your payment gateway), the guest will
be able to choose to pay via eCheck or some other payment method. A sample check is
displayed to aid the guest in finding their routing and account numbers.
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Phone BookingsPhone Bookings

The process for taking an eCheck over the phone is the same as taking a credit card over the
phone. The guest's bank account data must first be entered within the Billing Details tab of the
guest control panel. Once entered, a payment profile will be created at the gateway and a
"Process and Record Payment" button will become visible both within the invoice and within the
Payments Tab within the guest control panel.
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Testing the setup of your payment gatewayTesting the setup of your payment gateway

Once your payment gateway has been setup within Lodgix, it would be a good idea to test
that the gateway is functioning correctly.

Select the credit card types that you wish to acceptSelect the credit card types that you wish to accept

This is done on the payment gateway setup page.
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Test the credit card storage component using your credit cardTest the credit card storage component using your credit card

Create a test reservation manually (not using the online booking calendar). Go to the guest
control panel for the guest, click on the Billing tab and enter your credit card information.
Press Save. If an error message is generated either your gateway credentials are incorrect or
you did not add the Secure Vault component to your gateway.

If you are using Authorize.net, their secure vault is called the "Customer Information Manager".
If using Beanstream, their secure vault equivalent is called "Payment Profiles". All other
gateways have the vault included with their default configuration.
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Process a payment using the credit card stored in the previous stepProcess a payment using the credit card stored in the previous step

Click on "Process Payment" and select a small amount for the charge. See next step.

Click on "Process Payment" and the charge will be immediately processed. If an error is
returned then there is a problem with your gateway setup. If no error is returned, the payment
will show up under the "Payments" area and the logo of the payment processor will be
displayed.

DON'T FORGET TO LOGIN TO YOUR GATEWAY AND VOID / REFUND THE CHARGE! The payment
gateway will usually batch transactions and settle them all at the end of the day. Transactions
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can be voided before batching occurs. The batch time is a setting within your payment
gateway. Voids are very easy. Refunds are easy as well, but a little more work than a simple
void.

If all the steps are completed with no errors than your gateway isIf all the steps are completed with no errors than your gateway is
functioning correctly.functioning correctly.

Occasionally, you will process a transaction and the gateway will timeout without returning a
response to Lodgix. This just means that the communication was interrupted for one reason or
another. DON'T PROCESS THE GUEST'S CREDIT CARD AGAIN! Follow the instructions and log in
to your gateway. View all of the unsettled or batched transactions. If you see your transaction
in the list with the status showing successful, then the processing of the card was successful,
but communicating the approval to Lodgix failed. Simply log in to Lodgix and record the
payment manually so the invoice reflects the payment.
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Address Verification System (AVS)Address Verification System (AVS)

What is AVS?What is AVS?

AVS stands for Address Verification System, and is exactly what it sounds like. In order to
reduce the risk of fraudulent transactions and/or chargeback's, a credit card billing address
is requested with any charge and verified before authorization is given for the transaction.

What is the Address Verification System (AVS)?

The Address Verification System (AVS) is an advanced level of credit card security to help
thwart identity theft. When a user makes an online purchase with a credit card their billing
address is required. The house number portion and postal code of the billing address they
enter is compared to the billing address on file for the card.

If the address does not match then the transaction is declined.If the address does not match then the transaction is declined. Thus, address verification
failed and the chance that this is a fraudulent transaction is too high to allow the
transaction to go through.

Legitimate Declines are CommonLegitimate Declines are Common

If the address entered by the user does not match the address on file with the card thenIf the address entered by the user does not match the address on file with the card then
the transaction will be declined.the transaction will be declined. If something is misspelled or the customer has moved then
the address will not verify. In the event a card fails the only choice you have is to contact the
customer to verify their information and work with them to obtain the correct billing
address. They may have a bad address on file with the financial institution.

You may also choose to relax your AVS settings a bit at the payment gateway.You may also choose to relax your AVS settings a bit at the payment gateway. This is quite
common for vacation rental owners and managers because fraud is not really an issue, as
the guest has to show up to the vacation rental to use it. However, if you turn off AVS
completely at the gateway you most likely will incur additional processing costs as most of
your transactions will get downgraded and incur 1-2% higher processing costs. But AVS
settings can be too strict and realizing the settings a bit in most cases won't affect your
discount rate. However, we advise monitoring your statements and contacting your
merchant account provider to determine if your looser AVS settings are resulting in card
downgrades.
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Changing your AVS settings at Authorize.netChanging your AVS settings at Authorize.net
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The more boxes you un check, the more "loose" your AVS settings will become which will result
in less cards getting declined to "address mismatch". HOWEVER YOU MIGHT WANT TOHOWEVER YOU MIGHT WANT TO
CONTACT YOUR MERCHANT ACCOUNT PROVIDER AS REDUCING THESE SETTINGS TOO MUCHCONTACT YOUR MERCHANT ACCOUNT PROVIDER AS REDUCING THESE SETTINGS TOO MUCH
COULD RESULT IN HIGHER FEES BEING CHARGED BY YOUR MERCHANT ACCOUNT PROVIDER.COULD RESULT IN HIGHER FEES BEING CHARGED BY YOUR MERCHANT ACCOUNT PROVIDER.
In most instances you simply want to avoid having your AVS settings set to be "too strict" which

can result in large numbers of cards getting declined, especially if many of your guests are from
overseas or business customers.
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WorkflowWorkflow
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Generating and Emailing a Guest QuoteGenerating and Emailing a Guest Quote

Quotes are generated from the Calendar Tape.

We strive to give you access to as much information as possible so you can quote the guest
over the phone. To email a formal quote to the guest, click the "QUOTE" button and follow the
steps outlined below.

quote"quote"
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Enter the guests first name and last name, as well as their email address. If their contact
information is already in the system, it will appear below for selection. Click the ACCEPT button.

Enter a discount if you have any pre-set discounts setup in the system, otherwise this can be
left blank or it will be passed from the rate summary window if you selected a discount at that
time.

Click SAVE to continue.

Quote Successfully SavedQuote Successfully Saved

Once the quote has been successfully saved message appears you are then ready to either
modify the quote or email it to the guest.

1. To modify the quote, click on the Quote #xxxxxxx tab
2. To email the quote click on the INQUIRY CONTROL PANEL button

We will review each process in more detail below.
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Process to Email a Quote to the Guest via the Inquiry Control PanelProcess to Email a Quote to the Guest via the Inquiry Control Panel

There is a section elsewhere in this manual titled, "Inquiry Control Panel". It is is a good idea to
read through that section if you haven't worked in the inquiry control panel previously.

When a quote is created within Lodgix, that quote is entered into Lodgix as a "Phone Inquiry"
since it's assumed that all other email inquiries would enter Lodgix automatically. Once you've
created the quote, the last step is to email that quote to the guest.

Step #1:Step #1: Click on the Reply button within the Inquiry Control Panel for the just created phoneClick on the Reply button within the Inquiry Control Panel for the just created phone
inquiry.inquiry.
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A new callout window opens. This is a blank canvas to formulate a reply to the guest. To email
a quote requires that you first insert the quote into the response. This can be done by either
using a supplied template or customizing your own email response template. Choose a
template (#1) and then click "Apply Template".
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Use of the template is an easy way to populate a response with the most common elements of
your response, namely an introduction, the quote, an invitation to Book Now and a sign off. At
this point you can add any custom text you might desire to personalize the response or just
click the Send button (#3) and the email with the inline quote will be sent to the guest.

There are additional options for Uploading external files or files already uploaded to Lodgix.
Once the quote is sent it is always available to you or the guest for booking.

One the quote has been sent a timestamp is applied to the response (see arrow at top of
screen) and four buttons appear at the bottom of the communication stream allowing you to
reply to any further guest responses, further edit the quote in response to continued
negotiation with the guest, add an internal note to the communication stream or click on the
"Book" button to turn that inquiry and quote into a new reservation reflecting the negotiations
present in the quote.

The Phone Inquiry then appears under the Inquiry List within Lodgix where you can access the
communication stream (and booking / response options) by clicking on the Guest First or Last
Name.
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Processing and Recording a Guest Credit CardProcessing and Recording a Guest Credit Card
PaymentPayment

The application will not allow credit card data to be entered into the system until a payment
gateway has been setup. This point is illustrated below:

Guest Control PanelGuest Control Panel
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Billing Data TabBilling Data Tab

A payment gateway must be setup and your credentials entered. Once that is complete, your
guest credit card data can be entered under the "Billing Data" tab within the guest control panel
for each guest. Please note that the Billing Data tab will only become visible once a reservation
has been entered for a guest.

Payments Tab w/ No Credit Card DataPayments Tab w/ No Credit Card Data

The Payments tab is where payments can be both processed and recorded for a reservation.
Note that ONLY the "Record Payment" button will be shown when no guest credit card data is
associated with the reservation. Once the credit card data has been entered within the Billing
Data tab, the Payments tab display will update to include additional options for "Processing" a
payment.

The link to the Virtual Terminal is a courtesy link for those rare times when you need to make
an adjustment using the virtual terminal itself. For example, maybe you need to void a guest
transaction. Clicking on the link will load the virtual terminal for your gateway and allow you to
log in to the virtual terminal.
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Invoice w/ No Credit Card DataInvoice w/ No Credit Card Data

Payments can also be processed and recorded from within a guest invoice using the
Transaction Window on the far left side of the invoice. Similar to the Payments tab within the
guest control panel, there will only be options for recording a payment if no credit card data has
been entered for the guest.

Payments Tab w/ Credit Card DataPayments Tab w/ Credit Card Data

The interfaces change when the payment gateway has been successfully setup and credit card
data entered for a particular reservation. In the screen shot above it shows there is now a
button present for "Process & Record Payment". When a payment is processed, Lodgix.com
securely communicates with your payment gateway to process the transaction, just as would
normally be done through your virtual terminal.
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If the payment is successful, it will show up under the Payments area showing the date and sum
of the transaction. Additionally, you will know for certain that the transaction was processed
successfully if the logo of your payment gateway appears next to the payment.

Invoice w/ Credit Card DataInvoice w/ Credit Card Data

When guest credit card data has been entered for a reservation, the invoice will also update
with a link to "Process Payment" (of course the payment will also be recorded). Additionally,
there is a courtesy link to the virtual terminal.
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Processing Payment OptionsProcessing Payment Options

When you choose to "Process & Record" a payment, a modal window will open. This window
will give you options to enter a manual amount to be charged, or you can have the application
choose the correct amount to be charged by using the Confirm or Balance buttons. Confirm =
amount required to confirm the reservation. Balance = remaining balance owed on the invoice /
reservation. The card detail fields are grayed out because edits can only be made within the
Billing Details tab of the guest control panel.
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Manually Requesting a Payment from a GuestManually Requesting a Payment from a Guest

Most guest payments are processed using the card on file in the Billing tab of the guest
control panel. However, Lodgix also provides the ability to manually request a payment
from a guest. This is useful for manually entered reservations that do not have any cc
details on file, guests who are splitting the cost of the reservation among several people, or
situations where the guest wants to pay their balance with a different card than they used
for their deposit.

Configure the Payment Request EmailConfigure the Payment Request Email

The Payment Request email can be found under Settings > Templates > Email.
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You can customize the email with your own text, and use the [PAYMENT_REQUEST_AMOUNT]
and [PAYMENT_REQUEST_LINK] merge tags to populate the payment link and amount
requested.

Request Payment from the GuestRequest Payment from the Guest

From the Transactions tab of the guest control panel, select the Request Payment option.
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Fill in the Payment Request form and click send.

This request will be recorded in the Conversations tab of the guest control panel.
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Guest PaymentsGuest Payments

The guest will receive an email containing a link to the payment form where they will enter their
credit card details.
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Once payment has been submitted, a thank you page will be displayed. The guest will be
offered travel insurance if they have not already purchased it.

The transaction will be recorded and displayed in the Transactions tab of the guest control
panel.

NotificationsNotifications

Once the payment has been submitted, you will receive an email notification as well as a text
notificaiton if you have a phone configured to receive SMS alets from Settings > Important
Settings > Bookings.
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Guest InvoicesGuest Invoices
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Locating ReservationsLocating Reservations

The Reservations > List All Reservations interface makes it very easy to sort and locate
reservations using a variety of options and filters.

Sort by Date RangeSort by Date Range

Sort by PropertySort by Property
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Note that multiple properties can be selected in this interface.

Sort by StatusSort by Status

Note that multiple statuses can be selected in this interface.

Additional FiltersAdditional Filters

The interface includes a variety of additional useful filters.
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How to Confirm a ReservationHow to Confirm a Reservation

When a reservation is made an invoice is created. The invoice status by default is
unconfirmed. The only way to confirm a reservation is to process a payment for the
reservation deposit.

The reservation deposit is universal and setup here:

https://www.lodgix.com/system/properties/manager/#/

Many property managers look for a "confirm" button within each new reservation invoice.
With Lodgix a reservation is confirmed by the act of processing the payment for the

reservation deposit. After the reservation deposit is processed, the next step is to send an
email confirmation to the guest. This can be done manually or set up to be automatically
sent through use of a trigger.

In step 1 above the reservation deposit can be changed at the invoice level by clicking on the
hyperlink and entering either an updated percentage or flat amount.

Once the reservation deposit has been paid, the invoice status will changed to "confirmed" or
"Paid-in-Full".
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Dowloading and Editing a Guest InvoiceDowloading and Editing a Guest Invoice

Rate, fee, and tax changes can be made directly to an invoice within Lodgix. Additionally,
invoices can be downloaded for printing if a physical copy is needed.

Selecting an InvoiceSelecting an Invoice

Invoices can be selected by clicking on the invoice number from either the reservations list
(Reservations > List All Reservations) or within the Guest Control Panel.
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From the invoice edit screen, you can perform the following actions...

1. Add or remove nights
2. Adjust the rental rate
3. Adjust the reservation deposit
4. Add/Remove/Edit Services
5. Add/Remove/Edit Taxes
6. Add/Remove/Edit Deposits
7. Add/Remove/Edit Fees
8. Download or Email documents

Download Documents from the Guest Control PanelDownload Documents from the Guest Control Panel

Documents can also be downloaded from the PDF Download dropdown on the Guest Control
Panel.
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Adding / Removing Night(s) to an InvoiceAdding / Removing Night(s) to an Invoice

To add a night from an invoice, open the invoice, and click on the "+" sign that is located
next to the first date of the reservation or the last date of the reservation. If the guest
wishes add nights to the beginning of the reservation, then you would click on the "+" sign
next to the original arrival date. If the guest wishes to extend his / her stay, then click on
the "+" sign on the original departure date.

Adding days or weeks to an invoice - Step #1Adding days or weeks to an invoice - Step #1

Go the invoice you wish to modify and at the top of the screen is the "Details" tab, click on it.
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Note: the process we are about to embark on will regenerate your invoice. ALL payments will
remain, but any changes you've made to rates, additional fees, deposits, etc.. will be lost. I
usually print the original invoice so when I regenerate the invoice I can easily restore any special
rates, fees, deposits, etc.

Adding days or weeks to an invoice - Step #2Adding days or weeks to an invoice - Step #2

On the details tab you can change the dates of the stay, add days, weeks, months, etc..
Additionally if you need to change the assigned property you can do that as well.
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Canceling an InvoiceCanceling an Invoice

To cancel an invoice requires going into the reservation history for a guest within the guest
control panel.

Click on the "Cancel" icon

Step #2 - Cancellation WindowStep #2 - Cancellation Window

1) Cancellation Fee - this is VERY important if the guest is going to be financially penalized for
canceling the reservation. The cancellation fee MUST be entered here, because it cannot be
entered on the invoice after the invoice has been canceled.
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2) Issue Refund - this field will populate with the total amount of any payments the guest has
made towards the invoice. If a cancellation fee is assessed then the refund amount must be
reduced by the amount of the cancellation fee. Otherwise the invoice will not come out to a
zero balance. The system will make this adjustment for you.

3) Enter any notes pertaining to the cancellation.

If you forget to add the cancellation fee, you will need to delete the invoice completely, then
recreate it, then cancel it again and add the appropriate cancellation fee to bring the invoice to
a zero balance.
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How to Move Guests Between PropertiesHow to Move Guests Between Properties

Moving guests between properties is relatively easy. However, the method varies
depending on whether you are moving a guest between rooms, within a room type,
(common for b&bs, boutique hotels, condotels, etc.) or whether you are moving guests
from one single unit to another single unit (cottages, homes, condos, etc.). The methods are
different for each and are described below.

Moving guests between single units (cottages, homes, cabins, condos,Moving guests between single units (cottages, homes, cabins, condos,
etc.)etc.)

In this example we are going to pretend that the guests in Condo #11 need to be moved to
another unit. These guests have paid $10.00 and have a $75.00 per night rate. It's important
that you make mental note of the per night pricing and any other items that are present (or not
present) on the invoice. It might even be good to quickly print the page to make sure everything
matches when the guest is moved.

Step #1: Click on the Details tab at the top of the invoice
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Step #2 - Delete the current unit (condo #11) from the reservation by pressing the red X icon.
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Step #3: Click the "+" icon to drop down a list of available properties. If you have a lot of
properties, please wait a second or two for the list to populate.

Step #4: Choose the new property

Step #5: Press the "Confirm" button to confirm the property

Step #6: Press Save. If the reservation violates any rules for the property, you will be asked if
you wish to "Save Any way" and override the rules.

Step #7: Once saved you can click on the invoice number at the top to return to the invoice and
make any required adjustments to the invoice.

The rental rates for the new unit will reflect what has been set up in the application for the
dates of the reservation. Likewise, any fees or taxes that are associated with this property will
be added to the invoice. All that is occurring is you are retaining the same invoice number and
retaining any payments that have been applied to that invoice, but all other items are wiped
from the invoice and it's up to you to modify the invoice to make sure you are in sync with the
guest in terms of pricing / fees / taxes and/or expectations that were present on the original
invoice.
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Moving guests between rooms within the same roomtypeMoving guests between rooms within the same roomtype

This example would be for a property manager who has 20 two bedroom condos, and needs to
move a guest to a different two bedroom condo. If you wish to move a guest to a room within a
different roomtype you'll have to follow the process outlined earlier.

Step #1: Click on the "Change" link within the invoice

Step #2: Choose a different condo from the drop down menu and click the "Change" button
once complete

That's it!
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Adding a One-Time or Predefined Fee to anAdding a One-Time or Predefined Fee to an
InvoiceInvoice

One time fees can be added manually to an invoice by typing in the name of the fee and
defining the fee amount. However doing it this way doesn't allow reporting on that specific
fee. Thus it's usually better to have all fees defined and made available to each property.

For example, if you have a policy of charging an extra $75.00 if a guest checks out and
doesn't clean the unit, then it's better to define that fee, rather than adding it manually to
the invoice each time this occurs. This way the "Late Check Out Fee" can be tracked, totaled,
and included in reports.

Both methods are reviewed in detail below.

Defining a FeeDefining a Fee

Fees can be added and assigned to properties from Settings > Deposit / Fees / Services / Taxes
> Fees. Complete instructions on configuring fees can be found here.
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A fee type of "Internal" should be used for this particular fee. Internal fees are not visible to the
guest at checkout, but are available to be manually added to invoices. The internal fees can be
tracked and included in reports.

Assign the Predefined Fee to an InvoiceAssign the Predefined Fee to an Invoice

From the invoice edit screen...

1. Click the "+" icon to add a new fee to the invoice
2. Select the fee from the list of predefined fees
3. Click the save icon

Assign a One Time Fee to an InvoiceAssign a One Time Fee to an Invoice

One time fees can be added directly to an invoice from the invoice edit screen. They do not
need to be predefined, however they are not tracked for reporting purposes. To add a
predefined fee from the invoice edit screen...

1. Click the "add a one time fee" link
2. Configure the fee name, amount and tax status
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Adding a Pet Fee to an InvoiceAdding a Pet Fee to an Invoice

Pet fees must be setup and defined within all pet friendly properties. Setup instructions are
here. Once that is done adding a pet fee to an invoice is easy.

Note: Pet fees can be added manually to an invoice as "one-time fees" by typing in the
name of the fee and defining the fee amount. However doing it this way doesn't allow you
to report on the amount of pet fees collected for any given period. It's better to define the
fee and the add the fee as an "additional fee" rather than adding it as a "one-time fee".

1. Click the green "+" icon to add a new predefined fee
2. Choose "Pet Fee" (or whatever your called it when you set it up)
3. Click the Save Icon

Once saved you can add a quantity and assign a tax to it if applicable. See next step.

Add the quantity of pets, select any taxes that need to be charged to the fee and then adjust the
amount per pet (if necessary), click Save and you are done!
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Creating an Invoice from an iCal BlockCreating an Invoice from an iCal Block

iCal importing / exporting is often used to sync availability to various channels. Many times
the block is then deleted and replaced with an actual reservation. The process of deleting a
block and replacing with a reservation just got a whole lot more simple.

Click on the selected iCal blockClick on the selected iCal block

Click the Create Reservation buttonClick the Create Reservation button

Remember this feature is only available for blocks created via iCal. It will not work for blocks
that have been created by subscribers, employees, or owners. Once you have clicked the Create
Reservation button, the block is immediately replaced by a reservation. You can update or
modify this new reservation just like any other.
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A note about the guest email addressA note about the guest email address

Most iCal feeds will not include the guest email address, and thus it cannot be used when
creating a reservation. In these circumstances, Lodgix will generate a system email that looks
like this:

guest-26689063@icalendar.lodgix.com

No trigger emails will be sent to Lodgix system email addresses. It's just a placeholder address.

If any additional information is passed through the feed (comments, etc.) it will be captured and
stored in the Invoice Comments area of the guest control panel.

Using Merge Guests to Assign an Existing Guest to an InvoiceUsing Merge Guests to Assign an Existing Guest to an Invoice

This step will most likely only be utilized by new Lodgix subscribers who have imported an
existing guest contact list into Lodgix from their previous software platform (an excel csv of the
guest list can be emailed to us for importing).

To move reservations from an existing platform to Lodgix, many will import iCal and have
blocks created on Lodgix. The Logical next step would be to manually create invoices from
those blocks using the process detailed above.

However since the process of converting an ical feed to an invoice does not query the existing
guest database, the invoices will all be created with Lodgix system email addresses. Which begs
the question:

How do I assign a block created invoice to an existing guest?How do I assign a block created invoice to an existing guest?

The answer is not ideal, but it works.

Go to the calendar tape and click on a new created guest invoice, you'll know it was created
from a block as it will say "Booked:", rather than the guest name, and it will be in red.
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When the guest control panel opens up for that invoice, click on the "Booked:" tab and then
select and copy the Lodgix system email address.

Also make sure to know the guest name that should be on the invoice.

Now go to Guests > Merge Guests

and click on the HERE button where it says "To merge two guests with different email
addresses, click HERE"

Copy the Lodgix system email into the source field and select the resulting record from the
dropdown:
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The Target Guest Email will be your guest name, just start typing it and a list of all possible
matches will be displayed. Select the correct guest name and click the "Merge" button. That's
it! Now the ical blok created invoice will be associated with an existing guest.

Note: The Merge button will not work if you don't select the source and target guest records
from the dropdown.
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Discounts and Coupon CodesDiscounts and Coupon Codes
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OverviewOverview

A discount can be setup as automatic or manual. An automatic discount will be triggered if
a certain condition (length of stay or last minute) is met and applied to the invoice
automatically.

Settings > Inventory > Discounts and Promo CodesSettings > Inventory > Discounts and Promo Codes

Example of Setting Up a Discount and a Promo Code (video)Example of Setting Up a Discount and a Promo Code (video)

The video below illustrates how a property manager might setup a promotion offering a 10%
discount that can only be utilized by entering the promo code "springfling10" and only for
bookings made before February 15, and only for travel dates in the month of March.

The video also shows how the promotion can be assigned to all properties or only to individual
properties.
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What a Guest Sees When Using a Promo Code for an Online BookingWhat a Guest Sees When Using a Promo Code for an Online Booking

If the guest has a promo code and is making a booking online, they can enter the code during
the online booking process. Once the discount has been applied, some text saying "discount
code successfully applied" will appear and the discount amount will be reflected in the charges
window.

Turn OFF the Coupon Code Box When Booking OnlineTurn OFF the Coupon Code Box When Booking Online

Within the Booking Page editor:

https://www.lodgix.com/system/websites/

There is a setting on the left side of the screen at the very bottom for "Display coupon code
option", uncheck it and the coupon code box will not be shown when guests book online.
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Adding a Discount to an Invoice ManuallyAdding a Discount to an Invoice Manually

As long as there is a discount setup, any invoice can have that discount applied to it. Simply go
the Discounts section within each property on the invoice, click on the green "+" icon, choose a
discount from the drop down list and Save it. The discount will then be applied to the invoice
and reflected within the rental charges for that property.

Discounts Overlap PolicyDiscounts Overlap Policy
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Occasionally a Length of Stay discount and a Last Minute discount will both apply to a
reservation. From Settings > Important Settings > Bookings you can select how you would like
to handle this situation. You can choose to apply both, only length of stay, or only last minute.
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Automatic Length of Stay DiscountsAutomatic Length of Stay Discounts

Many channels are no longer supporting weekly and monthly rates, instead they allow only
a nightly rate. Length of stay discounts are then setup for discounts after X of nights.

Length of Stay Discount SetupLength of Stay Discount Setup

1. Make sure that you've navigated to the Discounts area of Lodgix
2. Click on the Show Length of Stay button
3. Click on the + icon to add a new LOS discount or edit an existing discount

The video above illustrates how a property manager might setup a 15% discount for stays of 7
nights or more, as well as a 30% discount for stays of 30 nights or more. Note that if weekly
and monthly rates are already setup in Lodgix, the LOS discount can be set to not apply to
those weekly / monthly rates as that would be equivalent to giving two discounts. Weekly and
monthly rates will be utilized on those channels and your website that support weekly /
monthly rates and LOS discounts will be utilized on those channel that support LOS discounts.

The video above also shows how to assign the discount to individual or groups of properties.
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Automatic Last Minute DiscountsAutomatic Last Minute Discounts

Last minute discounts can be configured to apply automatically during the booking process.
These discounts will apply to reservations that start X number of days or less from the time
of booking. For example, you can set a discount to take 15% off of any reservations starting
within the next two weeks.

Last Minute Discount SetupLast Minute Discount Setup

1. Navigate to Settings > Discounts and Promo Codes
2. Click on the Show Last Minute Button
3. Click on the "+" sign to create a new Last Minute Discount
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Configuring the DiscountConfiguring the Discount

1. Name the discount
2. Select between Percent or Fixed amount
3. Choose if the discount will be applied Manually or Automatically
4. Create the values for the discount. One discount can have multiple values. For example you

may want to offer a 15% discount for all reservations starting in 14 days or less, and a 30%
discount for all stays starting in 7 days or less.

5. Click Save

Example Discount SetupExample Discount Setup

The video above shows how to create a last minute discount with multiple values and assign it
to select properties.
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ReportingReporting
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Financial ReportsFinancial Reports

Lodgix offers a comprehensive suite of reports to slice, dice and export your data in a
variety of ways.

List of Financial ReportsList of Financial Reports

All financial reports can exported to excel or printed as a pdf.

Advance Deposits ReportAdvance Deposits Report
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The Advance Deposits report allows the property manager to report on how much money has
been taken in as a reservation deposit for stays that have not yet occurred.

Comparative Revenue ReportComparative Revenue Report

The Comparative Revenue Report compares two income detail reports to show all bookings
that were recorded by a certain date for any given year. This data allows you to make mid
course corrections in the event that your bookings are down (or up!).

Note: The Comparative Revenue report uses the same data calculation methodology as the
Income Detail report -

Data Dump ReportData Dump Report
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The Data Dump report is not really a report. It's primary purpose is use as a data backup.
However if you have data that you want to parse using your own tools, the Data Dump Report

will spit it all out for a given time frame, and download it directly into excel. It doesn't output to
the screen due to the number of columns in the report.

How is the Data Dump Report calculated?How is the Data Dump Report calculated?
The data dump report includes only invoices where the reservation end date (departure date)data dump report includes only invoices where the reservation end date (departure date)
falls within the reporting periodfalls within the reporting period. Thus if the departure date is not within the chosen reporting
period, the invoice will not show up in the data dump report.

As an example, if the data dump report is run for a period of 1 December to 31 December and
there is a guest invoice with an arrival date of 30 Nov and a departure date of 7 Dec, the invoice
totals for that entire guest stay will be included on the data dump even though 1 night of the
stay was in November.

This differs from the Income Detail report. The Income Detail Report includes all days for an
invoice that fall within the chosen reporting period. The Income Detail Report does not
consider the arrival date or departure date of an invoice.

Discounts ReportDiscounts Report

The Discounts Report displays an itemized list of any invoices containing automated or coupon
code related discounts for a specific period of time.
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Fees and Services ReportFees and Services Report

The Fees and Services Report displays an itemized list of all service and fee revenue for the
reporting period. One-time fees manually added to invoices are all grouped and listed as "Other
Fees".

Note that this report is based on departure date, and will only include reservations with end
dates that fall within the reporting period. It will not include reservations that start during the
reporting period and end outside of it. The data is calculated in the same fashion on the data
dump report.

However, for the income detail report, which also reports on fee / service revenue, days are
prorated in a reservation if the reservation spans through the reporting period. That will result
it inconsistencies if amounts are compared across multiple reports. How the report is
calculated is always shown at the bottom of the report.
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Receivables ReportReceivables Report

The Receivables Report shows all owed monies broken out by month. The report can also
report on all or selected individual units. If an invoice is in an unconfirmed state and the guest
has to pay the confirmation amount by a certain date and the remaining balance at a later date,
that invoice will be listed twice on the report in the respective month in which monies are owed.

Income Detail ReportIncome Detail Report

The Income Detail report limits revenue reporting to a given period. Unlike the data dump
report, which includes the totals for an entire guest invoice if the departure date on the invoice
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falls within the data dump reporting period, the Income Detail report will slice through a guest
invoice if the arrival and departure date of a guest's stay don't both fall within the reporting
period. This results in differences between the numbers reported on the data dump report and
Income Detail report.

How is the Income Detail Report Calculated?How is the Income Detail Report Calculated?

NOTE:NOTE: TOTAL REVENUES = DOES NOT INCLUDE TAXTOTAL REVENUES = DOES NOT INCLUDE TAX

If the arrival and departure dates on the guest invoice fall within the reporting period of the
report, then the invoice totals are used. However, using the same example as was used in the
data dump report, if the Income Detail report is run for a period of 1 December to 31 December
and there is a guest invoice with an arrival date of 30 Nov and a departure date of 7 Dec, the
Income Detail report will use a formula to determine what portion of the revenue on that
invoice can be attributed to 1 Dec to 7 Dec.

Cancellation FeesCancellation Fees

Remember when an invoice is canceled, a cancellation fee may be assessed. If a cancellation
fee is assessed it will show up under Fee / Service revenue on the Income Detail report. This
can be confusing as when the calendar tape is referenced and the individual invoices summed
to arrive at the report numbers, the canceled invoices containing those cancellation fees are
obviously not present on the calendar tape. To see the canceled invoices containing the
cancellation fees the data dump report would have to be run.

Income Summary ReportIncome Summary Report

The Income Summary Report reports income,occupancy rate, days rented, total tax - by month.
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Tax ReportsTax Reports

There are two tax reports, but they have completely different uses. The sales / use tax
report reports on what taxes are due for a given reporting period. The guest / register
report is meant ONLY to be used in the event of a tax audit and you need to provide proof
of bodies in rooms for individual dates of the month. Because of all the slicing and dicing
necessary to arrive at a daily rate, tax, etc. the guest register report will many times be off
by pennies or more from the actual amount owed which is shown in the sales / use tax
report.

Sales / Use Tax ReportSales / Use Tax Report

Clicking on the tax owed will generate a Guest Register Report which give a general idea of how
the tax was calculated. However, the Guest Register Report is NOT a tax only report so it must
include all invoices, even the invoices without taxeseven the invoices without taxes.

When the guest register report is generated as detail from the Sales / Use Tax Report, it is a Tax
report, so it will only include the invoices that have taxes associated with them.
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How the Sales / Use Tax report is calculatedHow the Sales / Use Tax report is calculated

1. Lodgix disregards when the tax is actually collected and calculates the tax generated forLodgix disregards when the tax is actually collected and calculates the tax generated for
each day of the reporting period.each day of the reporting period.

2. For reservations that span two reporting periods (see image above), Lodgix must calculateFor reservations that span two reporting periods (see image above), Lodgix must calculate
the tax generated for each day.the tax generated for each day. Thus if the report period is 5/1 to 5/31, there are two nights
of this reservation in May and two nights in June. DON'T forget the cleaning fee (which is
taxable in this example).

LODGIX WILL TAKE THE TOTAL TAXABLE REVENUE FOR THE INVOICE ($900.00) DIVIDE THAT BY 4
NIGHTS = $225.00 PER NIGHT. HOWEVER WE NEED ONLY 2 NIGHTS (5/30 AND 5/31), THUS
$225.00 X 2 = $450.00.

The tax rate in this example is:

Hotel / Motel @ 9% = $450.00 x .09 = $40.50

Occupancy Tax @ 6% = $450.00 x .06 = $27.00

Lodgix will sum the calculated tax amounts of the invoices which spanned two reporting period
and add that amount to the total of all the invoices which arrived AND departed during the
reporting period.

WHY THIS CAN BE CONFUSING:WHY THIS CAN BE CONFUSING:

Many of you will attempt to use a TOTAL GROSS REVENUE number for the reporting period and
then multiply that by your tax rate. Taxes are not collected that way.Taxes are not collected that way. They are collected per
reservation and depending on the amount of rounding that is done on each invoice, the TOTAL
GROSS REVENUE number is always going to be the cleaner number because it hasn't been
subject to the rounding of multiple invoices.

Lodgix simply calculates the tax that is due based upon when it is realized. That is the most
straight forward method and offers no ambiguity.

Guest Register ReportGuest Register Report

As disscussed above, the sales / use tax report captures all reservations within a given reporting
period. When part of a reservations falls outside of the reporting period the total taxable
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revenue for the invoice will be divided by the number of nights in the invoice to arrive at a
revenue per night number.

The revenue per night is then multiplied by the actual number of nights falling within the
reporting period for that reservation and those numbers are multiplied by their respective
taxes.

THE GUEST REGISTER REPORT ON THE OTHER HAND.... is only concerned at arriving at a rate
and tax per day. Thus nearly every night is a calculated rate / tax.

Sales / Use tax values are calculated using total sums. Let's say a reservation has:

10 night reservation - $106.53/ nt plus 13% tax = $1065.30 x 13% = $138.49 total tax (sales /
use tax report). This is most clean tax nunber.

Now let's look at this a different way, the way the Guest Register Report looks at things by
calculating each night:

10 nights- $106.53 / nt plus 13% tax = ($106.53 x 13%) x 10 =13.85 x 10 = $138.50 dollars total
tax (guest register report)

Both values are correct. If we don't have to display the daily detail, we just calculate the final
sum and it is correct. But for the Guest Register Report we wil have to display daily amounts

So will have to display $13.85 on each nightly row. On the total row we either display $138.50 or
$138.49. Both are correct. But as on each row we have $13.85, we are forced to display $138.50,
which will not match the sales / use tax report ($138.49). If we multiply this error for N different
reservations, multiple taxes, etc in a period, the cents add up to bigger errors.

THAT IS WHY THE GUEST REGISTER REPORT IS NOT A TAX REPORT AND THE COLUMNS ARE
FORCE SUMMED TO MATCH THE NUMBERS IN THE SALES / USE TAX REPORT.
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Housekeeping ReportHousekeeping Report

The Housekeeping Report is meant for use by the housekeeper to quickly and easily show
which units are turning over and when the next guest is expected to arrive.

The "Depart" column shows the name, date and time of the departing guest.

The "Property" column shows the name (and unit #) of the property.

The "Other Info" column will highlight if the unit is turning over on the same day. It will contain
the name of the next guest scheduled to arrive. This is a courtesy to the housekeeper so that in
the event the housekeeper has contact with the arriving guest, they can greet them by name
and confirm that they are checking into the correct unit.

Housekeeping Notes (derived from the Housekeeping Tab within the Guest Control Panel) will
also be displayed under Other Info and are meant to provide the housekeeper with additional
instructions such as "requires high chair" or "requires extra towels", etc.

If the arriving guest has ordered any additional services, those services will also be listed under
Other Info.

If the arriving guest is bringing a pet, that will be noted under Other Info.
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Bounced Email LogBounced Email Log

Lodgix provides a dashboard widget to track bounced emails sent to guests. This identifies
emails that were not delivered, providing the opportunity for alternate communication.
Tracking works for triggers sent to guests and messages sent using the guest control panel

and invoice screen, including payment requests and digital signature requests.

Add the Guest Email Bounces Widget to the Lodgix DashboardAdd the Guest Email Bounces Widget to the Lodgix Dashboard

From the Lodgix Dashboard...

1. Click the "+" icon to add a new tab (optional)
2. Click the "Add Widget" button to add a new widget to the tab
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Scroll down to the Guest Email Bounces widget and click the Add button.

Bounced email activity will be displayed in the Guest Email Bounces table

Emails that are TrackedEmails that are Tracked

1. Triggers sent to guests
2. Emails sent from the Communications Tab of the Guest Control Panel
3. Emails sent from the Invoice screen
4. Payment Request emails
5. Digital Signature Request emails

Emails that are not TrackedEmails that are not Tracked

1. Inquiry responses
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2. Triggers sent to Employees
3. Triggers sent to Owners
4. CC and BCC fields in any email
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Channel ManagementChannel Management
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Lodgix.com Channel PartnersLodgix.com Channel Partners

Lodgix will automatically push all property data (content, rates, rules, availability, etc.) to all
channels, thus all sites (including your website) are kept up-to-date and synced with the
correct rates, availability, marketing copy and images.

Lodgix connects to several channel partners including the 27+ properties in the HomeAway
netowrk. Other channel partners include Airbnb, FlipKey, TripAdvisor, Facebook, Expedia
and Booking.com. The minimum requirement to participate in the HomeAway and Flipkey /
TripAdvisor integrations are four (4) property listings.

Lodgix also publishes an extremely comprehensive and versatile Wordpress plugin which
makes creating a website that is sync'd with Lodgix super easy.

Additionally iCal export URLs are published for all properties. iCal importing is also
possible.

Please refer to the chart below to to view our channel partners, and what features are
available when integrated with each channel.

Lodgix Channel ChartLodgix Channel Chart
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HomeAway / VRBO IntegrationHomeAway / VRBO Integration

Lodgix has integrated directly to the HomeAway network of properties (including 17
international sites). An integration means that all single unit properties created on Lodgix
can have listings created, calendars sync'd, inquiries pulled and Book It Now enabled, on
any HomeAway site.

BenefitsBenefits

There are many benefits when integrating directly to HomeAway.

1. No dual entryNo dual entry. Property setup data entered into Lodgix is used to create listings on
HomeAway / VRBO and all domestic and international listing portals owned by HomeAway.

2. Easy calendar syncEasy calendar sync. Calendar data can be sync'd two ways, from Lodgix to HomeAway and
by using the Book it Now feature on HomeAway, reservations can be made on HomeAway
and transferred into Lodgix.

3. Automated updatingAutomated updating. Every time you update your property on Lodgix with new rates,
images, marketing data, etc. that data is sync'd with your HomeAway / VRBO listing
automatically once per day (2am EST)

4. Book it Now integrationBook it Now integration. A guest can book online in HomeAway / VRBO using Lodgix rate
data. Bookings made on HomeAway / VRBO will transfer seamlessly into Lodgix.

5. No additional costsNo additional costs. Whether you have existing listings or are starting from scratch, there
are no additional costs from Lodgix or HomeAway for utilizing the integration.

6. All of these features work to save time and assure that your property data is dynamically
updated across your marketing channels and your website.
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Important Notes about IntegrationImportant Notes about Integration

HomeAway does not support the following...

1. Weekly Rates
2. Monthly Rates
3. Same Day Bookings

Length of Stay discounts must be used to offer any sort of discounts to HomeAway guests
staying seven nights or more. Please make sure when setting up length of stay discounts that
they are not applied to weekly rates. That will allow current weekly rates setup in Lodgix to
work for those channels that continue to support weekly rates.

Please see the following article for instructions: Length of Stay Discounts

Integration InstructionsIntegration Instructions

1. The first step is to navigate to the Settings > Integrations screen and click on the HomeAway
Network tab.

2. Next choose which listings you want to send to HomeAway. Whether the listings will be
new or simply replacing existing listings, ALL PROPERTIES THAT YOU WANT TO SYNC WITH
HOMEAWAY MUST BE CHECKED!

At 2am EST each night HomeAway pulls the feed containing your listing data. From that feed
listings are either credited, edited or removed. If you have a lot of properties this can save A
LOT of time and it assures that your rates, images and marketing text is the same across all
marketing channels.

Once you've selected the properties to appear in the feed, the next step is to contact
HomeAway and work with an account manager to pay for your listings. They will assign an
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onboarding coordinator to map your existing listings to the properties in the Lodgix feed, or in
the case of completely new listings, will preview the listings to assure the data is displaying as
you expected and point out any shortcomings that can be corrected within Lodgix.

Instant BookingInstant Booking

You have the option to use Instant Booking or Online Booking with 24 Hour Review (Book it
Now). Travelers prefer a property that’s instantly bookable, as it means they can make the rest
of their plans at the same time. It also makes it easier for you by helping you to accept
bookings, and then simply review and reply once each booking is received.

Within Lodgix, there is really no difference between the two options as all the processes
typically required to confirm an invoice (reservation deposit payment, signed rental agreement,
etc..) would still have to be completed. You can still cancel Instant Bookings, but it could very
negatively impact your sort order as that factors into Homeaway's Best Match algorithm.

Likewise however, if the vast majority of your instant bookings remain as valid bookings, then
you will probably notice both a bump in Best Match and a bump as a result of offering Instant
Booking as it's a filterable item now. Additionally, Instant Book listings have higher conversions
which would positively impact your sort order.
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Cancellation PolicyCancellation Policy

1. Choose if you want to display your cancellation policy during the HomeAway quoting
process.

2. Set how far in advance your property will be bookable on HomeAway. Options range from 6
months to 3 years.

3. Enter your cancellation policy.
4. Select your HomeAway cancellation policy. Thesee options are explained here:

https://help.homeaway.com/articles/What-are-the-cancellation-policy-options

Custom House RulesCustom House Rules

You can enter custom house rules for your HomeAway listings. House Rules are explained here:
https://help.homeaway.com/articles/What-are-House-Rules
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HomeAway ContactsHomeAway Contacts

The first person to contact at HomeAway is your account manager. If you are in need of an
account manager call 877-238-3813 and let them know you want to integrate to HomeAway
using the Lodgix XML feed. If you have existing HomeAway or VRBO listings, have those
numbers handy.

Please have your Lodgix User ID handy when contacting HomeAway. HomeAway will need yourHomeAway will need your
Lodgix User ID to identify your properties in the feed.Lodgix User ID to identify your properties in the feed. Your Lodgix User ID can be found from
the Settings > Important Settings screen.

Lodgix Property IDsLodgix Property IDs

For Lodgix subscribers with existing listings on HomeAway site(s), those listings will need to be
mapped to properties setup within Lodgix which will require your Lodgix property IDs. Your
Lodgix property IDs can be found from Settings > Integrations > HomeAway Network.

Calendar Data Sync TimesCalendar Data Sync Times

HomeAway pulls the Lodgix feed according to the schedule below:

3am CST primary feed pulled (includes reservation data)

8am CST Reservation feed pulled
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Noon CST Reservation feed pulled

4 pm CST Reservation Feed pulled

8pm CST Reservation Feed pulled

11pm CST Reservation Feed pulled

Owner Detail FieldsOwner Detail Fields

There are a few fields within Lodgix that need to be populated if you want your HomeAway
listing to have that data shown once the integration is complete. If you have existing
HomeAway listings that already contain this information, it will be overwritten with Lodgix data,
so it's usually best to copy and paste that information before the integration is turned on and
goes live.

Owner DetailsOwner Details

HomeAway has some "feel good" fields where the owner of the property can provide some
details on when they bought the property, why they brought the property and some
information about themselves. These fields are found within the Accommodations tab of
property setup for each property.
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Nearby Places and ActivitiesNearby Places and Activities

HomeAway provides some fields to enter distances to various locations and activities. Those
fields are found within the Address tab of property setup for each property.

Book It Now Rental Agreement RequirementBook It Now Rental Agreement Requirement

A dynamic rental agreement must be setup with Lodgix if you are using the HomeAway Book it
Now functionality You can define and setup your rental agreement from Settings > Documents

This rental agreement will be displayed to the guest at HomeAway when using Book It Now.
However most property managers will continue to require that the rental agreement be

digitally signed after HomeAway transfer the guest reservation, payment and contact data into
Lodgix.
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Off Platform BookingsOff Platform Bookings

In 2018, HomeAway began charging 10% for off platform bookings. This has no impact on your
HomeAway integration with Lodgix. Please read through a recent article published by
HomeAway on what constitutes an off platform booking:

https://www.homeaway.com/discoveryhub/tips-and-resources/improve-performance/
attributing-bookings-in-your-software-to-homeaway

Existing Reservations on Homeaway and VRBOExisting Reservations on Homeaway and VRBO

Once your account is integrated with Homeaway / VRBO, Lodgix will become the system of
record. Before you are integrated, be sure to recreate all existing reservations in your Lodgix
account, or sync calendar blocks via iCal. All existing information on HomeAway will be
overwritten at the time of integration.

If you have any pending payments in HomeAway, you will be able to complete them in your
dashboard but any new bookings will be managed in Lodgix.

HomeAway Service FeesHomeAway Service Fees

When a guest books through Homeaway, the guest will still be charged the service fee. This is
collected by Homeaway from the guest in a separate charge at the time of booking. You are
only responsible for collecting the rental charges, and the service fee will not be included on the
invoice.

For pay per booking listings, Homeaway will bill you once per month for their percentage of any
bookings resulting from these listings.

HomeAway Guaranteed PricingHomeAway Guaranteed Pricing

Guaranteed pricing is something you will want your HomeAway account manager to explain.
They think it's great, so we'll let them sell you on it.

Here is the data they provided to us:

With previous integrations, after a traveler selected a property on HomeAway and requested to
book from the property detail page, HomeAway would conduct real-timecallbacks to Lodgix for
pricing, availability, house rules, rental agreements, and more. Now, after a traveler requests to
book from the product detail page, we will conduct one simple, fast callback to Lodgix for
availability only.

HomeAway will use data from Lodgix to quote travelers instead of using data from a unique call
to Lodgix to produce a quote. This means that the price the traveler sees on the search page
(that is generated from data in Listings 4.1) is the price partners will honor when a guest books
through HomeAway. This means it will bemore important than ever for property managers to
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ensure they are setting up accurate,nightly rates because those rates determine what property
managers will be paid.
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HomeAway / VRBO Integration:HomeAway / VRBO Integration:
TroubleshootingTroubleshooting

Calendars not syncing? Properties not updating? Property not appearing in the feed?

I added a new property to Lodgix but it's not syncing with HomeAwayI added a new property to Lodgix but it's not syncing with HomeAway
or VRBOor VRBO

If you've successfully added and enabled a new property on Lodgix, and if you want that
property to appear in the HomeAway feed, you MUST enable that property to appear in the
feed under Settings > Integrations > HomeAway Network (see image above).

Once that is complete, at 2am the feed will get pulled by HomeAway.

EVERY TIME A NEW PROPERTY IS ADDED TO LODGIX YOU MUST SPEAK WITH YOUR HOMEAWAY
REPRESENTATIVE, or email pm-support@homeaway.com and make sure they are aware of the
new listing and have setup your account to accept the new listing.

It's important to note that our only role is to get the property into the feed. If the property is
not syncing and you've followed the instructions above you need to contact support at
HomeAway to resolve the issue. Either contact your account manager or email them directly at
pm-support@homeaway.com. Be prepared to have your Lodgix User ID and new property id
handy and reference it in your email to HomeAway.

User ID can be found under: Settings > Important Settings

Property IDs can be found under: Settings > Integrations > HomeAway Network

HERE ARE SOME OTHER CHECKLIST ITEMS TO REVIEW:HERE ARE SOME OTHER CHECKLIST ITEMS TO REVIEW:
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Do you have an address setup for your property?Do you have an address setup for your property?

A full address with Latitude and Longitude coordinates is required for your property to appear
in the feed. Look at the Status column within Settings > Integrations > Homeaway Network, if
next to your listing it says "Missing Address", then you have a problem with the address for
your property and it must be corrected before it will appear in the feed.

Do you have images uploaded for your property?Do you have images uploaded for your property?

To appear in the feed, a property must have at least four (4) images uploaded to Lodgix,
assigning captions is usually a good idea as well!
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Do you have a dynamic Book it Now Rental Agreement setup in Lodgix?Do you have a dynamic Book it Now Rental Agreement setup in Lodgix?

This is a requirement by HomeAway. A rental agreement must be defined within Settings >
Documents.

Failure to setup and define a default PDF rental agreement will generate an error and is
required if integrating to HomeAway Book It Now.
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HomeAway Off-Platform BookingsHomeAway Off-Platform Bookings

HomeAway has introduced a new 10% charge for off-platform bookings. Any leads
generated through HomeAway that book through other means are subject to this fee. The
followoing document explains what counts as off-platform and what bookings through
Lodgix would be subject to the fee.

Bookings that would be subject to the feeBookings that would be subject to the fee

There is only one situation in Lodgix that would trigger the 10% off-platform charge. That would
be if the Referrer field in the Guest Control Panel is MANUALLY changed to "HomeAway Lead".

This field exists to allow you to give credit to HomeAway for a booking that occured off
platform. This allows you to receive the credit for converting that lead to a booking, which helps
your overall listing ranking with HomeAway. It really comes down to a business decision on
your part if the credit is worth the 10% fee.

Bookings that would not be subject to the feeBookings that would not be subject to the fee

The following bookings / situations will not count as off platform bookings and will not trigger
the 10% fee...

• Bookings made via HomeAway Online Booking, through the Lodgix integration. These
bookings are still made on HomeAway and even though payment is run outside of their site,
the bookings do not count as off-platform and there will be no fee.

• Bookings from your website that answer "HomeAway" to the "How did you hear about us?"
question. This data is not passed onto HomeAway.
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• Any guest name information included in iCal feeds. HomeAway does not use this
information to match guests to searches run on their site.

• Any bookings that did not originate through HomeAway OLB. Lodgix does not and will not
be sending any non-HomeAway booking data to HomeAway.
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TripAdvisor / Flipkey / HolidayLettings.co.ukTripAdvisor / Flipkey / HolidayLettings.co.uk
IntegrationIntegration

Lodgix is integrated to TripAdvisor which comprises TripAdvisor.com, FlipKey.com and
HolidayLettings.co.uk. TripAdvisor requires five (5) or more property listings to qualify for
the integration.

Go to Settings > Channel Management > IntegrationsGo to Settings > Channel Management > Integrations

Follow the instructions under the Flipkey / TripAdvisor tab and make sure to enable the
properties you wish to appear in the feed. Using the feed will sync, edit and create listings on
TripAdvisor propreties, sync calendar data and pull inquiries from all TripAdvisor properties.
TripAdvisor does not yet offer a reservation feed, however it is rumored it will launch sometime

in 2018.

You will have to setup a PM account with TripAdvisor by emailing pmsupport@tripadvisor.com.

When speaking with your TripAdvisor account manager, be sure to inform them of the
frequency that you would like your property feed pulled. For new accounts it can be set
anywhere from every 12 hours to once per week.
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Important Note About FeesImportant Note About Fees

It is important to note that TripAdvisor only accepts flat rate fees. Any fees entered as
percentages will be converted to flat rates when parsed by TripAdvisor. So a 10% fee in Lodgix
would become a $10 fee on TripAdvisor. Taxes are the opposite, and are calclated as
percentages only.
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Facebook AppFacebook App

Please follow the steps below to add a Vacation Rentals tab on your Facebook page. Here
is the Lodgix Facebook.com page running the Lodgix Facebook app:

http://www.facebook.com/lodgix

IMPORTANT!

As of April 1, 2018 Facebook has restricted the use of third party applications to Facebook
profiles containing 2000 likes or more. If your Facebook profile has <2000 likes, the Lodgix
Facebook integration will not work for you.

SetupSetup

Make sure you are logged into Facebook and have a Facebook business page created before
attempting to complete the steps below.

1. Go to Settings > Channel Management > Facebook App
2. Go to the Lodgix Facebook App page at https://apps.facebook.com/lodgixsync/ and click the

"Add this App" button to authorize the app. The "Add to My Page" link should appear. Click
it and select the Facebook page where you want to install the app.

3. Go to your Facebook page and find a tab called "Vacation Rentals". Copy and paste your
customer ID (located within settings > important settings, however it should be displayed for
you) into the Your Customer ID field and your API Key (also located within settings >
important settings) into the Lodgix API Key field and click the "Save Changes" button. Once
you have done that, your Lodgix inventory will be displayed on Facebook.
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Step 1: Go to Settings > Channel Management > Facebook AppStep 1: Go to Settings > Channel Management > Facebook App

Step 2: Go to the Lodgix Facebook App pageStep 2: Go to the Lodgix Facebook App page
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Click "Add To my Page"

Step 3: Select a Facebook Page(s) Where the Lodgix App Should AppearStep 3: Select a Facebook Page(s) Where the Lodgix App Should Appear

Select Add Page Tab

Step 4: Wait for Facebook Page Ad ConfirmationStep 4: Wait for Facebook Page Ad Confirmation
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Step 5: Go to your Facebook PageStep 5: Go to your Facebook Page

Under the "More" tab, a new link will be present for "Vacation Rentals"

Step 6: Click on the Vacation Rental linkStep 6: Click on the Vacation Rental link
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Cut / paste your customer id and API key from the Facebook App settings page or settings >
important settings within Lodgix.

Step 7:Step 7: Your Lodgix Inventory will Populate FacebookYour Lodgix Inventory will Populate Facebook
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Step 9:Step 9: Return to the Facebook App settings page within LodgixReturn to the Facebook App settings page within Lodgix

Each of the Facebook pages where the Lodgix App is installed, will be displayed in a tab. There
you have the options of pagination (if you have large number of properties) and the option of
turning off the display of designated properties on Facebook.

Additionally you can choose to not display any of the property listing tabs.
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Step 10 (optional):Step 10 (optional): Change the Position of the Menu Item on FacebookChange the Position of the Menu Item on Facebook

Reorder the Vacation Rentals menu item to where you would like it to appear using the Manage
Tabs functionality (under "More").

Rename the Menu ItemRename the Menu Item

Change the name to whatever you desire.
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Example of Menu Item Name ChangeExample of Menu Item Name Change

I changed mine to "Book Online" at http://www.facebook.com/lodgix/

Troubleshooting - Invalid RequestTroubleshooting - Invalid Request

When logged into Facebook, the Lodgix app tab can be viewed but when attempting to open it,
an error, 'Invalid Request' is displayed. This error results from your browser not being able to
accept cookies. To fix the issue, change the following cookie settings in your browser:
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In Chrome (see above), go to settings > advanced settings. Under the Privacy section, click on
the "Content Settings" button. Make sure that 'Block third-party cookies and site data' is not
checked. If for some reason you feel you must have it checked, then click on Manage
exceptions and add both *.facebook.com and *.lodgix.com to the exception list.

In IE go to Internet Options -> Privacy and lower the little slider bar from 'Medium' to 'Accept all
Cookies'
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Wordpress PluginWordpress Plugin

Please head over to our comprehensive Wordpress Plugin Manual to learn more about our
Wordpress Plugin that makes creating a Wordpress site super easy.
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Booking.com IntegrationBooking.com Integration

Some things to note about Booking.com:

1. Booking.com charges commissions of 15% - 17% and bills the property manager directly
each month.

2. Lodgix will assess an additional 2% commission, which will be billed to the credit card on
file at Lodgix, once per month.

3. Booking.com will not allow reservation cancellations by the property managerBooking.com will not allow reservation cancellations by the property manager, only the
guest can cancel. Canceling a Booking.com invoice on Lodgix will not cancel that booking
on Booking.com. Booking.com will still bill you for the booking, even though it has been
canceled on Lodgix. Only the guest can cancel a Booking.com reservation and they must
do it from within Booking.com.

4. Reading this entire manual is important to avoid some annoying Booking.com issues
and to understand the relationship between Lodgix, NextPax and Booking.com.

5. Booking.com does not collect guest address data , the guest email or the credit card
security code (CVC) by default. You must contact Booking.com and ask them to make
the guest email, the guest address and the guest credit card security code mandatory
fields for all bookings. This is an important step. Failure to make those fileds
mandatory will result in bookings not being transferred to Lodgix which would result in
double bookings.

6. If you are new to Booking.com, you can register here: https://join.booking.com/build-
group/partner.html?aid=1149953
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Important Note About Booking.com / Lodgix InvoicesImportant Note About Booking.com / Lodgix Invoices

Booking.com does NOT dynamically query the Lodgix API to generate guest quotes. They rely
on a static rate table which is extremely antiquated and inefficient. As a result Lodgix cannot
send tax, deposit or fee data to Booking.com. We can only send rate and availability data to
them. Therefore it is the responsibility of the property manager to setup the correct taxes and
fees on each property on Booking.com.

** Using the two way sync (described below) Lodgix will create an invoice on Lodgix from any
bookings that originate on Booking.com. However that invoice will reflect all of the rates, fees,
taxes, etc.. that exist on Lodgix and ignore what was quoted on Booking.com. IT IS YOURIT IS YOUR
RESPONSIBILITY TO ADJUST THE INVOICE TOTALS ON YOUR LODGIX.COM INVOICE TO MATCHRESPONSIBILITY TO ADJUST THE INVOICE TOTALS ON YOUR LODGIX.COM INVOICE TO MATCH
THE INVOICE TOTALS FROM BOOKING.COMTHE INVOICE TOTALS FROM BOOKING.COM. **

ADDITIONAL NOTES:

1. Lodgix multi property units are not supported in the Booking.com feed. Only single
property setups are supported.

Booking.com = Two Way XMLBooking.com = Two Way XML
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Unlike our integrations with HomeAway and Flipkey, Lodgix can sync only rates, availability andLodgix can sync only rates, availability and
bookings / cancellations made on Booking.com into Lodgix.bookings / cancellations made on Booking.com into Lodgix.

The sync is a two way sync. Any reservation created on Lodgix will block off those dates on
Booking.com and any bookings created on Booking.com will create invoices on Lodgix (however
as noted in a previous step, the Lodgix invoices will not match up with Booking.com invoices.)

All property marketing content and images will need to be setup independently on the
Booking.com extranet. Here is the URL:

https://admin.booking.com/

For vacation rental owners and mangers, it makes the most sense to setup each property as a
separate booking.com extranet. Booking.com can consolidate all accounts under one "master
login".

Lodgix + NextPax = Booking.comLodgix + NextPax = Booking.com

Lodgix has partnered with NextPax.com, to liaison with Booking.com. NextPax is a channel
manager. They have access to many channels. They provide the technology that allows Lodgix
to interface with Booking.com.
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How Much Does it Cost to Use Booking.com?How Much Does it Cost to Use Booking.com?

Booking.com will charge a 15% commission on every booking originating from Booking.com.
This amount will be billed directly to you via the Booking.com extranet.

Lodgix.com will charge an additional 2% commission on every booking originating from
Booking.com. This fee covers the channel manager fee from NextPax.com. This amount will
be billed to the credit card on file at Lodgix once per month. A billing statement will be made
available within the settings > manage billing area of Lodgix. The Lodgix 2% fee will only be
collected on completed stays.

Step #1:Step #1: Enable the Booking.com Integration Within LodgixEnable the Booking.com Integration Within Lodgix
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To enable the Booking.com integration, please go to settings > channel management >settings > channel management >
integrations.integrations.

Once the feed is enabled, the terms and conditions will be displayed in a separate window. The
core of the T&Cs is making sure that each Lodgix subscriber understands that there is an
additional 2% fee from Lodgix (in addition to any fees from Booking.com) to utilize the
Booking.com feed. The 2% will be billed monthly to the credit card on file at Lodgix.

Once you've clicked to Agree to the T&C's, timestamps will be displayed showing when the feed
was enabled.

Step #2: Map Booking.com Property IDs to Lodgix Property IDsStep #2: Map Booking.com Property IDs to Lodgix Property IDs

Enter your booking.com property ID. Every property must have a unique ID.

THIS STEP IS VERY IMPORTANT. NextPax will not accept the connection to Booking.com until
the Booking.com IDs have been setup.
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Where are my booking.com property IDs?Where are my booking.com property IDs?

For those that have each property setup on a separate extranet, the Booking.com ID will be
displayed on the very first page after logging into Booking.com.
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Step #3: Enable the NextPax - Lodgix Feed within Booking.comStep #3: Enable the NextPax - Lodgix Feed within Booking.com

The setup documentation from Booking.com for the Lodgix / NextPax connection is located
here:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5GBalm5zeXOdjd4Nk1tdUJkTDVyeWVic1VnQlY2bDNiVVZJ/
view?usp=sharing

Once the Booking.com integration has been enabled and setup on both Lodgix and
Booking.com, NextPax will contact you via email when the connection is live.

NOTE: The connection request will not be accepted by NextPax until you've assigned the
Booking.com property ID's to Lodgix ID's as outlined in the previous step.
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Step #4:Step #4: Confirm the Connection within Booking.comConfirm the Connection within Booking.com

SUPER IMPORTANT!!! As soon as the connection is accepted, the rate inputs that you've
previously setup in Booking.com are no longer used and the Booking.com system will only use
the data coming from the Lodgix - NextPax connection. If the connection contains no data (for
whatever reason) Booking.com auto close the property. The auto close script at Booking.com is
run early in the morning and is only done once a day. Thus it can be very frustrating if you
confirm the connection before you have correctly mapped your Booking.com property IDs to
your Lodgix property IDs. Your properties will be closed on Booking.com and won't be open for
booking again till the next run, 24 hours later and only if the connection issues have been
resolved.

Rate MultipliersRate Multipliers
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Within Lodgix a default currency must be chosen for all properties. However Booking.com
requires that listings be in the local currency. So if your Lodgix account is set to use the Euro,
but Booking.com requires the Rupee for example, a rate multiplier will need to be set. A rate
multiplier of 1.10 for example will result in the rates being sent to Booking.com increased by
10%. A setting of .90 will decrease the rates by 10%, etc..

NOTE: When a booking is made on Booking.com and a corresponding invoice created in
Lodgix, the invoice will not reflect the rate multiplier, the invoice will need to be manually edited
to match the rates / fees on the Booking.com invoice.

Per Person RatesPer Person Rates

The Booking.com integration will ignore any per person rates which are setup for that property
in Lodgix. You will need to set the "extra person base" and then the amount per person you
wish to charge after the "base".
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Managing Expectations:Managing Expectations: Connection TimelinesConnection Timelines

From the time the Booking.com connection has been properly configured on both Lodgix and
Booking.com, a most probable expectation would be a 2 to 5 business day time to completion.
Booking.com is a large organization and your Booking.com extranet may require some

backend modifications to work with the NextPax - Lodgix feed. At times, this can take a few
days for Booking.com to make those changes. Please be patient.

CancellationsCancellations

This is just a reiteration of what was stated at the beginning of this document.

Booking.com will not allow reservation cancellations by the property managerBooking.com will not allow reservation cancellations by the property manager, only the guest
can cancel. Canceling a Booking.com invoice on Lodgix will not cancel that booking on
Booking.com. Booking.com will still bill you for the booking, even though it has been canceled
on Lodgix. Only the guest can cancel a Booking.com reservation and they must do it from within
Booking.com.
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Calendar AvailabilityCalendar Availability

Booking.com calendars are synced continually with your Lodgix calendar. Updates are pushed
to Booking.com every 3-5 minutes, with a full calendar update occuring every 6 hours.
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Expedia IntegrationExpedia Integration

Lodgix currently syncs rate and availability data with Expedia.com (and Booking.com) via
our channel manager, NextPax.com. We can also retrieve bookings from Expedia and
Booking.com. Properties must be setup within Expedia Quick Connect before attempting toProperties must be setup within Expedia Quick Connect before attempting to
sync Lodgix with Expedia Quick Connect.sync Lodgix with Expedia Quick Connect. Once that is done follow the steps below.

1. Lodgix.com can export Availability
2. Lodgix.com can export Minimum Stay
3. Lodgix.com can export Closed to Arrival and Closed to Departure
4. Lodgix.com can export Multiple Rates
5. Lodgix.com can import Bookings
6. Lodgix.com can import Booking Modifications and Cancellations
7. Lodgix.com can add a multiplier to prices to convert to a different currency

1. “Extra Person” prices cannot be exported but can still be set manually in Expedia.
2. Lodgix cannot build properties on Expedia. Properties must first be established in Expedia,

Lodgix can then connect to those properties.
3. We can only send properties to Expedia with rates in US Dollars. You will need to convert all

rates to USD using the Rate Multiplier.
4. LOS (length of stay) pricing must be enabled within your Expedia rate plan. The pricing

model that is required is the "per day pricing" model and the "Per Day Length-of- Stay
Pricing" attribute must be enabled.

5. Our Expedia integration does not support multi-unit properties.

IMPORTANT NOTE:IMPORTANT NOTE:

Expedia.com does NOT dynamically query the Lodgix API to generate guest quotes. They rely
on a static rate table. As a result Lodgix cannot send tax, deposit or fee data to Expedia. We
can only send rate and availability data to them. Therefore it is the responsibility of the
property manager to setup the correct taxes and fees on each property on Expedia. This is also
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true for any rate multiplier setup on Lodgix, as well as any discounts or per person fees setup
on Expedia.

** Using the two way sync (described below) Lodgix will create an invoice on Lodgix from any
bookings that originate on Expedia. However that invoice will reflect all of the rates, fees, taxes,
etc.. that exist on Lodgix and ignore what was quoted on Expedia. IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITYIT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY
TO ADJUST THE INVOICE TOTALS ON YOUR LODGIX.COM INVOICE TO MATCH THE INVOICETO ADJUST THE INVOICE TOTALS ON YOUR LODGIX.COM INVOICE TO MATCH THE INVOICE
TOTALS FROM EXPEDIA.COM. **TOTALS FROM EXPEDIA.COM. **

What You Will NeedWhat You Will Need

1. Properties established in Expedia
2. Your Expedia Quick connect username and password
3. Your Expedia hotel id
4. Your Expedia room type id´s
5. Your Expedia rate plan id`s
6. Rates must be in US Dollars. Use Lodgix Rate Multiplier to convert local currency to US

Dollars.
7. LOS (length of stay) pricing must be enabled within your Expedia rate plan. Call your

Expedia Account Manager.

Enable the Expedia.com Integration within LodgixEnable the Expedia.com Integration within Lodgix

1. Within Lodgix, go to Settings > Channel Management > Integrations, select the Expedia tab
and agree to the terms of service.

2. Enable which properties are to be sync'd with Expedia using Expedia Quick Connect.

Note there are fields for rate plan id and roomtype. Instructions for finding those numbers are
located later in this document. Once obtained, please return to Lodgix and enter that data into
the appropriate fields.
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Establish an Expedia Quick Connect ConnectionEstablish an Expedia Quick Connect Connection

1. Login to www.expediapartnercentral.com, should you need help with this please reach out
to hothelp@expedia.com

2. Once logged into EPC select your hotel / property management company / property.
3. Navigate to the the Rates and Inventory tab
4. Select Expedia Quick Connect Settings
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Select the Channel ManagerSelect the Channel Manager

Our channel manager is NextPax, select NextPax from the dropdown, select both of the the
Connectivity Options (AR, BR) and click on Submit.

AR = Availability and Rates

BR = Booking Retrieval

Await Confirmation ScreenAwait Confirmation Screen
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Select the "download room and rate plan mapping"

Obtain Roomtype IDs and RatePlan IDsObtain Roomtype IDs and RatePlan IDs

If the process above doesn't work for you, try this one:If the process above doesn't work for you, try this one:

1. Log into Expedia Partner Central

2. Select the 'Rates and Inventory' Tab

3. Select 'Room and Rate Plan Summary' under the 'Other' column

4. Select 'Download a CSV file’

5. An export-to-spreadsheet option produces a file of all room types and rate plans with their
corresponding hotel and product IDs

Note your property may be using Rate Plan Linkage

Rate Plan LinkageRate Plan Linkage is an easy and reliable solution for efficiently managing rates and restrictions
for rate plans sold on Expedia, Inc. brands. By establishing links, partners will have fewer
individual rates to update.

An update to the 'parent''parent' rate plan automatically updates the linked ‘child’child’ rate plan rate and
restrictions based on the rules set by the user - rules such as fixed amount or percentage
discounts.

You can identify the linked Room Types/Rate Plans from the Expedia mapping table. Please
ensure not to send availability and rate information for linked rates as these are managed
through the linkage.
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What can be updated through Expedia QuickConnect®?What can be updated through Expedia QuickConnect®?

• Availability, rates and booking retrieval. Lodgix cannot create or update content (marketing
copy / images) on Expedia. All properties must first be setup on Expedia before establishing
the Lodgix connection.

What cannot be updated through Expedia QuickConnect®?What cannot be updated through Expedia QuickConnect®?

• Compensation, taxes, fees & charges, base allocation values, cut off, content, cancellation
policies cannot be exchanged through Expedia Quick Connect.

• Per Person Fees, Base Occupancy and Max Occupancy are set manually on Expedia’s end.
EVEN IF PER PERSON RATES ARE ENABLED AND SETUP WITHIN LODGIX, WE CAN ONLY PASS

THE BASE RATE TO EXPEDIA. Please work with your Expedia Market Managers to setup per
person pricing on Expedia.
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Airbnb IntegrationAirbnb Integration

Items to Consider BEFORE Connecting Lodgix to AirbnbItems to Consider BEFORE Connecting Lodgix to Airbnb

1. Lodgix will bill your credit card on file for 1% of every booking that originates from Airbnb,
this is in addition to the Airbnb host service fee.

2. Please review the Airbnb cancellation policies closely before committing to their program.
Airbnb offers five different cancellation policies that are available to users of the integration.
Host service fees increase if you wish to get paid earlier and have more strict cancellation

policies (see below).
3. Unlike our other channel integrations, Airbnb does NOT share guest credit card data with

Lodgix. Lodgix will receive payout notifications, but only 24 hours after guest arrival (or 30 to
60 days before arrival depending on the cancellation policy chosen) , which is when funds
are released to the subscriber by Airbnb. Payout amounts will be posted to the Lodgix
invoice.

4. All Airbnb payout amounts are reduced by the host service fee - which is generally 3%, but
may range between 3-5% depending on the cancellation policy selected by the Host. TheThe
host service fee is calculated from the booking subtotal (before fees and taxes) and ishost service fee is calculated from the booking subtotal (before fees and taxes) and is
automatically deducted from the payout to the Host.automatically deducted from the payout to the Host.

5. Lodgix cannot send any taxes or fees to Airbnb, only rates and minimum night rules.
Additionally, Airbnb supports just one fee, a "Cleaning Fee". The cleaning fee can only be a

flat amount. Airbnb suggests using the cleaning fee as a "catch all" fee to include any other
fees which might be normally assessed to the guest.

6. Airbnb SUPPORTS any automated last minute discounts setup in Lodgix.
7. Airbnb DOES NOT SUPPORT any automated length of stay discounts setup in Lodgix. NOTE:

This is a limitation of the integration as length of stay pricing IS supported when NOT
connected to any software system. They've said they hope to offer LOS pricing via their
integration soon.

8. Airbnb will collect sales and use tax in many areas. To check whether your area is
supported, please read this article at Airbnb.

9. Full availability is synced between the two platforms. However unlike our other integrations,
Airbnb does not fetch from us, we will push to them. When modifications occur on rates or
availability, we queue the changes and push the data to Airbnb at various intervals
throughout the day. Airbnb checks for availability with Lodgix, in real-time, before every
reservation. NO ICAL IMPORTING OR EXPORTING IS NEEDED WHEN USING OUR AIRBNB
INTEGRATION.

10. Invoices created on Lodgix from Airbnb bookings will not always match the Airbnb invoice.
It should be close in most instances, but some tweaks to your business model may be

required to get the invoices to match.
11. Airbnb does not want inventory from all areas. If your community is currently experiencing

legal issues with vacation rentals and / or Airbnb in particular, odds are good they will not
accept your listings.
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Getting StartedGetting Started

If you’re new to Airbnb, please go to Airbnb and sign up for a new account.If you’re new to Airbnb, please go to Airbnb and sign up for a new account.

You’ll first create an Airbnb account. Then you’ll connect your Airbnb account to your Lodgix
account. Finally, you’ll use your Lodgix listings to create new Airbnb listings.

If you already have an Airbnb account, pleaseIf you already have an Airbnb account, please connect your existing Airbnb account to Lodgix.
Once connected you will map your Lodgix listings to your existing Airbnb listings.

Connecting an Airbnb account to Lodgix

The connection process must be initiated through Lodgix by clicking the “Connect with AirbnbConnect with Airbnb”
button within Lodgix at Settings > Channel Management >Integrations > AirbnbSettings > Channel Management >Integrations > Airbnb.
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Sign in to Airbnb using your email address and Airbnb password

Allow the connection between your PMS and Airbnb

Lodgix is connecting to Airbnb and your listings are now being imported to Airbnb. This can
take a few minutes.You will receive an email from Airbnb when it is done. Click on the link in
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the email to finish setting up your listings on Airbnb. You may need to sign in to Airbnb again if
too much time has passed.

On the Airbnb listing sync page you’ll see each listing that was imported from Lodgix.
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The first thing you want to do is select which listings you want toThe first thing you want to do is select which listings you want to
activate on Airbnb. You can do this by checking each box individuallyactivate on Airbnb. You can do this by checking each box individually
OR by selecting all listings.OR by selecting all listings.

Next, go to the "What to Sync" area of the import interface.Next, go to the "What to Sync" area of the import interface.

There are two different ways to manage your Airbnb listings: “sync everything” or “limited sync.”

“Sync everything”“Sync everything” means you will manage content, rates and availability from Lodgix.
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“Limited Sync”“Limited Sync” means you will only manage rates and availability from Lodgix. With this option,
you will be able to manage content within your Airbnb account and not have it overridden by
Lodgix. After you make this choice, you will be able to adjust the choice at a later date. The
content changes you make on Airbnb will not be pushed back to Lodgix.

Go to the Sync To ColumnGo to the Sync To Column

There are two ways to sync listings to Airbnb. Under the“Sync to” section you can:

a. choose to map a PMS listing to an existing Airbnb listing, by searching for the appropriate
listing in your Airbnb account, or;

b. you can choose to Sync to a “New Listing” which will create a new listing on Airbnb
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Click the Sync All Listings button in the top right cornerClick the Sync All Listings button in the top right corner

You can also sync individual listings using the sync button on each row.
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1. Lodgix will timestamp the day the feed was enabled.
2. Rate/Rules Export Period:Rate/Rules Export Period: Choose how far in advance you want to export your rates. Note: If

you have the Rates/Rules Export period set to 12 months or less, anything beyond 12
months will be blocked and not bookable on Airbnb. That is the best option. If you choose
the 18 month option, ALL dates will be bookable. Lodgix however will only send rate / rule
data for the first 18 months. Booking will be allowed for any date, however if the reservation
is 18 months or greater in the future, the default rate will be used which could be
significantly different than the actual rate you might have in place for that period of time.

3. Booking Lead Time:Booking Lead Time: Sets how far in advance of the check in time bookings will be allowed.
This can be set to any time period between 1-24 hours, as well as 48, 72, or 168 hours.

4. Allow Request to Book:Allow Request to Book:
5. Fetch Inquiries:Fetch Inquiries: This must be set to "Yes" to manage Airbnb messages through the Inquiries

Component of Lodgix.
6. Enter your Airbnb house rules
7. Set your Airbnb cancellation policy.
8. Rate Multiplier:Rate Multiplier: You can raise the rates set in Lodgix for your listings on Airbnb. For example

a rate multiplier of 1.10 will increase your rates by 10% for your Airbnb listings. The original
rate set in Lodgix will still be used for all other channels.

9. You can elect to set a base number of guests included in the rate, and then charge per
person for additional guests beyond that number.

10. Cleaning Fee:Cleaning Fee: Airbnb allows one fee to be used beyond the rates you have setup for your
properties. That fee can be set here. If you are using the Lodgix damage protection
products, this fee will be added to any cleaning fee you set.

11. Use Marketing Title:Use Marketing Title: Select whether to use your property name or property marketing title as
the title on Airbnb
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12. Status:Status: This will show you the status of your Airbnb listing. Once it is "Created - Approved"
your listing is all set.

13. Create / Update button:Create / Update button: Use this button to create the listings or sync to an existing listing on
Airbnb

Cancellation PoliciesCancellation Policies

Airbnb cancellation policies are unrelated to Lodgix cancellation policies and are noted below.
BEFORE USING AIRBNB PLEASE REVIEW THE AIRBNB CANCELLATION POLICIES CLOSELY as they
are very very different than our other channel partners and also very different from the way
most are accustomed to when renting a vacation rental. They are very pro-guest.

Amenities MappingAmenities Mapping

Airbnb provides the following list of amenities which we've mapped to Lodgix amenities
automatically:

'Kitchen': 'kitchen',

'Internet - Hi Speed': 'internet',

'Internet - Wireless': 'wireless_internet',

'Television': 'tv',

'Towels Provided': 'essentials',

'Linens Provided': 'essentials',

'Heating': 'heating',
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'Air Conditioning': 'ac',

'Washing Machine': 'washer',

'Clothes Dryer': 'dryer',

'Parking': 'free_parking',

'Satellite / Cable': 'cable',

'Breakfast Included In Price': 'breakfast',

'Theme Family': 'family_friendly',

'Wheelchair Accessible': 'wheelchair_accessible',

'Elevator': 'elevator',

'Fireplace': 'fireplace',

'Communal Pool': 'pool',

'Heated Pool': 'pool',

'Private Pool': 'pool',

'Jacuzzi': 'jacuzzi',

'Fitness Center': 'gym',

'Iron and Board': 'iron',

'Hair Dryer': 'hair-dryer'

Once you’re ready to list your properties on Airbnb, push the + Create button+ Create button next to each
property to create a listing for that property on Airbnb. If you’ve completed the process
successfully, your listings will begin a mandatory review process prior to being live on Airbnb.
Please reach out to your Airbnb market manager and request that they approve your listing(s)

Instant Book for Channel-Connected HostsInstant Book for Channel-Connected Hosts

All listings you distribute to Airbnb via Lodgix will be automatically enabled for ‘Instant Book.’
This means Airbnb will automatically confirm a guest reservation if your listing shows calendar
availability for the appropriate dates. If for any reason you are uncomfortable with your guests,
or if they violate your House Rules, you may work with your Market Manager to cancel the
reservation without penalty.

Listing Review ProcessListing Review Process

All Airbnb listings being managed via Lodgix must meet a minimum set of criteria prior to being
live on Airbnb. The process of evaluating a new listing at Airbnb is pretty much real-time andThe process of evaluating a new listing at Airbnb is pretty much real-time and
should take just a few minutes.should take just a few minutes. You will be notified via email once your listings are live on the
platform. If your listings were rejected, you will have an opportunity to modify the content and
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resubmit. As soon as your listings are approved, they will begin appearing in search results on
airbnb.com.

Airbnb Listing Minimum RequirementsAirbnb Listing Minimum Requirements

Airbnb expects their Channel-connected listings to meet a set of minimum content
requirements, including:

• Minimum 8 characters in Listing Title
• Minimum 50 characters in Listing Description
• Minimum 70 days available with the next 365 days
• 7 or more images (there is a limit of 110 images per listing)
• At least 3 photos have a minimum resolution of 1024 x 683 pixels @ 72 dpi
• 5 or more amenities

Airbnb does not allow hosts to connect via Lodgix in select urban destinationsAirbnb does not allow hosts to connect via Lodgix in select urban destinations. For more
information on the minimum listing requirements or regional restrictions, please contact your
Market Manager.

Instant Book and Channel-Connected ListingsInstant Book and Channel-Connected Listings

All channel-connected listings are automatically enabled for “Instant Book.” This means that a
guest reservation inquiry will be instantly confirmed as long as your listing calendar shows
availability. Airbnb listings enabled for Instant Book convert at a rate almost 2x higher than a
listing that requires hosts to confirm a reservation. It also boosts your performance in the
Airbnb search ranking.

If for any reason you are uncomfortable with your guest, or they violate your host rules, you
may cancel your reservation without penalty. Please reach out to your Market Managers for
support or questions regarding Instant Booking reservations.

Post-Booking CommunicationPost-Booking Communication

Once an Airbnb booking is confirmed, a guest will be able to view the property address, check-
in instructions, and House Manual on the Airbnb platform. Airbnb will also provide you with the
guest’s phone number details, and share your preferred phone number with the guest to
facilitate better communication before and during your trip.

Airbnb generates a platform-specific email alias for each user that can be emailed directly. This
means you can communicate to guests without logging into the Airbnb platform. This email
address expires 2 weeks (14 days) after a trip is complete.

Excluding Airbnb Reservations from Lodgix TriggersExcluding Airbnb Reservations from Lodgix Triggers

Because Airbnb does not share guest credit card data and instead collects guest payments
themselves, Lodgix invoicing and guest communications can be distrupted. It will be important
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for users of the Airbnb integration to exclude Airbnb reservations from many of their normal
guest communication processes, especially those emails related to payment due remainders,
etc..

Please make sure to add an exception to all triggers in Lodgix in which you do not wish Airbnb
guests to receive those emails.

Airbnb TroubleshootingAirbnb Troubleshooting

Smart PricingSmart Pricing

Smart pricing must be turned off within your Airbnb listing. Failure to disable smart pricing will
fail to sync the rates setup in Lodgix with your Airbnb listing.

City RegistrationCity Registration

City registrations are sometimes required in areas where the municipality is mandating that all
VR managers / owners register their property and display the license id on all listing sites. If this
applies, the registration code must be entered from within the Airbnb dashboard for each
property.

Disconnecting Lodgix from AirbnbDisconnecting Lodgix from Airbnb

Once you've connected Lodgix to Airbnb that connection can only be turned off within Airbnb.

To disconnect:

1. Login to your Airbnb account
2. Navigate to your Hosting DashboardHosting Dashboard > then to ListingsListings > then to Lodgix SyncLodgix Sync
3. Click on the Already Published link
4. Next to each property that is connected to Lodgix, to the far right, are three dots, click on

them and choose the "Stop Sync" option, this must be done for each property.
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Glad To Have YouGlad To Have You

Lodgix has integrated with the Glad To Have You iOS / Android app. GTHU is a third party
application owned by HomeAway.,

What is Glad To Have You?What is Glad To Have You?

Everything a guest needs to know about their vacation is right in their hands with Glad to Have
You™.

All of the information provided is specific to each guest, providing a highly personalized
experience that is personalized and accessible, all the time, every time.

• Real-Time Reservation Information – Give your guests check-in information, door access
codes, helpful tips on what to bring, and more… right at the touch of a button!

• Community Information – Include important information about the neighborhood/
community your guests are staying in – what time the shuttle leaves, access codes, what
time breakfast starts in the morning, helpful phone numbers, etc.

• Reduce Support Calls – By giving your guests important information about essential points
of the vacation, they will be better informed and less likely to tie up your phone lines. Keep
your phones open for new bookings.

How Much Does Glad To Have You Cost?How Much Does Glad To Have You Cost?

GTHU will require a 12 month contract. Their pricing will vary and is based upon on the
number of properties under management. However at a minimum, a prp[erty manager can
expect to pay $2,000 setup fee that could scale up to $10,000 for larger numbers of properties.
Monthly fees start at $199.00 per month and scale higher at a rate of $3 - $4 per property / per

month.
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The implementation period is typically 30 to 45 days.
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Convenience FeaturesConvenience Features
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Sending Emails to all Guests using MailChimpSending Emails to all Guests using MailChimp

Lodgix is not an email marketing company. There are many great companies already in
that space. One of those companies is MailChimp. We've integrated to MailChimp using
the MailChimp API to sync all guest data with MailChimp.

MailChimp is crazy powerful and very easy to use. I recommend learning how to use the
product. There are a ton of features and options that make email marketing to your guests
super simple!

Here is a link to a guide they've created:

https://mailchimp.com/resources/guides/getting-started-with-mailchimp/

Create a MailChimp AccountCreate a MailChimp Account

MailChimp has a free plan allowing up to 2000 guests and 12,000 emails per month. They also
offer pay as you plans for those that don't consistently send out mass emails to guests each
month. Choose a plan and signup!
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Create a List within MailChimpCreate a List within MailChimp

Name the list something that makes sense for your business. Since the list will contain all
current and past guests, and it will be a sync from Lodgix, you might want to name it something
like Lodgix Guest Sync or something that will make jog your memory each time you view the
list.

A LIST MUST BE CREATED ON MAILCHIMP BEFORE MOVING ON TO THE NEXT STEPS!A LIST MUST BE CREATED ON MAILCHIMP BEFORE MOVING ON TO THE NEXT STEPS!

Within MailChimp, open your profile and go to Extras > API KeysWithin MailChimp, open your profile and go to Extras > API Keys
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Create an API KeyCreate an API Key

Copy and Paste the Key into LodgixCopy and Paste the Key into Lodgix

You can find the MailChimp setup in Lodgix under Guests > Email All Guests

1. Choose MailChimp as the Platform
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2. Enter your MailChimp username
3. Enter your MailChimp API Key
4. Click "Save Platform" button.

Confirm your MailChimp List Name and Sync GuestsConfirm your MailChimp List Name and Sync Guests
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Next stepsNext steps

Once the progress bar shows 100% of the guests have been sync'd....open up MailChimp to
confirm!

View Subscriber Data on MailChimpView Subscriber Data on MailChimp
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Note Lodgix will send over the guest first name, last name, address and date of last stay.

Creating Segments on MailChimpCreating Segments on MailChimp

Sending email blasts to only a select segment of your guests is quite easy on MailChimp.
Maybe you want to send an email blast to all off your past guests and EXCLUDE all guests in the

future. Using the Last Stay field from the guest import, set the condition to "is before" and
then set whatever date in the future works for you. Previewing the segment will show you wish
guests will match the criteria and will populate the segment.

Using the various segment criteria you could market to guests in certain states or not in certain
states, you could also market within X miles of a certain zipcode, etc.
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Merge Guest ProfilesMerge Guest Profiles
Sometimes repeat guests may have multiple profiles in the system. This can be a result of a
guest booking with a different email address, a different last name, or a couple booking with
each of their names. Lodgix offers a way to merge these profiles so the full reservation history
is available from one guest control panel.

Merge guest records with the same email addressMerge guest records with the same email address

1. Navigate to Guests > Merge Guests
2. Select the email address that you want to merge
3. Click the Merge button

Merge guest records with different email addressesMerge guest records with different email addresses

Click the button shown in the screenshot above.
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1. Enter the Source email address. This email will be merged into the target profile and will no
longer be in the system.

2. Enter the Target email address. This email address will remain as the email in use for the
guest profile.

3. Click Merge
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Trip Cancellation / Travel InsuranceTrip Cancellation / Travel Insurance
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OverviewOverview

Lodgix has partnered with iTravelInsured to offer an integrated travel insurance offering toLodgix has partnered with iTravelInsured to offer an integrated travel insurance offering to
our property managers and their guests.our property managers and their guests.

About iTravelInsuredAbout iTravelInsured

iTravelInsured©, Inc. is a wholly owned subsidiary of International Medical Group©, Inc. (IMG©),
a Better Business Bureau accredited business(rated A+).

Founded in 1990, International Medical Group, Inc., headquartered in Indiana, is a worldwide
leader in designing, distributing and administering global healthcare benefits. They provide
insurance to customers in over 170 different countries. They have prepared plans that reach
the needs of these variations of travel to protect their travelers the best way possible.

They have insured millions of travelers since their conception across 170 different countries.
They combine their insurance products with an impeccable service record to bring Global Peace
of Mind®. Their travelers have 24-hour access to IMG services no matter the part of the world
they currently inhabit.

Here is a link to iTravelInsured A+ Better Business Bureau Profile:

http://www.bbb.org/indy/business-reviews/insurance-consultants/itravelinsured-com-in-
indianapolis-in-32004621
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What's covered?What's covered?

Why Offer Travel Insurance to Your Guests?Why Offer Travel Insurance to Your Guests?

Avoid cancellation confrontation.

We all have these conversations with a guest on occasion:

"Hi, My family is scheduled to arrive on Friday for a weeks stay at your property. Unfortunately
we are going to have to cancel because my husband lost his job (insert death in the family, or
sick animal / sick kid). I understand your cancellation policy but would really appreciate it if we
could get some or all our deposit refunded as a result of this hardship."
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This puts the vacation rental company in a tough situation. I'm sure your cancellation policy is
clear, but there is also the need to balance compassion with the reality that the property will
not be able to be re-rented, thus the cash is coming out of your pocket. Another item to
consider is the damage to your online reputation in the event the guest gets upset that a
deposit refund is forthcoming.

Travel Insurance would cover legitimate claims where a guest has to cancel due to death,
illness, loss of job, named storms, etc. For those families with kids or aging relatives, travel
insurance can be a lifesaver in the event of a last minute cancellation due to illness or death.

Guests want it.

Travel insurance is a particularly great product for families with younger children and families
with aging parents / grandparents. Kids get sick and we can't avoid life. However we can
protect against it. For 6.95% of the trip cost, a guest can be assured that if s**t happens, they
have an easy means to recoup their trip costs.

Protect cash flow.

If your property(s) are located in an area that is prone to cancellations as a result of hurricanes
or tropical storms then travel insurance can smooth out your cash flows. If a guest fears
traveling during hurricane season, then they'll not make that booking unless their fears can be
overcome by providing travel insurance that will reimburse them in the event they have to
cancel due to a hurricane or other named storm.
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Implementation DetailsImplementation Details

Offering travel insurance to your guests is super easy. The travel insurance offering is
turned on by default. To disable the offering of travel insurance during the online booking
process, just go to the modules > travel insurance area of Lodgix and click the button to
"disable travel insurance".

Purchasing Travel Insurance While Making an Online BookingPurchasing Travel Insurance While Making an Online Booking

Guests are offered the travel insurance AFTER the online booking has been completed. The
widget will calculate the cost of the insurance and provide a link to "Buy Now". Guests will then
be directed to a Lodgix co-branded checkout page to complete the purchase of the travel
insurance.
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Lodgix Co-branded Checkout PageLodgix Co-branded Checkout Page

For convenience, the fields on the checkout page are pre-populated with the guest information
that was previously entered during the online booking process at Lodgix. The guest only needs
to re-enter their credit card details to complete the purchase of the travel insurance from
iTravelInsured.com.

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

The guest purchases the travel insurance directly from iTravelInsured.The guest purchases the travel insurance directly from iTravelInsured. The Lodgix propertyThe Lodgix property
manager does NOT collect the travel insurance premium and the cost of the travel insurancemanager does NOT collect the travel insurance premium and the cost of the travel insurance
does NOT show up on the Lodgix invoice.does NOT show up on the Lodgix invoice.

Canceling or deleting a guest invoice within Lodgix will not cancel the travel insurance policy.Canceling or deleting a guest invoice within Lodgix will not cancel the travel insurance policy.
The guest can only cancel the travel insurance policy by contacting iTravelInsured and can onlyThe guest can only cancel the travel insurance policy by contacting iTravelInsured and can only
cancel if the cancellation occurs within 10 days of the policy purchase date.cancel if the cancellation occurs within 10 days of the policy purchase date.
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Travel Insurance Purchase NotificationsTravel Insurance Purchase Notifications

iTravelInsured will notify Lodgix when a guest purchases a travel insurance policy. The guest
invoice within Lodgix will then display an umbrella within the Lodgix dashboard, alerting you
that travel insurance was purchased for this invoice.

Additionally, within the guest control panel, under the history tab, there will be a log containing
a timestamp of the travel insurance purchase, as well as the policy ID and cost of the policy that
was purchased by the guest.

Issuance ReportIssuance Report

All travel insurance policy purchases by guests can be viewed within Lodgix under the modules
> travel insurance area of Lodgix. Click on the Issuances tab to view all policies.
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Purchasing Travel Insurance AFTER a BookingPurchasing Travel Insurance AFTER a Booking
Has Been MadeHas Been Made

The Lodgix travel insurance program is unique in that it allows travel insurance to be
purchased up to 24 hours before arrival.

Please read the FAQ for answers to common questions about travel insurance:

https://lodgix.pablow.io/Company/FAQ#q3

Step 1:Step 1: Use the [TI_PURCHASE_LINK] MERGE TAGUse the [TI_PURCHASE_LINK] MERGE TAG

There is the [TI_PURCHASE_LINK] merge tag which can be very useful. This tag will generate a
link to the iTravelinsured website which will pre-populate the purchase form with the guest's
invoice and contact data.

The "Travel insurance purchase reminder" email template can be edited here:

http://www.lodgix.com/system/email-responses/

If the [TI_PURCHASE_LINK] merge tag is removed, the link will not be generated.
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Manually email the guest using the email templateManually email the guest using the email template

The four (4) steps above show the process for composing a manual email to the guest using the
travel insurance email template.

Sending a Travel Insurance Reminder TriggerSending a Travel Insurance Reminder Trigger

You can create a trigger that will send a link to purchase travel insurance to all guests that have
not already insured their trip. Instructions are located here: Travel Insurance Reminder Trigger
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How to Inform Guests About the Importance ofHow to Inform Guests About the Importance of
Travel InsuranceTravel Insurance

Travel insurance is a great product for both you and the guest. Taking the time to
communicate the messaging to your guests, we'll significantly increase the number of
policies that are sold. It's usually good to amend your rental policies and guest email
communication to include specifics on your travel insurance offerings.

TRAVEL INSURANCE:

Travel Insurance is available at 6.95% of your total trip cost and offered through
iTravelInsured. _________ recommends guests purchase trip insurance if there are concerns
about loss of job, sick kids, named storms or the potential of a death in the family. For
travel insurance coverage information, please contact iTravelInsured at _________ or when
calling from abroad please call ________.

Email Communication After Policy PurchaseEmail Communication After Policy Purchase

Once the policy is purchased through iTravelInsured, your guests will receive an automated
communication similar to the screenshot above.
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How Does a Guest File a Claim?How Does a Guest File a Claim?

When a guest needs to claim they can download a claim form here:

https://www.itravelinsured.com/customer-service/claim-forms

Choose: Trip Cancellation/Interruption Claim Form

On the top of the form, there is a list of documentation needed to submit the claim.

Return complete form via mail, fax, or email to:

iTravelInsured®, Inc.

P.O. Box 88503

Indianapolis, IN 46208-0503

Telephone: 1.866.243.7524 or 1.317.655.9798

Fax: 1.317.655.4505

Email: itravelclaims@itravelinsured.com

www.itravelinsured.com
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Door Lock IntegrationsDoor Lock Integrations
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eRentalLockeRentalLock

Lodgix has integrated to eRentalLock to facilitate the dynamic generation of lock codes.
The lock codes can be referenced in dynamic communications with your guests and staff.

SetupSetup

Go to Properties > Door LocksProperties > Door Locks

Choose Lock Provider - eRentalLockChoose Lock Provider - eRentalLock

Enable the account and enter your existing eRentalLock credentials. You will need an account
from eRentalLock by emailing support@erentallock.com.
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Assign Lock IDs to PropertiesAssign Lock IDs to Properties

1. Choose how long prior to guest arrival the door lock codes should be generated (default is
one week). "Never" is also an option, which would require manual code generation from
within the guest control panel.

2. Click the "Add New Lock" button to enter a lock ID and assign it to a property.

Invoice Lock Code GenerationInvoice Lock Code Generation

The Door CodeDoor Code field is located within the guest control panel, under the Details tab for each
invoice. The code will be dynamically generated if you've set it to dynamically generate at X of
days / weeks before arrival. Otherwise there will be a GENERATEGENERATE link located here to manually
generate the door code.
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Door Lock Code Merge TagDoor Lock Code Merge Tag

Insert the merge tag [DOOR_CODE] wherever you want to the code to appear in your email, pdf
or trigger templates.

Door Code Log ReportDoor Code Log Report

The Door Code Log Report shows a running log of all door codes issued for each invoice.
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KabaKaba

Lodgix has integrated to Kaba to facilitate the dynamic generation of lock codes. The lock
codes can be referenced in dynamic communications with your guests and staff.

More information on the Kaba lock systems for vacation rentals can be found here:

http://www.kabalodging.com/en/solutions/980982/vacation-rental-system.html

SetupSetup

Go to Properties > Door LocksProperties > Door Locks

Choose Lock Provider - KabaChoose Lock Provider - Kaba

Enable the account and login to your existing Kaba account.
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Kaba Site NameKaba Site Name

The Site Name field might be a bit confusing for those PMs who are used to logging in to Kaba
here:

https://www.kaba-ecode.com/login.aspx

That interface only requires a username and password.
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Where to find your Kaba Site NameWhere to find your Kaba Site Name

The Site Name can be found within Kaba, within the Access Code Generation are of Kaba.
There is a pull down where you can select the site name. Use that exact Site Name when

setting up the Kaba site name within Lodgix.

THERE SHOULD BE NO SPACE IN THE SITE NAME!THERE SHOULD BE NO SPACE IN THE SITE NAME!

Fetching Existing Kaba DoorsFetching Existing Kaba Doors

1. Choose how long prior to guest arrival the door lock codes should be generated (default is
one week). "Never" is also an option, which would require manual code generation from
within the guest control panel.
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Fetch Doors from KabaFetch Doors from Kaba

1. To fetch all "Kaba Doors" and match them to "Lodgix Properties" click the "Fetch KabaFetch Kaba
Doors"Doors" button.

2. Edit the Kaba Doors and match each door to a Lodgix property.

Fetch Properties from LodgixFetch Properties from Lodgix

1. If new properties are added to Lodgix, use the Fetch Lodgix Properties button to update the
list of available Lodgix Properties.

Assigning Default Kaba Users to Kaba DoorsAssigning Default Kaba Users to Kaba Doors

Kaba differs from other lock providers in that check-in and check-out times can’t be specified
when generating access codes. Instead Kaba has predefined users with access rules. On the
door lock settings page property owners can associate Lodgix properties with Kaba doors and
users.

When assigning a default Kaba user to a Kaba door, you will see the following options:

Guest RCI 14h-14h

Guest ECI 11h-11h

RCI = Regular check-inRCI = Regular check-in which means that the locks will grant access at 14:00 (2 pm) and after the
day the guest is set to check-in and refuse access after 12 pm on the day the guest is set to
check-out.

ECI = Early check-inECI = Early check-in which means that the locks will grant access at 13:00 (1 pm) and after the
day the guest is set to check-in and refuse access after 12 pm the day the guest is set to check-
out.

The default Kaba user can be changed for each reservation within the guest control panel. This
is useful when the guest has requested an early arrival.
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For example, default check-in time for the door is 2PM, but guest is arriving earlier at 11AM. To
generate new code, go to control panel, set Kaba User to the user with access starting from
11AM, and click on Update link.

Invoice Door Code GenerationInvoice Door Code Generation

The Door CodeDoor Code field is located within the guest control panel, under the Details tab for each
invoice. The code will be dynamically generated if you've set it to dynamically generate at X of
days / weeks before arrival. Otherwise there will be a GENERATEGENERATE link located here to manually
generate the door code.

The type of kaba user (GUEST RCI or GUEST ECI) can be changed. The UPDATE link mus tbe
used to update the door code.

Door Code Merge TagDoor Code Merge Tag

Insert the merge tag [DOOR_CODE] wherever you want to the code to appear in your email, pdf
or trigger templates.
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Door Code Log ReportDoor Code Log Report

The Door Code Log Report shows a running log of all door codes issued for each invoice.
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PointCentralPointCentral

Lodgix has integrated to PointCentral to facilitate the dynamic generation of lock codes.
The lock codes can be referenced in dynamic communications with your guests and staff.

SetupSetup

Go to Properties > Door LocksProperties > Door Locks

Choose Lock Provider - PointCentralChoose Lock Provider - PointCentral

Login to PointCentral
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Fetching Existing PointCentral PropertiesFetching Existing PointCentral Properties

1. Choose how long prior to guest arrival the door lock codes should be generated (default is
one week). "Never" is also an option, which would require manual code generation from
within the guest control panel.

Fetch Properties from PointCentral (existing PointCentral users only)

1. To fetch all "PointCentral Properties" and match them to "Lodgix Properties" click the "FetchFetch
properties"properties" button.

2. Edit the fetched properties and match each property to a Lodgix property.

When logging in to PointCentral, it fetches properties from PointCentral and attempts to match
them with Lodgix properties by name. If matching names are found, properties are associated
automatically. Associations can then be edited manually. The process can be repeated using the
"Fetch properties" button, however any manual associations will remain.

Invoice Door Code GenerationInvoice Door Code Generation
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The Door CodeDoor Code field is located within the guest control panel, under the Details tab for each
invoice. The code will be dynamically generated if you've set it to dynamically generate at X of
days / weeks before arrival. Otherwise there will be a GENERATEGENERATE link located here to manually
generate the door code.

Door Code Merge TagDoor Code Merge Tag

Insert the merge tag [DOOR_CODE] wherever you want to the code to appear in your email, pdf
or trigger templates.

Door Code Log ReportDoor Code Log Report

The Door Code Log Report shows a running log of all door codes issued for each invoice.
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ResortLock / RemoteLockResortLock / RemoteLock

Lodgix has integrated to ResortLock / RemoteLock to facilitate the dynamic generation of
lock codes. The lock codes can be referenced in dynamic communications with your guests
and staff.

SetupSetup

Go to Properties > Door LocksProperties > Door Locks

Choose Lock Provider - ResortLockChoose Lock Provider - ResortLock

Enable the account and either create a new Lockstate Connect account or enter your existing
Lockstate Connect credentials.
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Confirmation Email for New Account from LockState ConnectConfirmation Email for New Account from LockState Connect

Await email from LockState Connect, save for future reference.

IMPORTANT!!

ResortLocks are algorithm based locks like the RL2000. ResortLocks require communication
with Lockstate Connect, but they do NOT require a paid LockState Connect account. The free
version will work just fine.

RemoteLocks are wireless locks. RemoteLocks require communication with LockState Connect.
RemoteLocks require a premium LockState Connect account as they are wireless locks.

Login to Lockstate Connect here:

https://connect.devicewebmanager.com/users/sign_in

Fetching Existing LockState Connect PropertiesFetching Existing LockState Connect Properties
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1. Choose how long prior to guest arrival the door lock codes should be generated (default is
one week). "Never" is also an option, which would require manual code generation from
within the guest control panel.

Fetch Properties from LockState (existing Lockstate users only)Fetch Properties from LockState (existing Lockstate users only)

1. To fetch all "LockState Properties" and match them to "Lodgix Properties" click the "FetchFetch
Lockstate properties"Lockstate properties" button.

2. Edit the fetched properties and match each property to a Lodgix property.

Fetch Properties from LodgixFetch Properties from Lodgix

1. If new properties are added to Lodgix, use the Fetch Lodgix Properties button to update the
list of available Lodgix Properties, which can then be used to create that same property on
LockState Connect.

Fetching / Assigning Locks to PropertiesFetching / Assigning Locks to Properties

Look for the lock icon within each property row to display the locks assigned to each property.

Only ResortLocks can be created from within Lodgix. A ResortLock requires a 16 digit serial
number. RemoteLocks can only be setup with the Lockstate Connect account and then fetched
by Lodgix. A RemoteLock requires a 12 character MAC address.

1. To create a new ResortLock use the "Add LockAdd Lock" button. New ResortLocks will require a 16
digit serial number. Please have it handy.
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Invoice Door Code GenerationInvoice Door Code Generation

The Door CodeDoor Code field is located within the guest control panel, under the Door Locks tab for each
invoice. The code will be dynamically generated if you've set it to dynamically generate at X of
days / weeks before arrival. Otherwise there will be a GENERATEGENERATE link located here to manually
generate the door code.

If the Check In or Check Out time is manually changed, the door code will be regenerated.

Door Code Merge TagDoor Code Merge Tag

Insert the merge tag [DOOR_CODE] wherever you want to the code to appear in your email, pdf
or trigger templates.
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Door Code Log ReportDoor Code Log Report

The Door Code Log Report shows a running log of all door codes issued for each invoice.
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Security Deposit Waiver / Accidental DamageSecurity Deposit Waiver / Accidental Damage
ProtectionProtection
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Overview & SetupOverview & Setup

Benefits of Offering the Security Deposit Waiver (SDW)Benefits of Offering the Security Deposit Waiver (SDW)

1. STOP collecting security deposits.STOP collecting security deposits. Security deposits are one of the most inefficient
processes that many vacation rental company's currently utilize. Whether it be the
hassle of collecting and refunding security deposits or the hassle of accounting for
security deposits, or the inevitable guest confrontation and risk to your online
reputation when you withhold a security deposit, the whole system can be eliminated by
using a Security Deposit Waiver (Accidental Damage Protection).

2. REDUCE the risk to your online reputation.REDUCE the risk to your online reputation. Security deposits put your online reputation
at risk. Online review sites are everywhere these days. Even when a guest's security
deposit is legitimately retained, you will encounter that guest that vehemently denies
any wrongdoing. If you charge for the damage, even if the guest has had a wonderful
stay at your property, many times they will logon to their favorite vacation rental review
site and air their grievances to the world. The number of bookings lost as a result of
that one bad review will far surpass the amount charged for the damage. SDW allows
you to file a claim online without having any contact with the guest, effectively
eliminating any chance of a negative review and within 14-21 days a reimbursement
check (or ACH) will be dispensed.

3. INTEGRATED policy issuance and claims reportingINTEGRATED policy issuance and claims reporting. SDW is paid for by the guest,
requiring no effort on your part.

Requirements for Offering Damage ProtectionRequirements for Offering Damage Protection

1. There is no guest option for choosing either to pay a security deposit or pay a damage
protection fee. That just gets too messy and results in properties being left unprotected.
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2. Damage protection is mandatory on all invoices. Of course there will come the occasional
time when it's removed for one reason or the other, but that needs to be the exception not
the rule.

3. Training is mandatory. Training takes about 45 minutes and assures that all aspects of the
protection have been reviewed and are understood by the property manager. Damage
protection is easy, but there are a few rules about the timing of claims and timing of policy
issuance that you must understand. There are also rules surrounding claim documentation
and what is covered and what is not. It's all mostly common sense, but if you aren't up to
speed, then the products will not work for you.

4. DAMAGE PROTECTION / SECURITY DEPOSIT WAIVERS ARE ONLY AVAILABLE TO THOSEDAMAGE PROTECTION / SECURITY DEPOSIT WAIVERS ARE ONLY AVAILABLE TO THOSE
ACCOUNTS WITH FIVE (5) PROPERTIES OR MORE UNDER MANAGEMENT.ACCOUNTS WITH FIVE (5) PROPERTIES OR MORE UNDER MANAGEMENT.

Why is Training Required?Why is Training Required?

Training is required to assure that the damage protection products meet client expectations.
Specifically we will review the general exclusions of the policies as well as the strict submission

windows that are required to assure the product works as advertised. Since 98%+ of all
reimbursement requests get paid, and since there are no claims adjusters coming to the
property, the products only work when the submission rules are understood and followed and
when the general exclusions are clearly read and understood.

Many many property managers use damage protection in lieu of security deposits. The
products work exceptionally well. However they only work for those that run a tight ship and
make an effort to understand the submission policies and exclusions. For others, the products
can cause grief when they attempt file a claim for something that would not be covered. WEWE
ATTEMPT TO AVOID THOSE SITUATIONS VIA THE MANDATORY TRAINING.ATTEMPT TO AVOID THOSE SITUATIONS VIA THE MANDATORY TRAINING.

GENERAL EXCLUSIONS:GENERAL EXCLUSIONS:

Accidental Damage Protection reimbursements will not be provided for any loss or damage due
to:

(a) Natural Disaster;(a) Natural Disaster;

(damage resulting from (or as a result of) wind, rain, hail, heat, cold, etc.. This would be damage
more appropriately covered by a HomeOwner policy.)

(b) intentional acts of an Guest;(b) intentional acts of an Guest;

(c) gross negligence by a Guest;(c) gross negligence by a Guest;

(damage from inebriation, drunkenness, anger, altercations, etc..)

(d) any cause, if the Guest does not report the loss or damage to the staff of the Rental Property(d) any cause, if the Guest does not report the loss or damage to the staff of the Rental Property
by the Departure Date;by the Departure Date;

(e) normal wear and tear of the Rental Property unit;(e) normal wear and tear of the Rental Property unit;

** almost all plumbing related issues, most appliance related issues, most vacuum cleaner
repairs, etc would not reimbursable. The reality is that things break on their own through use,
wear and sometimes manufacturer defect. **
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** In our experience, normal wear and tear is normally not an issue unless a homeowner is
seeking reimbursement for an item that just "broke" and wasn't the result of any accidental
action by the guest. **

** Now if the accidental action of the insured directly causes the damage then of course, the
damage would be reimbursable. Nearly all furniture related breakages, repairs, replacements
are covered by the damage protection products. **

(f) loss of use of the Rental Property unit;(f) loss of use of the Rental Property unit;

(g) theft or damage to any property owned by or brought by a Guest onto the Rental Property(g) theft or damage to any property owned by or brought by a Guest onto the Rental Property
premises;premises;

(h) theft or damage caused by anyone visiting other than a Registered Guest;(h) theft or damage caused by anyone visiting other than a Registered Guest;

(i) theft without a valid police report;(i) theft without a valid police report;

(j) damage without a valid police report unless the damage is caused by a Registered Guest;(j) damage without a valid police report unless the damage is caused by a Registered Guest;

(k) Damage or theft in a Rental Property unit if then umber of persons occupying the unit(k) Damage or theft in a Rental Property unit if then umber of persons occupying the unit
exceeds that unit’s occupancy limit.exceeds that unit’s occupancy limit.

(l) Damage from a pet in a property that is advertised as not being pet friendly.(l) Damage from a pet in a property that is advertised as not being pet friendly. Cats are NEVERCats are NEVER
covered.covered.

(m) Costs resulting from an action of the Guests pertaining to having to reconfigure the(m) Costs resulting from an action of the Guests pertaining to having to reconfigure the
property's wifi, Internet or TV remotes.property's wifi, Internet or TV remotes.

(n)(n) All cleaning and disposition costs related to the accidental (or non-accidental) death of aAll cleaning and disposition costs related to the accidental (or non-accidental) death of a
Registered Guest or other guests in the property.Registered Guest or other guests in the property.

Adding Damage Protection to PropertiesAdding Damage Protection to Properties

Go to the Modules > Damage Protection Plans area of Lodgix
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Go to the Universal Property TemplateGo to the Universal Property Template

Either click on the link (https://www.lodgix.com/system/properties/manager/#/) or use the
settings > Universal Property menu item.

1. Go to the Damage Protection tab
2. Select the level of coverage you require ($1500 or $3000) and edit the plan to change the

name, price, have it taxed, etc..
3. Click ADD TO ALL PROPERTIES

or

if you want to add or remove from individual properties, then change the "Containing" option to
"Not Containing" (see #4 above) which will show all properties NOT CONTAINING the damage
protection plan selected. You can then individually add the plan to selected properties.

The account must be in LIVE MODE to issue real policies. Account will not be allowed to switch
to LIVE MODE until training is complete and the trial period is over.

Note: LIVE MODE cannot be set until training has been completed and the terms of service
signed. Training takes about one hour. A notice will display if training has not been completed.
Once training is complete and the terms of service has been digitally signed, we will sign off on

your account to offer damage protection products.

The next step is to add the products to your properties.
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Accidental Damage Protection Revenue ShareAccidental Damage Protection Revenue Share

Accidental Damage Protection is purchased at the wholesale rate and sold at the retail rate. The
wholesale rate is set by Lodgix and determined by estimated volume. Please make sure to
review pricing during training. Your credit card on file with Lodgix is billed at the beginning of
the month for the wholesale rate of all policies issued in the previous month. . All income from
the damage protection products flows into one account (bank account tied to your merchant
account) while the cost of the policies is billed to whatever credit or debit card is on file with
Lodgix.

RE: Airbnb Invoices and Damage ProtectionRE: Airbnb Invoices and Damage Protection

For those who offer the Lodgix Damage Protection products, the damage protection products
require that the invoice be brought to a zero balance on or before arrival. This presents a
problem for those using Airbnb who have receive Airbnb payouts 1 to 2 days after the guest
arrives. The recommended solution for most property managers is to change your Airbnb
cancellation policy so as to receive guest payouts 30 to 60 days prior to arrival.

However for those that wish to keep their cancellation and payout policy with Airbnb intact, we
allow damage protection policies to issue up to 2 days after the guest arrival FOR AIRBNB
INVOICES ONLY.

Airbnb offers ONLY a cleaning fee. As such, when damage protection is enabled for a property,
it will be added on to any cleaning fee that you have setup within the Airbnb integration page
here: http://www.lodgix.com/system/partners/airbnb/
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Issuance DetailsIssuance Details

There are restrictions that surround when a security deposit waiver can get issued. This
article will explain in detail how the process works within Lodgix.

SetupSetup

Please read through the setup instructions to correctly setup the Security Deposit Waiver for
your properties.

Now what?Now what?
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Once your account is setup and your policies assigned to properties, and your account is in LIVE
MODE and your billing profile established at Lodgix, and training completed, the system is
ready to begin issuing policies.

Every new invoice (both online and manual) going forward will include the Security Deposit
Waiver for those properties which are using it. The fee for the SDW will show up on the invoice
under the Additional Fees area of the invoice for each property.

Policy IssuancePolicy Issuance

The SDW fee can be due "at the time of booking" or it can be due according to the standard
collection rules you have already defined in your Universal Rules. Once the fee has been fully
collected AND the status of the invoice = PAID-IN-FULL, the policy will issue AND you will see
that the policy has issued within the invoice under the "Issued Policies" section of the invoice.
Until the policy issues, it will show only as a fee on the invoice.

NOTE:NOTE: The preferred setup is to collect the SDW fee at the time the booking is made.The preferred setup is to collect the SDW fee at the time the booking is made.
However, the policy is not issued until the remaining balance is paid and the invoice status =However, the policy is not issued until the remaining balance is paid and the invoice status =

PAID-IN-FULL.PAID-IN-FULL. This allows any cancellations to be processed very easily up until the policy isThis allows any cancellations to be processed very easily up until the policy is
issued.issued. Simply cancel the invoice and refund the money.Simply cancel the invoice and refund the money. However, once the policy is issuedHowever, once the policy is issued
(invoice status = paid-in-full), canceling an invoice that has an issued policy is more tedious and(invoice status = paid-in-full), canceling an invoice that has an issued policy is more tedious and
if the reservation is less than 10 days prior to arrival the insurance cannot be refunded.if the reservation is less than 10 days prior to arrival the insurance cannot be refunded.

SUPER IMPORTANT!! PLEASE READ!!SUPER IMPORTANT!! PLEASE READ!!

A guest can have the SDW fee on their invoice, but unless the invoice has been PAID-IN-FULL,
that policy has not issued. An invoice must be brought to a zero balance BEFORE the guest
checks in. Even if the SDW fee is on the invoice, if the remaining balance on the invoice is not
paid before arrival, the insurance will not issue. This means that there is no damage protectionThis means that there is no damage protection
in place for that reservation.in place for that reservation. There is NO way to issue a SDW policy after the guest arrives.
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The reason for this is that a guest could check-in with no damage protection and then proceed
to break something. The property manager could then add the damage insurance to the
invoice, issue the policy and request reimbursement for the breakage. That would be like
having your car damaged in an accident, and then deciding that auto insurance might be a good
idea and purchasing a policy retroactive to the accident and then filing an insurance claim for
the car damage. It just doesn't work that way.
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How to Request Reimbursement for AccidentalHow to Request Reimbursement for Accidental
DamageDamage

Please remember that the Security Deposit Waiver (SDW) covers ACCIDENTAL damage only.
It is your responsibility to inform your guests that the SDW they are purchasing covers

accidental damage only and that they remain on the hook for damages due to negligence.
If you fail to communicate effectively to the guest that their credit card and rental contract
remain on file, than there really is no one to blame but yourself if damage due to
negligence occurs and you don't have a credit card and rental agreement on file to help
recoup your losses.

Missing or stolen items are not covered unless a police report is filed and uploaded with theMissing or stolen items are not covered unless a police report is filed and uploaded with the
reimbursement request.reimbursement request.

Key items to remember:

1. SDW reimbursement requests MUST be opened within 14 days of the guest departure.
2. Once the request has been opened, you have 45 days to submit your documentation

(scanned receipts, invoices, photos of damage, etc.)
3. Estimates or unpaid invoicesEstimates or unpaid invoices will not be accepted and will delay payment of your claimwill not be accepted and will delay payment of your claim

until a PAID invoice is submitteduntil a PAID invoice is submitted.
4. A paid invoice is an invoice that shows the method and date of payment, as well as a

zero balance to the invoice.
5. ALL reimbursement requests require a picture of the damage.

Find the SDW for which you wish to open a reimbursement request.Find the SDW for which you wish to open a reimbursement request.

Go to Settings > Damage Protection
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1. Click on the tab for "Issued Policies"
2. Find the issued SDW using the Guest Name or Invoice Number
3. Click on the "Open Claim" button next to the policy which you want to open a

reimbursement request.

Note: The Open Claim button will be grayed out if the guest has not checked out yet, or youNote: The Open Claim button will be grayed out if the guest has not checked out yet, or you
have missed the 14 day window after a guest has departed in which a claim can be submitted.have missed the 14 day window after a guest has departed in which a claim can be submitted.

Claim DetailsClaim Details

A form will open, most of the form will be populated with data from the reservation. There are
only 4 fields that need to have data entered, as well as two pieces of documentation that must
be uploaded.

1. How was the damage reported? Housekeeper, Unit Inspector, Guest, etc.
2. Claim Amount? If you don't know the claim amount yet, leave this at zero. You can always

go back and update the claim once you receive the estimate, final invoice, etc.
3. Nature of incident that caused the damage? A couple brief sentences explaining the

damage. Keep it brief.
4. Corrective action to be taken? Tell what you did or are going to do to get the damage

repaired.
5. Upload documentation. MAKE SURE TO CORRECTLY NOTE THE TYPE OF DOCUMENT BEING

UPLOADED!
6. Update Claim. Use this button when you are adding new information to the claim.
7. Submit Claim. Submitting a claim is final. Once submitted a claim

Upload 1 image of the damage.
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Upload a scan of the replacement receipt or a paid invoice (no estimates, no unpaid invoices)

If a theft - upload a copy of the police report filed.

Remember a claim can be opened but without the proper documentation it won't be submittedRemember a claim can be opened but without the proper documentation it won't be submitted
or processed until the required documentation is attached.or processed until the required documentation is attached.

Managing ClaimsManaging Claims

Once a SDW reimbursement request is opened, or submitted, etc.. a record will be shown in
the Claims Tab.

The status will also change depending on where the claim is in the request submission /
processing process.

Reimbursement MethodsReimbursement Methods

There is only ONE reimbursement method: ACH

When you file your first reimbursement request, Lodgix will send you an email requesting that
you setup your bank account at Bill.com. Once you've established a bill.com profile and
entered your bank account number and routing number, Lodgix will be able to pay your claims
electronically.

REIMBURSEMENTS ARE ONLY PAID ELECTRONICALLY.REIMBURSEMENTS ARE ONLY PAID ELECTRONICALLY. NO EXCEPTIONS.NO EXCEPTIONS.
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How long before I get reimbursed for the claim?How long before I get reimbursed for the claim?

The timing of your SDW reimbursement is largely dependent on how well you follow the few
simple rules that are in place.

Timing:

1. SDW reimbursement requests MUST be opened within 14 days of the guest departure. No
exceptions.

2. Once the request has been opened, you have 45 days to submit your documentation
(scanned receipts, invoices, photos of damage, etc.). No exceptions.

Receipts / Invoices

1. SDW reimburses for REPLACEMENT COST. Original purchase receipts are irrelevant.
2. The date on the invoice or receipt MUST be >= the date the damage was reported on the

reimbursement request form.
3. Estimates or unpaid invoices will not be accepted and will delay payment of yourEstimates or unpaid invoices will not be accepted and will delay payment of your

reimbursement request until a PAID invoice is submittedreimbursement request until a PAID invoice is submitted.
4. A paid invoice is an invoice that shows the method and date of payment, as well as a zero

balance on the invoice.
5. ALL reimbursement requests require a picture of the damage.
6. Missing or stolen items are NOT covered by the SDW unless a police report is filed and copy

of the report uploaded with the claim.

In general, SDW request processing will take 20 days FROM THE DATE AN ACCEPTABLE RECEIPT
OR PAID INVOICE HAS BEEN UPLOADED, for the reimbursement check to be mailed to you
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How to Manually Add a Policy to a LodgixHow to Manually Add a Policy to a Lodgix
InvoiceInvoice

If a guest does not book online, there will be times when you must add the insurance
manually to an invoice.

Open the invoice which needs the insurance added to it. Scroll down to the "Additional Fees"
area of the invoice for the property which requires the damage protection. Damage protection
however is issued on a per property basis.

Click on the Save icon when finished.

Read through the rules of policy issuance to understand when the policy is issued and any rules
surrounding policy issuance.
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Digital Signatures ModuleDigital Signatures Module
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OverviewOverview

Lodgix offers a completely integrated, online, legally enforceable, document signing
solution.

What are the key features, functions and benefits of the Digital Signatures Module?

1. Legally Binding Electronic Signatures
2. Unlimited document signing. No limits on how many documents can be signed.
3. Option for guests to sign document during the booking process and / or request a

signature manually.
4. Optional email alerts for notifications when a guest has both viewed and signed the

document / rental agreement.
5. Once signed, a PDF copy of the signed document is automatically stored with the invoice

and emailed to the guest
6. Dashboard widgets contain icons for all invoices showing whether a rental agreement

signature is present, pending or unsigned.
7. Guest control panel shows whether rental agreement has been signed, pending or

needs signature.
8. Integrated signatures. Documents are signed within the browser. No downloads or

plugins required.
9. With this module, properties can now have unique rental agreements per property.
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Legally Binding Electronic SignaturesLegally Binding Electronic Signatures

Configuration OptionsConfiguration Options
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Dashboard Widgets Contain Agreement Signature Status IconsDashboard Widgets Contain Agreement Signature Status Icons

Archived Copies of Signed Documents Stored with InvoicesArchived Copies of Signed Documents Stored with Invoices
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Guest Control Panel Document Status UpdatesGuest Control Panel Document Status Updates

Documents are Signed Within the BrowserDocuments are Signed Within the Browser
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Unique Rental Agreements per PropertyUnique Rental Agreements per Property
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Setting up a Rental AgreementSetting up a Rental Agreement

Create a rental agreement within Settings > Templates > DocumentsCreate a rental agreement within Settings > Templates > Documents

Open up the PDF Template editor and follow the instructions to create a new template for your
rental agreement.

Set the type of PDF = Rental AgreementSet the type of PDF = Rental Agreement

The type of document must = Rental Agreement. Make sure to save this change.
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For Digital Signature Module users ONLYFor Digital Signature Module users ONLY

IMPORTANT!IMPORTANT! Replace any signatures in the document with the [DS_GUEST_SIGNATURE] merge
tag.

Replace any initials in the document with the [DS_GUEST_INITIALS] merge tag

THE DIGITAL SIGNATURE MERGE TAG MUST BE PRESENT TO MAKE THE SIGNING PROCESS FORTHE DIGITAL SIGNATURE MERGE TAG MUST BE PRESENT TO MAKE THE SIGNING PROCESS FOR
THE GUEST EASY!THE GUEST EASY! Without the tag, the signing process will be confusing to the guest.Without the tag, the signing process will be confusing to the guest.

SAVE

Assign Rental Agreement to Property(s)Assign Rental Agreement to Property(s)
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By default all properties are assigned the default rental agreement. The default rental
agreement is clearly noted within the PDF Templates list (1). If you have multiple rental
agreements (usually not necessary as Custom Variables can be used to bridge those differences
in most instances), you can assign specific rental agreements to specific properties on this page.

That's it, you're done! If you've enabled digital signatures for online bookings, guests will now
be able to sign the rental agreement online. If you've decided not to enable digital signatures
for online bookings, the guest will only be displayed your cancellation and deposit policies. You
will have to manually request a signature from a guest for each reservation.

What the Guest Sees When Booking OnlineWhat the Guest Sees When Booking Online

When making an online booking, there is a step (Step 3) which is where the rental agreement is
displayed. At the end of the rental agreement there is an option to sign the rental agreement.
Once signed AND if the booking is completed, a signed copy of the rental agreement will be
emailed to the guest and saved within Lodgix.
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Requesting a SignatureRequesting a Signature

Guests that book through a third party channel such as Homeaway do not have the
opportunity to sign the rental agreement at the time of booking. The same applies to
reservations that you enter manually. For these bookings you will have to request a
signature. You can create a trigger to automatically send the signature request, or you can
request them manually as explained below.

Manual Signature Request IconManual Signature Request Icon

Wherever that icon appears within Lodgix, you must click on it to send a manual digital
signature request. You cannot create an email response template and include the merge tag
[DS_SIGN_LINK] and send the email through the normal correspondence or communication
channels. The link will not be populated in the email and your guests will be confused. YOUYOU
MUST SEND SIGNATURE REQUESTS VIA THE ICONSMUST SEND SIGNATURE REQUESTS VIA THE ICONS.
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Dashboard WidgetsDashboard Widgets

All Dashboard reservation widgets contain icons for invoices that have completed, needed or
pending digital signatures.

Guest Control Panel > Details TabGuest Control Panel > Details Tab
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Guest Control Panel > Documents TabGuest Control Panel > Documents Tab

Window for Requesting Digital SignaturesWindow for Requesting Digital Signatures

When you request a digital signature, a window will open that looks like above.
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Email Template for Requesting Digital SignaturesEmail Template for Requesting Digital Signatures

Lodgix comes preloaded with four customizable templates that are used when emailing guests.
You cannot create your own template, you can ONLY edit the templates we provide.

Edit the "Request Digital Signature Email" template if you wish to modify the text sent to the
guest when requesting a digital signature.

If you create your own template and assign it to a type = Digital Signatures,and even replicateIf you create your own template and assign it to a type = Digital Signatures,and even replicate
the merge tags within the system template, and then attempt to email the guest through thethe merge tags within the system template, and then attempt to email the guest through the
normal correspondence and communication windows within Lodgix, it will NOT work!normal correspondence and communication windows within Lodgix, it will NOT work!
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Resending a Manual Signature RequestResending a Manual Signature Request

For various reasons there will come times when it's necessary to resend a digital signature
request. Perhaps the guest didn't get the first email, or maybe they deleted it...whatever
the reason, it's easy to send the request again.

Guest Control Panel > Documents TabGuest Control Panel > Documents Tab

To resend a digital signature request, go into the guest control panel, select the invoice which
requires the digital signature and click on the Documents tab:

You will see a button to "Manual Signature Request" button (note image above).

That button will allow you to resend the digital signature request, the guest will not have to go
through the booking process again, they will only be asked again to sign the rental agreement
since they didn't do it the first time!
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Manually Uploading a Signed AgreementManually Uploading a Signed Agreement

Sometimes a guest may have signed the rental agreement, but not through the Lodgix
system. This could happen if the agreement was signed and emailed, or even signed in
person. These agreements can be uploaded to the guests profile and the agreement will be
marked as signed within Lodgix.

Navigate to the Guest Control PanelNavigate to the Guest Control Panel

1. Click on the Documents tab
2. Click on the Upload Document button
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Upload the AgreementUpload the Agreement

1. Describe / Name the document
2. Select the document to upload
3. Check this box if the document being uploaded is a Rental Agreement. Checking this box will

mark the reservation as having a signed rental agreement.
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Employees ModuleEmployees Module
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How can I add additional users to Lodgix?How can I add additional users to Lodgix?

Adding additional users to Lodgix requires the optional Employees Module. The price of
the employees module is determined by your core subscription.

Go to the Billing Profile area of the applicationGo to the Billing Profile area of the application

Note: You can also click on one of the menu items for the functionality (Employees, Email
Guests) and you will be taken to the sign up page.
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To check pricing and add the Employees Module to your subscriptionTo check pricing and add the Employees Module to your subscription

Click on "Add Modules"

#1 - Check to see what (if any) modules you currently have enabled

#2- Review the available modules
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#3- Confirm pricing

#4 - Click the "add" link to add to your subscription

Once added to your account, the functionality will become available within your account.

Billing will be prorated for the remainder of the month and then normal billing will start at your
next scheduled billing date. If you are currently using the free 30 day trial of the application,
the module will also be free for whatever time remains of the original trial period.
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Employees Module OverviewEmployees Module Overview

The employees module is an optional module that adds a variety of functionality to the
application including issuing employee logins, alerting, and setting employee access rights.

Employee LoginEmployee Login

The screenshot above shows the dashboard for each employee. Employees are setup with
logins using their primary email address. Each employee is then assigned to a predefined
group that is defined by the application and includes various limitations in terms of access to
the system.

Employee DetailsEmployee Details
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1. Set the employees login email address. This must be a unique email in the Lodgix system.
2. The contact email address for employee communication
3. Set or change the emplyoyees password
4. Guest Reply-to email:Guest Reply-to email: This email will be used for the "reply to" field in emails that employees

send to guests.
5. Enter the employees name
6. Choose if the employee is active or inactive

Employee Access RightsEmployee Access Rights

There are predefined levels of access that can be assigned to each employee. If you need a
custom group with custom rights setup you can contact support and we may be able to provide
it for you.
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Assign Specific Properties to Cleaning Staff EmployeesAssign Specific Properties to Cleaning Staff Employees

For Cleaning Staff employees, access can be granted to specific properties only. This is useful if
you have multiple cleaning crews that are each responsible for a certain group of properties.

1. Click on the Properties tab
2. Enable property permissions for this employee
3. Select which properties the employee should have access to.

Employee AlertingEmployee Alerting

Employee alerting allows each employee to be setup with a series of alerts depending on their
job function. All employee alerts can be setup within the triggers area of Lodgix.ll employee alerts can be setup within the triggers area of Lodgix. Once theOnce the
employees module is added to your account, the triggers interface is updated with newemployees module is added to your account, the triggers interface is updated with new
functionality including additional conditions for sending our PDF calendars, payroll deadlinefunctionality including additional conditions for sending our PDF calendars, payroll deadline
alerts as well as new fields to send trigger emails to employees.alerts as well as new fields to send trigger emails to employees.

Types of alerts possible with the employees module include:

Guest Check-in and Check-out alertsGuest Check-in and Check-out alerts

Guest Cancellation Alerts (w/ calendar)Guest Cancellation Alerts (w/ calendar)

Calendar Alert (w/ calendar)Calendar Alert (w/ calendar)

Invoice Status AlertInvoice Status Alert

The payroll deadline alertpayroll deadline alert will only be shown if the payroll functionality has been enabled. If
enabled the employee will be alerted that payroll is due soon and they must enter their hours.
If the payroll deadline passes and the employee has not entered their hours and an additional
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email will be sent to the employee warning them that unless they submit their hours they miss
payroll and not get paid.

The calendar alertcalendar alert is an informational email that can be set to email the employee a PDF
calendar showing availability for a predefined period of time. Many property managers like the
employee to be notified twice per month with a calendar showing the availability for the next
two weeks. Many employees will print the PDF and tack it up in the employee area or keep it
handy to remind them of their upcoming responsibilities. It's also nice for the staff to know the
names of each guest so they can greet them by name at the property. A sample of the PDF
calendar is shown in the next step.

Sample PDF CalendarSample PDF Calendar

Each date on the calendar is marked with a number that corresponds to a guest in the key
underneath. The key shows the check-in / check-out times for each guest as well as the guest
name.
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Property Management ModuleProperty Management Module
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OverviewOverview

The Property Management Module is an optional module available to all Lodgix.com
subscribers. Pricing varies by the number of properties under management. Pricing details
can be found here.

The Property Management Module currently consists of two components, owner logins and
owner statements. The property owner will (optionally) receive login credentials to Lodgix
which will allow the property owner access to an availability calendar showing only the
property(s) assigned to them.

The property owner is able to block dates on the calendar for their properties only. Thus if
the property owner will be using the unit for their personal use, the property owner can
login to Lodgix and block off those dates without having to call the property manager.

Adding the Property Management Module to your subscriptionAdding the Property Management Module to your subscription

Under the Modules icon click on "Property Management", and follow the instructions to add
this module to your account. The amount you are charged will be pro-rated for the first month
and then added to your monthly billing going forward.

Step #1:Step #1: Add OwnersAdd Owners

Click on the "Add New Owner" button and proceed to the next step.
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Step #2:Step #2: Enter Owner DetailsEnter Owner Details

On certain fields we will be using "Tooltips" to help the user understand what information is
required. These tips will appear when the cursor is placed in the field where the information is
being entered.

Once each owner is set up, click on the "Save" button to save the record to the database. If youIf you
do not want a property owner to receive an automatic email from the application containingdo not want a property owner to receive an automatic email from the application containing
login credentials, please uncheck the box entitled "Send owner login credentials via email".login credentials, please uncheck the box entitled "Send owner login credentials via email".
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Step #3:Step #3: Assign Access RightsAssign Access Rights

There are two very basic levels of access, Default and Enhanced.

Default is the default setting and it allows the property owner to see the availability calendar,
block off dates on the calendar, Access and Modify Work Orders, Access Documents and Modify
settings.

Enhanced will allow the property owner to mouseover the reservation and view the mouseover
details for the reservation.

Step #4a:Step #4a: Assign Property(s) to OwnerAssign Property(s) to Owner

This step assumes that you've already setup and configured properties within the application.
If no properties have been setup, then there won't be any properties to assign here!
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Step #4b:Step #4b: Assigning a Property to an Owner - Part IIAssigning a Property to an Owner - Part II

Commissions may be split between two or more parties. This is useful for salespeople or agents
who are paid a part of the rental commission as a part of their compensation. In the example
above the management commission is set to 20%. The commissions can be calculated on
GROSS rents or NET rents.

The fees can be entered either as percentages or fixed amounts. These fees are ONLY
pertinent for the purposes of calculating Owner Statements. These fees have NOTHING to do
with actual guest invoices. All fees that are actually charged to the guest are setup within the
property setup for each property.

NOTE: If you are currently charging a cleaning fee to the guest, DO NOT enter a cleaning fee to
be assessed to the owner. This is because Lodgix currently does not include fees in the
calculation of gross rental revenues. Thus, since the cleaning fee is not being reported as rental
income to the owner, you can't really charge it to the owner as you would be collecting that fee
twice. If you are not charging the cleaning fee as a separate line item to the guest, but you
wish to assess a cleaning fee to the owner, then that fee should be entered above.
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Step #6: Owner CommunicationsStep #6: Owner Communications

Within the Communications tab is where all communications with the property owner are
logged. To send an email to the property owner, just click on "send email" and a modal window
will open. Once the email is sent the email is archived for future reference.
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Owner LoginOwner Login

The property management module allows the property manager to issue restricted access
credentials to property owners to login to Lodgix and view availability as well as to block off
dates that their property is not available for rent due to repairs or personal use.

An Owner login empower the property owner to check their calendar and block dates
without having to call the manager. This saves the property manager unnecessary calls /
emails from the owner and gives the owner the freedom to check their calendar and block
dates whenever they choose.

Owner Login URLOwner Login URL

The login URL for the owners is the same as the property manager:

https://www.lodgix.com/login/

Many PMs like to highlight the URL in the footer of their website and will title it "Owner Login".
This is a great and easy way for the owners to always have quick access to the system rather

than hunting through emails or even worse, calling the PM, to obtain the login URL.
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Availability CalendarAvailability Calendar

Once the property owner logs in, they will only have access to the availability calendar where
they can view the availability for their units only. They cannot view guest details or specifics on
each reservation.

Blocking DatesBlocking Dates

To block dates property owners can either choose dates directly from the calendar or the
owner can go to the Calendar Tape -> Block Dates Advanced menu item. The difference being
that using the menu item, the property owner can select longer periods and has the ability to
select multiple units.

All owner blocks show up on the calendar as dark blue versus the black which denotes a
property manager block.
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There are also options to send a note to the property manager once the block has been made,
as well as a way to tell the property manager that the owner will be cleaning the unit.
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Owner StatementsOwner Statements

Accessing Owner StatementsAccessing Owner Statements

There is now a new menu item for Owner Statements under the parent menu "Reports"

Owner Statement GenerationOwner Statement Generation

1. Click to choose a preset date range or enter a custom date range.
2. Choose a Property Owner (note owner accounts must have been set up and properties

assigned to the owner for any options to appear here). Also, multiple owners can be
selected. All owners is also an option.

3. Choose the format of the statement (Excel or PDF).
4. Choose the orientation of the statement (portrait or landscape).
5. "Save to owner account" will save the generated statement to the owner account.
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6. Choose "Individual Statements" to generate individual owner statements. The option for
"Summary Statement" will only be made available if all owners are selected. A summary
statement will reflect all rental activity, work orders and rental expenses for all owners on
one statement. Summary statements cannot be emailed.

7. Choose to "Download" or "Send" the statement(s). If multiple statements are being
generated, a zip file will be created containing the individual statements. If just one
statement is generated, it will download as a PDF.

SettingsSettings

There are two types of settings for owner emails and owner statements.

OwnerOwner CommuncationCommuncation

Allows the default subject and message to be set. This is for when an owner statement is
generated and sent to the owner by Lodgix.

Owner StatementsOwner Statements

1) Set the font size of the statement, which can result in more information being displayed on
one page.

2) Disable columns. Some PMs might not require some data to be displayed to the owner,
those columns can be disabled.

3) Set Column Width. Reducing or increasing column widget might help with readability or with
fitting more information on one page.
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Overview of an Owner StatementOverview of an Owner Statement

The Owner Statement is calculated using completed reservations only and can be computed
using either preset or custom time periods. Thus a reservation that begins their stay in June
and ends their stay in July will only show up on the July owner statement.

The Owner Statement can be calculated off of Gross Rental Revenue or Net Rental Revenue.
Gross Rental Revenue contains rents only, it does NOT include any fees or services which have
been added to the guest invoice. This will allow a clean number to be generated. The setting
for gross or net rental revenue is set within the settings for each property owner as defined
within the Property Management Module.

The Owner Statement is broken out by properties and sort by the arrival date for each
property. Any taxes that are setup within Lodgix for each property will be broken out on the
statement. Owner Blocks are also displayed on the statement.

Any fees that are setup within the property management module by the property manager to
be assessed to the owner will be broken out and subtracted from gross rental revenue to arrive
at a net rental revenue number.

Management commission percentages are displayed and the total commission generated is
derived from either a % of gross rents or a % of net rents depending on what the property
manager has setup for the property.

Net to owner is the amount remaining after rental commissions are subtracted from either
gross or net rents.
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Work Orders / Rental ExpensesWork Orders / Rental Expenses

When work orders or rental expenses are assigned to an owner with Lodgix, they will flow
through to the owner statement and be broken out in their own respective sections of the
owner statement.

Statement SummaryStatement Summary

The Statement Summary provides a brief overall summary to the property owner .
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Property Owner DocumentsProperty Owner Documents

Owner statements generated from the application will show up in the owner account if the
"save to owner account" option was selected at the time the statement was generated.
Property managers may wish to store receipts / invoices in the owner account. Pretty much

any type off file can be uploaded into the owner account allowing the owner to login and view
those files at their leisure.

1. Choose a folder where the document should be stored (or create your own)
2. Choose a file to upload via the file upload icon.

Coming EnhancementsComing Enhancements

The purpose of the current implementation of the Owner Statement functionality is to aid the
property manager in the manual creation of an Owner Statement. Future enhancements will
greatly build upon the current functionality.

Items that are planned to enhance the Owner Statements in the near future:

1. Ability for a Owner Statement to carry a running balance
2. Ability to record date and check # or automatic transfer was completed for balance due to

owner
3. Possible option to include YTD totals on owner statements
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Rental ExpensesRental Expenses

Rental expenses are primarily intended to pass through to the owner statement. Unlike
work orders, which are items that typically need fixing or replacing, rental expenses could
be items like monthly utilities, one-time cleaning fees, etc. Any expense which you want to
pass through to the property owner and have it appear on the owner statement.

Properties > Rental ExpensesProperties > Rental Expenses

Filter by periodFilter by period

1. Filter by predefined or custom date ranges.
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Filter by property(s)Filter by property(s)

Select one or many properties to include in the display.
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Add New Expense InterfaceAdd New Expense Interface

If you want this expense to pass through to the owner statement, you must choose the
property owner from the drop down. The expense will then be allocated to the expense
account of your choosing for the property owner and flow through to the owner statement.
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Work OrdersWork Orders

Work Orders that are marked as Owner Will Pay will pass through and be calculated in the
Owner Statement. A thorough explanation of Work Orders can be found here.
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Triggers for Property ManagersTriggers for Property Managers

The Triggers interface has some additional options when the property management
module is enabled and added to the core subscription.

There is now an Owner option when the property management module is enabled.

When the Owner option is set, another field appears which allows a particular property owner
to be chosen. This functionality may be useful to those managers who want triggers setup to
notify property owners when certain events occur (e.g. confirmed bookings).
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Updating Management Commissions for PastUpdating Management Commissions for Past
InvoicesInvoices

Management commissions can be updated at any time from the owner edit screen of the
property management module. This will update the commission rate for all FUTURE
invoices only. It will not retroactively update the commission rate on past invoices.

The commission rate can be updated for individual invoices from the guest control panel.
This will apply to the selected invoice only. This method is the only way to update past
invoices.

Updating Commission for a PropertyUpdating Commission for a Property

You can update the commission for a specific property from the Properties tab of the Owner
Edit screen. The updated commission will apply to all future bookings, but will not affect
existing reservations.
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Updating Management Commission for Existing InvoicesUpdating Management Commission for Existing Invoices

You can update the commission on specific invoices from the guest control panel. Simply click
on the edit icon under the "Commissions" tab. This will update the commission specific to THIS
INVOICE ONLY. If updating past invoices, you would need to update each invoice individually.
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Troubleshooting: Owner Can't Login /Troubleshooting: Owner Can't Login /
Credentials InvalidCredentials Invalid

An owner will receive an email from Lodgix during the owner setup process with login
credentials to Lodgix, if you've enabled that option during setup (see below). Lodgix will
assign the owner a login (the email address you setup for the owner) and a password. The
password will be a system generated password comprised of letters, numbers and special
characters. IT IS CASE SENSITIVE.IT IS CASE SENSITIVE.

Owners, for whatever reason, seem to be prone to having difficulty entering and / or
remembering their login credentials for a variety of reasons:

1. CAPS LOCK key is on
2. Difficulty transposing password correctly from credentials email
3. Difficulty remembering password / loss of credentials email
4. Cutting / pasting the password includes additional spaces so password is incorrect which

results in the "credentials not valid" message
5. The owner attempts to reset their password and screws it up. Or it's a husband / wife

team and one resets the password and doesn't tell the other!

The end result is that the owner blames Lodgix and claims the password does not work,
which of course, is not the case.

To fix the Owner's login problem requires one of the following solutions:

1. Resend the owner's login credentials (see below).
2. Manually change the Owner's password to something easier to remember (see below).
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Screenshot showing location of check box to enable / disable sendingScreenshot showing location of check box to enable / disable sending
owner login credentials at setupowner login credentials at setup

If this check box is not checked, the owner will not initially receive login credentials. However
credentials can be resent after the owner account is created (see next step).

Listing of all Property Owners and How to Resend Owner Login /Listing of all Property Owners and How to Resend Owner Login /
PasswordPassword

A listing of all property owners setup on Lodgix can be found by clicking the Property
Management Module menu item or going here:

http://www.lodgix.com/system/owners/

On this page you can:

1. Send Owner Login InfoSend Owner Login Info after the account has been created
2. Login as the Owner and / or Edit the Owner's Account details
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Changing the Owner's Account PasswordChanging the Owner's Account Password

When editing an owner's account, under the DETAILS tab there is a field where a manual
password can be entered. The field will always be blank, because all passwords are encrypted.

Thus if an owner calls and says they've lost their password the ONLY OPTIONS AVAILABLE AREONLY OPTIONS AVAILABLE ARE
TO MANUALLY CHANGE IT FOR THEM OR TO RESEND THE OWNER LOGIN CREDENTIALS VIATO MANUALLY CHANGE IT FOR THEM OR TO RESEND THE OWNER LOGIN CREDENTIALS VIA
EMAIL.EMAIL.

Please note when you resend the owner's login credentials, a NEW password will be generated.Please note when you resend the owner's login credentials, a NEW password will be generated.
This is not a password reminder email.This is not a password reminder email.
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Assessing Channel Commission to OwnersAssessing Channel Commission to Owners

Some channels like Expedia.com and Booking.com, charge a commission on every booking.
Some property managers would like to get reimbursed for that from their owners. This

support article illustrates how to pass through channel commissions to owners via the
owner statement.

Go to Modules > Property ManagementGo to Modules > Property Management

...select the owner and then navigate to the Property tab.

There you will find a setting to "Assess Channel Commissions to Owner", if set to Yes, the
channel commissions will pass through to the owner statement.
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How to Set Channel CommissionsHow to Set Channel Commissions

Navigate to settings > channel management > integrationssettings > channel management > integrations

Currently we support commission pass through only for Booking.com and Expedia.com.
Whatever commission you set here, will be increased by 2% to reflect the 2% Lodgix charges
you on top of the channel commission. So if Booking.com charges you 15%, and Lodgix
charges you 2% and you want to pass the full 17% through to the owner, then you would enter
the channel commission of 15% here and the Lodgix 2% will just be added on to that.
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Transferring a Property to a New OwnerTransferring a Property to a New Owner

Occasionally a property you manage may be sold to another owner who wants to continue
to use your company for their property management. In this case you will want to transfer
the property to the new owner, but retain all existing historical revenue data for the current
owner. You cannot directly transfer a property in Lodgix, but you can achieve the desired
outcome, as explained in this article.

Step #1 - Create New OwnerStep #1 - Create New Owner

Add the new owner to your Lodgix account from Modules > Property Mangement > Add New
Owner

Step #2 - Clone PropertyStep #2 - Clone Property

Make a copy of the property using the "+" button on the Properties > List All Properties screen.
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Step #3 - Assign New Property to New OwnerStep #3 - Assign New Property to New Owner

Assign the new property to the new owner from the Properties tab of the owner edit screen.

Step #4 - Block Dates on the New PropertyStep #4 - Block Dates on the New Property

Since all existing reservations were made on the old property, you will need to manually block
those dates on the calendar for the new property to avoid double bookings.

Step #5 - Disable Old PropertyStep #5 - Disable Old Property

The disabled property will not count against your plan limit, and you will retain all historical
data relevent to the previous owner. You can run owner statements for that owner based only
on rentals that were booked while they owned the property. The new owner will now start with
a clean slate.
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QuickBooks SyncQuickBooks Sync
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OverviewOverview

The QuickBooks Online Sync allows Lodgix subscribers to sync guest invoice and payment
data with QuickBooks Online.

1. Lodgix does not directly support the QuickBooks Online Sync. We have partnered with a
very knowledgeable QuickBooks Online consultant, James Von der Lieth to review how
the sync works and how it might (or might not) work with your current bookkeeping
practices.

2. Time spent with James is not free, nor is he an extension of our customer support team.
He is simply an independent consultant whom we work with to help Lodgix clients

navigate the world of vacation rental management accounting practices and QuickBooks
Online.

3. Lodgix will pay for the first hour of your time with James. However most companies will
spend an addition $500 or more consulting with James doing such things as reviewing
your current bookkeeping processes, establishing your chart of accounts, mapping your
chart of accounts to Lodgix accounts, setting up classes within QuickBooks and mapping
properties to classes in Lodgix and flushing out any errors that result from the initial
sync.

4. Getting the sync setup correctly can take a bit of time. There are many areas where the
process can require troubleshooting during the initial sync. Troubleshooting itself can
be time consuming considering that QuickBooks provides rather cryptic error messages.

Lodgix will not be able to help you if you do not work with James and / or you do not followLodgix will not be able to help you if you do not work with James and / or you do not follow
the sync instructions.the sync instructions.

1. Schedule Time with James Von der Lieth1. Schedule Time with James Von der Lieth

This step is extremely important. Lodgix has partnered with James to consult with Lodgix
clients. We highly recommend that you schedule an initial hour with James to review your
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current QuickBooks company file to understand how the Lodgix QuickBooks Sync module will
work best for you. James will work with your existing bookkeeper and accountant as a
consultant helping to assure that your accounting data needs are being met by Lodgix.

James will act as the liaison between Lodgix and our QuickBooks Online Sync clients to assure
that any issues, shortcomings and feature requests are brought to our attention.

James will be available for Lodgix clients to book 30 minute calls with him.

To schedule time with James, just submit a support ticket with Lodgix and a link will be provided
to his online schedule.

Please print the Vacation Rental Best Accounting Practices document before contacting James:

Best Accounting Practices for Vacation RentalsBest Accounting Practices for Vacation Rentals

2. Read This First!2. Read This First!

1. To avoid messing up your QuickBooks company file it's important to understand the
purpose of the sync, what data is sync'd, how it's sync'd and why it's sync'd.

2. To avoid messing up your QuickBooks company file it's important to understand the concept
of Garbage In, Garbage Out. If your invoices in Lodgix have not all been brought to a zero
balance, then all the sync'd invoices in QuickBooks will not have a zero balance and you'll
have a mess.

3. We recommend testing the sync first on a blank QuickBooks Online company file. Sign up
for a throwaway QuickBooks Online account. The trial is free and it's a risk free way of
seeing how the sync works without putting your real company file at risk. Once you've had
some time to acclimate to the sync, you can then use it with a live company file.
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3. Why Sync with QuickBooks Online and not QuickBooks Desktop?3. Why Sync with QuickBooks Online and not QuickBooks Desktop?

QuickBooks Online (QBO) is the only supported Intuit platform. Lodgix has no plans to extend
the sync to QuickBooks Desktop (QBD).

4. QuickBooks Online Requirements4. QuickBooks Online Requirements
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QuickBooks Online offers several plans and frequently offers significant discounts. Please
choose your plan carefully. Choose the Plus plan if you utilize "Classes" within QuickBooks.
The Lodgix QBO sync supports classes, but you will need the QBO Plus package to take
advantage of that feature.

5. Cost and How to Access5. Cost and How to Access

Adding the QuickBooks Online Sync module to your Lodgix account is as simple as going to
Modules > QuickBooks within Lodgix. The monthly cost of the module will vary in accordance
with your primary subscription. Pricing is outlined under the Optional Modules section here:

http://www.lodgix.com/pricing.html

6. How Does The Sync Work?6. How Does The Sync Work? Are There Any Limitations?Are There Any Limitations?

Lodgix syncs all invoice and payments to QuickBooks If an invoice is updated, deleted or
canceled within Lodgix, that change will sync to QuickBooks the next time the sync is initiated.

Sales Tax ReportingSales Tax Reporting

Lodgix syncs invoice taxes as line items within QuickBooks. This is because a typical reservation
can be subject to many different taxes. Local taxes, city taxes, state taxes and then some items
within the invoice can be taxed while others are not. This does not work well within a typical
QuickBooks invoice where all items are summed and then taxed. Because of this we have to
sync Lodgix invoice taxes as line items within a QuickBooks invoice. The repercussion of this is
that the more advanced sales tax reporting features of QuickBooks online can't be used. It's
not a big deal, but it's important to note.
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SetupSetup

Step by step instructions (and troubleshooting guide) for syncing Lodgix guests, invoices,
items, payment methods and payments with QuickBooks Online.

Setup connection with QuickBooks OnlineSetup connection with QuickBooks Online
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A window will pop asking for QuickBooks Online credentialsA window will pop asking for QuickBooks Online credentials

The credentials will be the same login used to access QuickBooks Online. Note the security
warning can be ignored. This is only present because we are choosing not to participate in the
Intuit App Center at this time.
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For Accountants or those that have multiple company files on QBOEFor Accountants or those that have multiple company files on QBOE

For those of you that have more than one company file associated with your QuickBooks online
account, you will be prompted to ask which company file you want to link to your Lodgix.com
account.
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Authorize Lodgix to access your QuickBooks company dataAuthorize Lodgix to access your QuickBooks company data

1. Your company name from QuickBooks Online should be displayed here
2. Click Authorize button to continue

Congratulations!Congratulations!
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Look for the Congratulations! banner in the upper right corner of the screen. A new blue Intuit
menu will now always be visible from all pages while logged into Lodgix.

Setup TabsSetup Tabs

WAIT!! Before hitting the Synchronize button, make sure to click on Account Mappings tab to
map your accounts. More on Account Mapping in the next step.

The Sync date refers to theinvoice arrival date. So setting the sync date to December 1, 2016,
will sync all invoices with an arrival date on and after that date.

Any pre-payments (i.e deposits) show up as payments against those invoices.

The sync brings in invoices and payments, but it still requires you to manually batch deposits.
The sync success log shows you which payments have successfully come over.
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Account Mapping TabAccount Mapping Tab

Lodgix will pull the chart of accounts from QuickBooks Online and ask you to map the line items
from Lodgix invoices to your QuickBooks accounts.

Please note that if you decide to add new accounts to QuickBooks after the initial Chart of
Accounts has been imported into Lodgix, simple add the accounts into QBooks and then return
to Lodgix and refresh the account mappings (CTRL-F5) this will force the Chart of Accounts to be
imported again and your new accounts should then show as available mapping options.

INCORRECT ACCOUNT MAPPINGS ARE A VERY COMMON SOURCE OF SYNC ERRORS!INCORRECT ACCOUNT MAPPINGS ARE A VERY COMMON SOURCE OF SYNC ERRORS! PLEASEPLEASE
WORK WITH YOUR ACCOUNTANT AND / OR BOOKKEEPER TO ASSURE THAT ACCOUNTS AREWORK WITH YOUR ACCOUNTANT AND / OR BOOKKEEPER TO ASSURE THAT ACCOUNTS ARE
MAPPED CORRECTLY.MAPPED CORRECTLY.

The items on the left are Lodgix invoice line items that need to mapped to accounts in your
QuickBooks chart of accounts.

1. Insurance. Even if you do not offer damage or travel insurance, the account still needs to bethe account still needs to be
mapped.mapped. InsuranceInsurance premiums should be mapped to a revenue account.... later when Lodgix
bills for the premium amount, that would a manual entry on the expense side of that
transaction.

2. Other Deposits (aka Security Deposits, Damage Deposits). Even if you do not require
security or damage deposits, the account still needs to be mapped to a current liabilitythe account still needs to be mapped to a current liability
account.account.

Review the error log closely, invoice line items cannot be mapped to accounts of certain types
(such as A/R or A/P). If mapped incorrectly errors similar to below will show in the error log.
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Error: Other Deposits - Invalid account type: You can't associate a product or service withError: Other Deposits - Invalid account type: You can't associate a product or service with
accounts of certain types (such as Accounts Receivable and Accounts Payable). If the product oraccounts of certain types (such as Accounts Receivable and Accounts Payable). If the product or
service is something you sell, use an income account. If the the product or service is somethingservice is something you sell, use an income account. If the the product or service is something
you buy, use an expense account.you buy, use an expense account.

Simply update the account mapping to a different account and resync.

Chart of Accounts TabChart of Accounts Tab

The Chart of Accounts tab will show the chart of accounts that was imported from QuickBooks.

Note: There is an optional setting in QBOE to display account numbers. Read this for
instructions.
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Class Mapping TabClass Mapping Tab

Make sure to read the next step on Enabling Class Tracking for QuickBooks Online as it goes
into detail about the options on this tab. If no classes are populated here, it means that class
tracking for QuickBooks Online is either not enabled or no classes have been created within
QuickBooks Online.

Enabling Class Tracking within QuickBooks OnlineEnabling Class Tracking within QuickBooks Online

Class Tracking is available within QuickBooks Online, but it is only available as a component of
the PLUS package. You can view the available packages from QuickBooks Online here:
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http://quickbooks.intuit.com/signup

The class tracking tab will not be shown if class tracking is not enabled within QuickBooks
Online AND at least one class needs to be defined within QuickBooks Online. If class tracking
(and at least one class) is enabled after the initial sync, simply refresh the page within Lodgix

and Lodgix will detect that class tracking has been enabled and the class tracking setup tab will
appear.

You must enable this feature within your company settings at QuickBooks Online (see screen
shot above).

Note: The recommended setting when class tracking is enabled is to track classes "one per
detail line" rather than tracking classes "one per transaction". Lodgix supports invoices that
can contain multiple properties, and if each property is assigned to a different class, Lodgix will
only sync that invoice if class tracking is done "per detail line". If class tracking is done "per
transaction" the entire invoice would have to be assigned to the same class.

Error Log TabError Log Tab

Error Log tab displays detailed information on any errors that occur during the sync process
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QuickBooks Setup TabQuickBooks Setup Tab

Lodgix DOES NOT SYNC INVOICES FOR RESERVATIONS THAT ARE YET TO OCCUR. Lodgix will
only sync invoices for reservations that are in the past in which the guest has already departed.
This was done on purpose as the sync tool is meant to aid primarily in data entry. Invoices that

are in the future are subject to change, deletion, cancellation, editing, etc. Coding a true sync
with invoice updating requires significantly more resources and complexity.

1. Initial Sync Date.Initial Sync Date. Choose this date carefully. Lodgix needs to know from what date to begin
syncing invoices. This date is keyed off the arrival date within the invoice. If you've already
manually entered guest invoices in QuickBooks, you don't want Lodgix to add those invoices
all over again and clutter up your QuickBooks with duplicate invoices. Lodgix will autofill a 1/
1/2013 date, but data prior to that can be obtained simply by entering an earlier date. THERE
IS NO ABILITY TO CHOOSE A DATE FROM WHICH TO START THE SYNC AFTER THE INITIAL
SYNC IS COMPLETE.

2. Synchronize.Synchronize. Pressing this button begins the sync process.

If an error occurs during the sync process (quite common), the error (as well as the corrective
action to be taken) will be displayed in the Error Tab. After the error has been corrected, return
to the QuickBooks Setup tab and synchronize again. The sync will pick up where it left off,
duplicate entries will not be created
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Word to the Wise: Engage your Bookkeeper or AccountantWord to the Wise: Engage your Bookkeeper or Accountant

We highly advise that the QuickBooks sync only be initiated by an experienced professional.
We are doing our best to provide an intuitive interface and this user manual to help assure that

the sync goes smoothly. However, only a QuickBooks Professional will know for sure which
accounts are the correct accounts for your company file when setting up the mapping.

Need an experienced vacation rental bookkeeper / QuickBooks Pro AdvisorNeed an experienced vacation rental bookkeeper / QuickBooks Pro Advisor and Lodgix guru?and Lodgix guru?

Look no further than James Von der Leith at GetClearDesk.com. James is located in Charleston,
South Carolina and works with many Lodgix property managers and owners. Whether it be a
simple consultation or restructuring your bookkeeping processes, James can do it all. He
works closely with Lodgix and works with the sync tool frequently. Give him a call, you'll be
happy you did!
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Common Error Messages & To Do ItemsCommon Error Messages & To Do Items

The sync kicks out some common error messages. Almost all errors will result from
incorrect account mappings or incorrect class mappings. We've outlined a few of them
below with some suggestions on how to resolve.

Business Validation Error: Unexpected Internal Error. (-30000)Business Validation Error: Unexpected Internal Error. (-30000)

If Payments are mapped to an incorrect Quickbooks file, an error will appear saying "You need
to select a different type of account for this transaction". But if that wrong payment account is
in particular an "Accounts Receivable (A/R)" account, then you will get the Unexpected Internal
Error. (-30000).

Resolution:

Invoice "Payments" must be mapped to the account where guest payments are deposited (e.g.
Cash on Hand or Cash in Bank are most popular.)

Invalid_Database Error or App_Already_Purchased ErrorInvalid_Database Error or App_Already_Purchased Error

Rule #1:Rule #1:
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Only one (1) QBO user can connect to the Lodgix sync. If any other QBO user attempts to
connect to the Lodgix sync, they will get an error either the app_already_purchased error or the
invalid_database error.

Here is a scenario:

You setup your accountant as a user within Quickbooks Online and your accountant uses his /
her account to sync to Lodgix. Later you decide to switch accountants and you remove your
accountant as a user from Quickbooks Online. Your accountant MUST login to their Intuit
account, go the Apps area (left menu, at the very bottom), click on the My Apps link and
disconnect from the Lodgix app. See next step. It is a good idea NEVER to allow your
accountant to use their account to sync with Lodgix.

Disconnecting a QBO User from the Lodgix Sync AppDisconnecting a QBO User from the Lodgix Sync App

1. If the user is still a valid user within the QBO account, the user can login to QBO and
disconnect their account from Lodgix.

2. If the user has been removed from the QBO account, the user will have to login to:

https://appcenter.intuit.com/V2/myapps

and disconnect from the Lodgix app from within the My Apps area of the Intuit App Center.

To Do Items (4/17/2015)To Do Items (4/17/2015)

Considerations for the QuickBooks sync:Considerations for the QuickBooks sync:

Stale InvoicesStale Invoices
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1. If an object (Guest, Invoice, etc) is updated at QuickBooks Online, it may cause that object to
be stale (out of sync) and won't sync any longer with Lodgix.

2. If an object (Guest, Account, Class, etc) is deleted at QuickBooks Online , it may cause related
objects to fail to insert/delete.

I say it may, because the sync is smart enough to deal with some situations.

Another cause of stale objects is when Lodgix raises an exception after the invoice is created
remotely, but before saving the new sync token. This is usually our fault and we have to deal
with it case by case. We are notified via email when this happens. The correct way to fix a stale
invoice would be manually. If we find cases like this (and we most likely will find them), we will
try to make a script that corrects the invoices. Because despite not having direct access to the
subscriber quickbooks account, we can access it through the API from our production server as
long as QuickBooks is configured.

The problem with stale invoices are that they can intended to be stale by the subscriber or they
can be stale as a result of a bug or user error. If subscriber makes a change on QuickBooks and
doesn't want it overwritten, then a stale invoice is OK. But if it's product of a bug or if the
subscriber made a mistake, then being stale is not OK.

And to complicate things further a global setting is somewhat limiting. Subscriber may want to
correctly ignore some stale objects and correctly overwrite others. Probably we will need a tab
named Stale Objects, which lists objects (Invoices, Guests, etc) that were stale on the last run
and allows to choose if object should be permanently ignored or overwritten, being in sync
again.

Fee ReportingFee Reporting

Problem: Currently Fees are all reported under one category "Fees"

James: If its possible for the "product/service" to be unique for each fee that would definitely
make the reporting in QB a lot better. With the current system, the user would have to use the
cleaning report in lodgix to get that information.

James : The fees would be linked to "items" aka "product/services". The items then flow
through to expense/cogs accounts on the p&l.

Non-synNon-syncc related PM itemsrelated PM items

On the property management company side the only other things that users could use is:

Owners balances

---> one cool potential feature related to this would be lodgix giving the option to automatically
sync bills to quickbooks for the amounts due to the property owner at the end of the month.
Then the quickbooks user would create bill payments when they pay the owners and those bill
payments would sync over to Lodgix and tie into the running owners balance. It would only take
5 minutes to print all the checks to their owners! And the owner could logon to their portal and
see their running balance
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APIAPI
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API RequirementsAPI Requirements

Lodgix offers an open API that can be used by developers for custom integrations with our
software. You can request the latest version of our API documentation at any time via email
or our support chat. Below you can find a brief overview and example.

API URLsAPI URLs

Please use the following basic form when accessing the API:

http://www.lodgix.com/api/<responsetype>/<datatype>/<method>/

Where:

<responsetype>: the type of data you wish the call to return. The current option for this
parameter is ‘xml’.

<datatype>: the type of data to be accessed. Currently, the datatypes available are
‘reservations’, ‘properties’, and ’owners’.

<method>: Available methods for each data type are provided in our API documentation

Token AuthenticationToken Authentication

All API calls require a parameter named ‘Token’. This token is different for each marketing
partner and can be generated from your Lodgix account under Settings > Important Settings.
This token MUST be paired with either the PropertyID or OwnerID parameter, depending upon
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the API call. OwnerID is equal to your Lodgix Customer ID and can also be found under Settings
> Important Settings.

Token must be capitalized.

Note: Each property must contain at least four images to eligible to be queried by the API. If
not results are returned for an particular query, please check to make sure that the property
has at least four images associated with it.

API Call ExampleAPI Call Example

Here is an example of an API call that will return all property listings for a subscriber account:

http://www.lodgix.com/api/xml/properties/get?Token=______________________

&IncludeAmenities=Yes

&IncludePhotos=Yes

&IncludeConditions=Yes

&IncludeLanguages=Yes

&IncludeTaxes=Yes

&IncludeReviews=Yes

&OwnerID=2

Note: You must replace the "Token" and "OwnerID" parameters with the ones associated with
your account. Additionally, the url may not contain any spaces.

Examples:

XML

http://www.lodgix.com/api/xml/properties/
get?Token=___________________&IncludePhotos=Yes&OwnerID=6429&IncludeRates=Yes&PropertyID=18727

JSON

http://www.lodgix.com/api/xml/properties/
get?Token=___________________&IncludePhotos=Yes&OwnerID=6429&IncludeRates=Yes&PropertyID=18727&JSONCallback=1
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